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Abstract
Deformable electronics introduce new functionalities on electronic devices such as wearable, flexible health
sensors and foldable, flexible displays. To offer a deformability, electronic materials incorporating functional
components are deposited on elastic substrates. Therefore, deposited electronic materials are necessary to be
both electronically active and mechanically robust for maintaining their functionalities under deformations
such as stretching, compressing, and bending.
Two-dimensional (2D) materials are one of the most promising candidates for deformable electronic
materials due to their unique mechanical and electronic properties. Mechanically, 2D materials are resilient
under deformation based on their ultra-strong in-plane moduli from in-plane covalent bonds between atoms,
as well as pliable out-of-plane bending moduli from their atomic scale thicknesses. Electronically, high charge
carrier mobilities and tunable electronic bandgap, from insulator (h-BN) to the semi-metal (graphene), make
2D materials promising building blocks for molecular electronics. Furthermore, due to the absence of dangling
bonds at the surface, 2D materials form van der Waals interfaces with adjacent surfaces of any material,
which enables transfer of 2D materials onto any arbitrary substrates, including silicon, deformable polymers,
and other 2D materials.
This thesis begins with reviews and the perspectives of the 2D material based electromechanical devices
using deformations of 2D materials. Suspended 2D materials has been utilized as impermeable membranes
and 2D material based nano-electromechanical devices. Furthermore, engineering in-plane strain and out-
of-plane deformations of 2D materials enables tunable optoelectronic devices, highly crumpled electronic
membranes, and nanoscale 3D origami. Lastly, engineering stacking and alignment between 2D material
layers induces unconventional superconductivity, Moire optoelectronics, and friction-less interfaces. Un-
derstanding the mechanics of van der Waals interfaces of 2D materials are crucial to describe mechanical
deformations of 2D materials.
This thesis addresses the mechanics of three different interfaces formed between 2D material layers and
deformable substrates. In the first study, we analyze van der Waals interfaces between commensurate
2D material layers undergoing out-of-plane bending deformation. Through the introduction of nanoscale,
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controlled bending deformations of Bernal-stacked few-layer graphene, we demonstrate that the bending
stiffness of few-layer graphene depends on bending angle, which changes the interlayer interaction between
each layer. In the second study, we explore the bending stiffness of multilayers composed of incommensurate
van der Waals interfaces, including twisted bilayer MoS2 and graphene-MoS2 heterostructures undergoing
out-of-plane bending deformations. Due to the intrinsic superlubricity of the incommensurate interfaces,
the bending stiffness of 2D heterostructures can be engineered by tailoring the stacking order and registry
between 2D layers. In the last study, we discuss the role of the van der Waals interfaces formed between 2D
monolayers and stretchable polymer substrate, which exhibits 3D morphology of buckled structures under
compression. In each study, we combine both experiments and theoretical simulations explaining the origins
of atomic scale deformations of multilayer 2D materials and substrates.
In conclusion, this thesis shows that the mechanics of van der Waals interfaces formed among 2D layers
and substrates dominate the behavior of three-dimensional, out-of-plane deformations of 2D materials. Our
study shows that commensurate and incommensurate 2D multilayers are ultra-soft when deforming out-of-
plane comparable to the theoretical lower limit of mechanical membranes. Furthermore, slip at the van der
Waals interfaces between substrates and 2D layers allows control of the nanoscale surface topology of 2D
membrane-substrate systems. These understandings shed light on designing 2D material multilayers based
highly deformable electronic materials.
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Recent innovations in electronic devices involve inducing mechanical deformations to offer better function-
alities on electronic devices[1]. For example, the wearable sensor in Figure 1.1 enables health monitoring
in real-time by attaching to the human body. Furthermore, flexible and rollable displays open up new
possibilities in portable electronics.
Silicon is the most essential material for micro- and nanoscale electronic device due to its well-understood
fabrication methods reaching down to sub nanometer scale features such as FinFET or MOSFET. Silicon-
based electronic components are fabricated by a top-down approach, which create nanoscale transistors or
circuits by etching from bulk silicon. However, brittleness of silicon fundamentally prevents to introduce
mechanical deformations on conventional silicon-based electronics. To offer deformability on electronics,
functional components are deposited on elastic deformable substrates. In these cases, electronic materials
are necessary to incorporate mechanical deformations with maintaining electronic functionalities during
operation.
To allow large deformations such as high tensile strain >5%, the wavy wrinkles or mesh type pattering are
introduced to the conventional semiconducting materials, such as silicon, II-IV or III-V semiconductors[2].
These pre-defined shapes of electronic components tolerate large strains by accommodating appropriate
deformations of the structure without degradation. Furthermore, incorporating nanostructured materials
such as nanowires, nanotubes into the polymer elastomer secures the stretchability [3, 4, 5], as well as
electronic conductivity[3, 5]. Similarly, organic semiconducting membranes, a thin layer of conductive or
semiconducting organic molecules, are another option for the deformable electronic material. Using organic
materials offers mechanically flexible membranes with low-cost deposition, which realized organic field-effect
transistor arrays on compliant, flexible substrates[6].
However, there are intrinsic limit in the minimum size or thickness of both nanostructures and organic
membranes. Furthermore, the electronic transport relies on hopping charge carriers among nanostructures
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Figure 1.1: Applications enabled by deformable, flexible electronic circuits. Image is from [1]
or individual molecules, which fundamentally limits the electric properties such as electron mobility[2, 7].
From the discovery of graphene[8], 2D materials become one of the most promising candidates for de-
formable electronic material class due to advantages on both mechanical and electronic properties. Graphene
and other transition metal dichalcogenides(TMD) possess ultra-high Young’s modulus, high break strain,
and the lower limit of bending stiffness with the atomic scale thickness[9, 10]. Therefore, 2D materials easily
deformed, but the structural integrity is maintained during mechanical deformations such as stretching,
compressing, crumpling, and bending. Besides, 2D materials possess electronic capabilities for electronic
membranes based on the high carrier mobility and offers options in terms of electronic properties from
insulators(h-BN) through semiconductors(TMD, phosphorene) to metals(graphene).
Furthermore, van der Waals interfaces in 2D multilayers offer another degree of freedom on designing
atomically thin electronic membrane. Lack of surface dangling bonds maintains the electronic properties
of each layer in multilayer heterostructures[11]. Thus 2D materials are atomically thin building blocks
for molecular electronics, so stacking different 2D materials allows to design the electronic properties of
the membrane such as atomically thin p-n junction[12], transparent field effect transistor[13], and even
introducing superconductivity[14] .
This thesis aims to analyze the mechanics of 2D materials under three-dimensional deformations, which
are inevitably occurred as a component of deformable electronics. To do that, as shown in the Figure 1.2, we
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of three fundamental interfaces formed in the 2D material based deformable elec-
tronics. Interface between (1) commensurate 2D layers, (2) incommensurate 2D layers, and (3) 2D layer and
the substrate
categorize three different kinds of interfaces that occur in deformed 2D material membranes: (1) interface
between commensurate 2D layers, (2) interface between incommensurate 2D layers, and (3) interface between
2D layer and the deformable substrate.
To investigate the mechanics of each interface during out-of-plane deformations, we use both experiments
and theoretical simulations to characterize the atomic scale deformations. In experiment, we establish the
state-of-the-art platform which enables to induce out-of-plane deformations in nanoscale accuracy for 2D
multilayers and their heterostructures. This platform enables to characterize bending stiffness of 2D materials
under different degree of out-of-plane deformations, so we quantify the relationship between the deformed
geometry with interfacial mechanical properties. Atomic scale simulation tools allow to investigate the
underlying mechanism by observing the change of atomic lattices during out-of-plane deformations. From the
cooperation of experiments and simulations, we establish simple theoretical models which describes how the
van der Waal interface influences on the deformations of 2D materials with extracted interfacial mechanical
properties. These understandings will be critical to design deformable electronics with 2D multilayers, which
incorporates highly curved nanoscale deformations to electronically active deformable membranes.
1.2 Organization of chapters
Chapter 2 presents perspectives on the 2D materials based electromechanical devices, which utilize me-
chanical deformations of 2D materials and their heterostructures. There are four possible mechanical defor-
mations on 2D materials: in-plane strain, out-of-plane bending, twist, and shear. By taking advantages of
them, 2D electromechanical devices show extraordinary optoelectronic behaviors coupled with mechanical
deformations. For example, introducing in-plane strains modify the electronic band structure of graphene
and transition metal dichalcogenides. Furthermore, modification of van der Waals interfaces by twisting or
shearing between 2D layers introduces unconventional superconductivity or ultra-low friction interfaces. In
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addition, folding and bending 2D materials enables building 3D nanostructures by applying origami-type
deformations. In this chapter, we categorize those devices into 6 sections, each of them utilized a certain
aspect of the mechanical deformations of 2D materials. we also discuss the challenges and opportunities of
2D material-based electromechanical devices. This chapter is based on the manuscript in preparation.
Chapter 3 presents the theoretical backgrounds on the modelling of out-of-plane 2D material deforma-
tion. The first part (Section 3.1) discusses the backgrounds of density functional theory, which is used to
simulate the bending deformations of 2D materials in the Chapters 4 and 5. The second part (Section 3.2.1)
discusses the mechanics of atomically thin membranes, which is different from the conventional continuum
mechanics. To extract the mechanical properties of 2D materials, it is necessary to establish relationship
between the total deformation energy and the geometry of deformed 2D material layers. We discuss how
atomically thin membranes differ from conventional thin film mechanics, and develop equations applicable
to out-of-plane deformed 2D multilayers. Furthermore in Section 3.2.2, three previous studies, which used
shear-lag model to describe the interface between 2D materials and stretchable substrate, are discussed as
backgrounds for the model of surface morphology evolution developed in Chapter 6.
Chapter 4 presents the mechanics of commensurate, crystalline 2D materials under out-of-plane bend-
ing deformation. Bending stiffness is a critical parameter for flexible, deformable electronics because it
determines the degree of out-of-plane deformation. To measure the bending stiffness of atomically thin
membranes, we designed an experiment with few-layer graphene on the terraced hexagonal boron nitride(h-
BN) to control the degree of bending deformation. The deformed few-layer graphene geometry is measured
by scanning transmission electron microscope, which offers angstrom scale resolution to visualize individual
graphene bending. We also utilize atomistic simulation tool (DFT) to show that commensurate few-layer
graphene has angle-dependent bending stiffness due to weakly bonded van der Waals interfaces between the
layers and ultra-high in-plane modulus. From this study, we show that the bending of few-layer graphene
is three orders of magnitude softer than conventional thin films with same thickness. This implies that
deformable membranes comprised of 2D materials offer highly curved nanomechanical systems which cannot
be achieved by conventional thin films. The work in this chapter is based on reference [15].
Chapter 5 present the mechanics of incommensurate 2D layers under out-of-plane bending deformation.
Stacking different 2D materials or introducing misalignment angles between layers forms incommensurate 2D
interfaces. Due to the lattice misalignment, friction between layers is orders of magnitude smaller than that
of commensurate 2D layers. In the incommensurate regime, the layers are decoupled, which allows predicting
the bending stiffness only as a sum of individual layers. Combining with the knowledge from Chapter 4,
we design the bending stiffness of the 2D multilayers and heterostructures by engineering commensurate or
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incommensurate interfaces among 2D layers. This study shows that the bending stiffness of 2D materials
are comparable to the theoretical lower limit of mechanical membrane. The findings will be crucial for
designing deformable electronic membranes with 2D multilayers such crumpled electronics, and bendable
origami nanomachines. The work in this chapter is based on the manuscript in preparation.
Chapter 6 present the mechanics of monolayer 2D materials deformations on a stretchable substrate. In
the membrane-substrate system, the mismatch strain at the interface induces three-dimensional deformations
such as buckling instabilities. To introduce the buckling instabilities, 2D materials are deposited on the pre-
stretched deformable substrate and released to induce compression on the 2D layers. In order to utilize the
morphologies of deformed 2D materials, it is necessary to understand the mechanics at the 2D material-
substrate interface while under compression. In section 6.1, I experimentally observe the change of topologies
upon the increased compression and establish a simple continuum model to understand the mechanics of 2D
membrane - substrate interfaces. In section 6.2, I describe the details of the theoretical mechanics model.
These understandings on the origins and evolution of 2D membranes-substrate system under compression
shows the controllability of surface topology with amount of compression. These findings will be critical step
in engineeing deformable 3D nano electromechanical systems with 2D materials. The work in this chapter
is based on the reference [16] and in preparation.
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Perspectives : Electromechanical devices
using engineered mechanics of two
dimensional materials
2.1 Introduction
Two-dimensional (2D) materials are considered not only the ultimate limit of molecular electronics, but
also atomically thin mechanical membranes. Separately, both the electronic and mechanical properties of
2D materials lead to exciting new physics and applications. Yet, some of the most exciting research today
focuses on incorporating these two properties together to create nanoscale electromechanical devices. There
have been many reviews separately focusing on the electronic properties or mechanical properties of 2D
materials[17, 18, 19], so we will not cover these topics in great detail here. Instead, this perspective will
focus on the current state and future prospects for 2D material devices where both mechanics and electronics
are needed to enable functionality.
With over 1000 members the broad class of 2D materials leads to diverse electronic properties, and serves
as an ideal platform for exploring the emergent physics in lower dimensions, with amazing discoveries in hall
[20, 8] and valley physics[21], quantum optics[22], nanomagnetism[23], and superconductivity[14]. Moreover,
because 2D materials are mechanically robust, they may be transferred onto each other to form heterostruc-
tures, which behave as molecular scale electronics. For example, 2D material heterostructure applications
includes atomically thin p-n junctions[12], quantum engineered electronic devices[24], and artificial excitonic
crystals[25].
Mechanically, 2D materials are just as impressive and flush with superlatives. Within each layer, strong
covalent bonds between atoms lead to large in-plane mechanical moduli (340 N/m per layer for graphene,
equivalent to a 3D Young’s modulus of 1 TPa, or about 20-100 times stronger than steel). Meanwhile,
the lack of out-of-plane dangling bonds mean that 2D materials undergo extremely large stresses or strains
before fracturing by up to 12%[9]. In contrast, due to their atomic thicknesses, 2D materials are extremely
floppy and pliable out of plane. For example, the bending stiffness of graphene is only 1.5 eV [15], or similar
to a lipid bilayer of a cell membrane. This strong anisotropy of the mechanical properties and stability of
the monolayers means these materials are capable of withstanding large deformations compared with the
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Figure 2.1: Possible mechanical deformations in the 2D materials. Left two show twist and shear deforma-
tions of the multilayer 2D materials. Right two show in-plane strain and out-of-plane bending deformation
on monolayer 2D materials.
material dimensions.
Figure 2.1 shows the mechanical deformations that could occur in a 2D material membrane. In individual
layers, applying in-plane stress induces stretching or compressing deformation (Figure 2.1a), and also in-plane
shear deformation by applying shear stress(Figure 2.1b). Bending deformation is induced by out-of-plane
stress or bending moment on the 2D materials (Figure 2.1c). In multilayer 2D materials, formation of van
der Waals bonding between layers gives another degree of freedom on deformations of the membrane. As
shown in Figure 2.1d and Figure 2.1e, introducing out-of-plane shear between layers induces twist and shear
deformation, respectively. A 2D material membrane undergoes the same mechanical deformations as any
membrane or stack of membranes. The difference is the degree and scale to which these deformations are
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possible, and how the deformations affect the properties of these electrically active quantum materials.
The unique mechanics of 2D materials also directly enables a variety of new fabrication techniques which
allow the material to be integrated into new morphologies in ways that are challenging for other material
classes. Especially, by taking an advantage of lack of dangling bonds at the surface, introducing various defor-
mations shown in the Figure 2.1 is simply achieved by transferring 2D materials on any arbitrary substrates,
which are capable to incorporate deformations within substrates. For example, transferring 2D materials on
the holey or tranched substrate enable to suspend the atomically thin membrane, which is applied to realize
nanoscale electromechanical systems as an electronic membrane with extremely anisotropic dimension. 2D
materials transferred on soft, deformable substrates enable stretchable electronics, which incorporates in-
plane strains or crumpling deformations on the 2D membranes. Releasing 2D materials from the substrate
enables free-standing origami nanostructures and active elements in microbots. Furthermore, stacking 2D
materials with controlled twisting and shear deformation has lead to revolution in nanoelectronics.
In this perspective, we review how mechanical deformations are being utilized in 2D materials-based
electromechanical devices. We first review applications of suspended 2D materials, which include applications
utilizing impermeability of 2D material membrane and 2D material-based nano-electromechanical devices.
In second chapter, we discuss the applications with modulating electronic and mechanical properties of 2D
materials by introducing mechanical deformations such as tensile or compressive strain, and out-of-plane
deformation such as crumpling and bending. In last chapter, we explore the extraordinary electronic and
mechanical phenomena arising while twisting or shearing between multilayer 2D materials, such as Moire
exciton in twsited TMD heterobilayers and unconventional superconductivity in twisted bilayer graphene.
In each section, we explore the opportunities for new structures and functional devices which actively utilize
the mechanical deformation, and the outstanding challenges remaining to be overcome to achieve functional
electromechanical devices comprised of 2D materials.
2.2 Free standing two-dimensional membrane
Free-standing membrane separates two distinct environments in physical, chemical, and biological systems
effectively in small thickness dimension. For example, a cell membrane, comprised of lipid bilayers, ef-
ficiently protects inner organelle from exterior environments within nanometer scale thickness. Further-
more, suspended micro or nanoscale thickness membranes are utilized to be a basis for nanelectomechanical
systems[26] or selectively permeable channel for ions and molecules[27].
As a perspective of membrane, 2D materials possess great potential due to both its atomic scale thickness
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and mechanical robustness. Even in the one or several atom thickness, 2D materials offers a great imper-
meability which divide the two different environments within atomically sharp interface due to atomic scale
mesh provided from hexagonal lattice. Furthermore, mechanical robustness of 2D materials allows dynamic
vibration of the atomically thin suspended membranes.
In this chapter, we discuss 2D materials as an atomically thin impermeable membrane in section 2.2.1.
Furthermore , 2D materials as atomically thin membranes for nanoscale eletromechanical system (NEMS)
are discussed with in section 2.2.2.
2.2.1 Impermeable Membranes
Periodic lattice structure of 2D materials offers an atomic-scale fine mesh, which effectively blocks gas
molecules to transmit through the membrane[28, 29]. Therefore the suspended 2D membrane offers an effi-
cient impermeability even in atomic scale thickness, which can be applied to examine nanoscale deformations
for analyze mechanics of 2D materials. For example, pressurizing suspended 2D membrane deforms in high
accuracy, which enables to analyze the mechanical properties of the membrane. The impermeability is also
utilized to intentionally confine gas or liquid molecules in between two 2D material layers, which separates
two membrane from van der Waals adhesion. In addition, introducing a nanoscale hole, called nanopore,
on the suspended 2D membrane enables to regulate the size of transmitted ions and molecules selectively
through the nanopore.
Figure 2.2a shows the schematic of the graphene-sealed microchamber fabricated by covering micrometer-
scale holes patterned on the substrate with a monolayer graphene[28]. Due to strong van der Waals adhesion
formed between graphene and the silicon oxide substrate, covered graphene membrane seals the hole. Figure
2.2b shows the mechanism of pressurizing suspended graphene membrane by inducing a pressure difference
between the inside(Pint) and outside of the microchamber(Pext). Higher pressure inside of the microchamber
inflates the graphene membrane upwards, as shown in the AFM height profile image of Figure 2.2c. By
precisely regulating the pressure difference between the membrane, applied tensile strain on the 2D membrane
is controlled, which enables to measure the in-plane modulus of monolayer graphene.
Figure 2.2d shows adhesion energies between mono- and few-layer graphene and silicon oxide substrates
measured by inflating suspended 2D membranes[30, 29]. The membrane is delaminated by bulging upward
the membrane from the substrate due to the force balance between stretching the membrane and van der
Waals adhesion forces between the membrane-substrate interface. Since the graphene on the holey substrate
exhibits good sealing, the van der Waals adhesion between the 2D material membrane and the silicon oxide
substrate is ultra-strong; for example, monolayer graphene shows 0.45 Jm−2, which is larger than typical
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Figure 2.2: Devices and applications of impermeability of 2D material membrane. (a) Schematic and optical
image (inset) of suspended graphene sealed microchamber over a SiO_2 hole. (b) Side view schematic of the
graphene sealed microchamber. The pressure difference between in and out of graphene induces inflation of
graphene membrane. (c) Tapping mode AFM height image of graphene microchamber while inflated. (d)
Measured adhesion energies Γ for membranes from graphene microchamber geometry. The label shows one
layer of graphene (black circles), two layers (red squares), three layers (green triangles), four layers (blue
triangles) and five layers (cyan diamonds). (e) Schematic of graphene nanopore device, which detect the
translocation of the double strand DNA.
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miroelectromechanical systems[30, 31].
While stacking 2D material layers on each other, gas molecules or liquids are often trapped between
layers. Since trapped molecules cannot escape through the membrane, the trapped molecules or liquids
coalesce to form a pouch called nano-blisters or nano-tents[32, 33]. The dimensions and shapes of nano-
blisters are decided by the force balance bewteen the interfacial van der Waals adhesion, the membrane’s
in-plane mechanical properties, and the pressure inside of the nano-blisters. By utilizing these relation,
the adhesion energy in different van der Waals interfaces are measured, such as twisted 2D bilayers or 2D
bilayer heterostructures[32], which shows that the adhesion between 2D material layers are stronger than
the adhesion between 2D membranes-substrates interface due to atomically sharp, clean interfaces.
Intentionally introducing nanopores on the membrane allows the selective translocation of nanosize
molecules through the membrane. Figure 2.2e shows the schematic of a graphene nanopore device, which
detects double-stranded DNA translocation[34]. The nanopore is created by introducing a high-energy elec-
tron beam or focused ion beam on the 2D material membrane[35, 36, 37]. The power of exposed beam
controls the size of nanopores introduced to the membrane in a range of 2 nm to 40 nm, which regulates the
size of molecules passing through the membrane.
Due to the atomically-thin thickness and electronic conductivity of graphene, the current fluctuation is
clearly measured when the DNA molecule translocates through the nanopore due to the current blockade[34,
38, 39]. From the detection on the number of DNA molecules passed through, sequencing nucleotides in the
single stranded DNA is also tried[40, 41, 42].
Furthermore, the nanopore is applied to selective ion and molecule channels in aqueous solutions[43].
For example, The selective permeability of the 2D membrane serves as a reverse osmosis filter to desalinate
water[44, 45], or selectively transmit desired proteins or solutes from one solution to the other reverse across
the concentration gradient[46].
To achieve the 2D material membrane as a selective molecular channel, the issue on the scalable fabrica-
tion need to be addressed. In previous studies, nanopores in the 2D materials is introduced by electron or
focused-ion beam. Using electron or ion beam has an advantages on controlling size of the nanopore, but it
cannot be scaled to the larger sized array. There are several method to create nanopores with electrochem-
ical reaction[41] or plasma[47] based treatments, which successfully generate nanopores in various location
to make porous 2D materials. However, both electrochemical and plasma treatment cannot introduce the
nanopores in deterministic location. Furthermore, the process introduces defects in the membranes, which
degrades both the membrane’s electronic properties and mechanical robustness.
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Figure 2.3: 2D material based resonators and their characteristics and applications. (a-c) Images of mechani-
cal resonators from various 2D materials. Angled SEM image of (a) doubly clamped monolayer graphene, (b)
fully clamped h-BN. (c) optical image of monolayer MoSe2 resonator on key-hole structure. (d) Measurement
of frequency jumps in the Bernal-stacked bilayer graphene tuning curve: Amplitude vs Frequency and gate
voltage. The intensity of the color scale represent the amplitude of motion. (e) Visualization of the higher
harmonics obtained from graphene-MoS2 (2D bimorph). (f) 2D map of phase versus frequency(chemical
potential) and magnetic field(Filling facgtor). The shift of frequency reveals the evolution of chemical po-
tential (Yellow)[66] (g) Duffing hardening nonlinear response from monolayer graphene: A plot of amplitude
vs frequency. Sudden frequency drop and sweep dependent hysteresis are observed.
2.2.2 Mechanical resonators
Suspended 2D atomic membranes have been demonstrated as excellent candidates for constructing nano-
electromechanical systems(NEMS). Since the first demonstration of mechanical resonators from monolayer
graphene[48], other 2D monolayer and few layers have been utilized for making nanoscale mechanical res-
onators. Figures 2.3a-c show mechanical resonators from different 2D materials, graphene, h-BN, and MoS2.
The advantages are each membrane possesses unique properties that are originated from their novel elec-
tronic properties. For example, hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), 2D insulator with a wide band gap of 4.68
eV, providing large capacity of handling high electrical and optical signals of the resonator[49, 50]. Further-
more, MoS2 resonator, a semiconducting material with optical band gap of 1.86 eV, demonstrated tunable
optical absorption, and a strong spin valley coupling [51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58].
2D material membranes possess intrinsinc nanometer thickness and low mass exhibiting outstanding
sensitivity to any perturbations, which make them next generation mass[59, 60], force[61, 62], light[63],
pressure[64],chemicals[60], and ultrasound[65] sensors.
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Due to its intrinsic high sensitivities, 2D NEMS devices probe physical properties that require measuring
extremely small response such as nanoscale friction at van der Waals interface between two 2D materials.
Figure 2.3d shows a tuning curve from Bernal-stacked bilayer graphene resonator. Frequency jumps in
Bernal-stacked bilayer graphene demonstrates the soliton creation and annihilation while slipping happened
at the van der Waals interaces[67, 68, 69]. Furthermore, Figure 2.3e shows visualization on shape of the
vibration from graphene-MoS2 2D bimorph. In addition to the ground state resonant frequency measurement,
higher frequency eigenmodes of 2D membrane resonators can be visualized by measuring dynamic optical
reflection. The realization of atomic scale NEMS have attracted immense attention on investigating basic
resonance properties such as resonant frequencies, dissipation, higher harmonics,and vibrational motion[28,
70, 71, 72, 73]. In addition, anisotropic strain induced by thermal expansion of the 2D NEMS membrane is
observed by the shift of resonant frequency while it vibrates[74, 75, 76].
Figure 2.3f shows frequency shifts due to modulation of electronic state under magnetic field from mono-
layer graphene resonator[66]. Applying external electronic or magnetic fields on the 2D membrane induces
redistribution of the charge density, which changes mechanical properties of the 2D membrane. Furthermore,
modulation of valley, optomechanical, and quantum mechanical effect coupled with dynamic motion of 2D
NEMS membranes are also detected by applying electronic or magnetic fields[77, 78].
High flexibility of 2D membranes provides an easy access of dynamic vibration to nonlinear regime,
which leads to study of nonlinearity in NEMS. Figure 2.3g shows duffing nonlinear response from monolayer
graphene where sweep direction hysteresis and sudden frequency drops are shown. Combining the mechanical
robustness under the tensile strain and small mass of the membrane, applying small forces from electric fields
easily induces a nonlinear response of the resonator, which allows to investigate dynamic range, parametric
amplification, Duffing response, mode coupling ,and bufurcation[79, 80, 81, 82, 52].
Due to high sensitivity on the external perturbation, sensors based on 2D NEMS is one of the most
promising applications. For example, the deposition of molecules or atoms on the membrane changes the
resonant frequency of the 2D NEMS, which can be used to chemical or molecular sensors[60, 59]. Pressure
sensor also has been demonstrated due to the force acting on the membrane due to the pressure difference
between in and outside of 2D NEMS devices[64] Furthemore, light detection has been demonstrated since
the optical absorption increases the temperature of the 2D membrane, which induces a resonance frequency
change[63].
A major challenge of 2D NEMS is a lack of controllability on fabrication technique. Since the small
variations on the built-in stress, added mass, and clamping condition dramatically change the response of the
resonant frequency, maintaining atomically clean 2D membrane with suspension should be addressed[28, 70].
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Furthermore, 2D NEMS devices are mostly based on the suspended membrane for utilizing their mechanical
robustness and negligible mass simultaneously. However, suspending 2D material membrane is not easy,
which lowers the yield of 2D NEMS devices. So far, the 2D material membrane is suspended by transferring
2D materials with polymer sacrificial layers on holey or tranched substrates. Most of the stuck-down 2D
membrane happens when the polymer layers are removed, so it is necessary to find the way to remove the
sacrificial layer completely without stuck-down the 2D membrane.
2.3 Engineering strain and out-of-plane deformations
Deformable materials are essential for allowing mechanical deformations on the functional devices. Espe-
cially in flexible and stretchable electronics, the mechanical deformation of electronic membrane is during
operation. To secure functionality of deformable electronic devices, the membrane have to maintain their
mechanical integrity under the deformation.
2D materials does not degrade its electronic and mechanical properties under out-of-plane deformation
like crumpling and bending. Thus mechanical robustness and resiliency of 2D materials membrane is uti-
lized for bendable electronics or realizing highly deformable electronic membrane. Furthermore, introducing
in-plane strains changes bond lengths between atoms, which effectively redistribute electron densities. There-
fore, inducing stretching or compression of 2D material membrane modulates the electronic properties such
as band structure or electronic charged carrier transport.
In this chapter, we discuss how to introduce in-plane strain on the 2D materials, which enables to mod-
ulate electronic properties for various optoelectronic applications in sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. Furthermore,
we explore the out-of-plane deformation of 2D membranes and their applications in section 2.3.3 and 2.3.4.
2.3.1 Strained 2D materials on stretchable, flexible substrate
Transferring 2D materials on the deformable substrate shows a way to introduce deformation of the 2D
membrane by manipulating the substrate. Due to the van der Waals adhesion, any strains introduced to the
substrate are transferred to the 2D membrane through the substrate-membrane interface. Inducing in-plane
strain in 2D materials results in the modulation of electronic band structures and the dynamic phase tran-
sition of 2D material layers. Furthermore, mechanical robustness of 2D materials under deformation opens
up opportunities to fabricate fully functional deformable electronic components just by stacking different 2D
material layers on deformable substrates.
Figure 2.4a and 2.4b shows two methods to induce tensile strain on 2D material membranes by stretching
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Figure 2.4: Method of inducing tensile strains and strain engineered optoelectronic devices. (a, b) In-plane
tensile strain induced by stretching (a) and bending (b) polymer substrates. (c) Photoluminescence exciton
energies of A, A– , and I peaks for CVD monolayer WS2 as a function of uniaxial strain under 532-nm laser.
(Figure 2.4a) and bending (2.4b) flexible polymer substrates[83, 84]. Precise manipulations of the substrate
strain changes the optoelectronic response of 2D materials. For example, introducing tensile or compres-
sive in-plane strain on the monolayer graphene shows the shifting of Raman spectroscopy signal[84, 85].
Fhruthermore, modulation of the band gap of TMD membrane is achieved by introducing in-plane strain,
which opens up the opportunities for tunable 2D material-based optoelectronic devices. Figure 2.4c shows
modulation of the excitation wavelength as a function of tensile strain in monolayer MoS2[86] measured by
photoluminescence spectroscopy. The optical band gap of monolayer MoS2 decreases linearly with increas-
ing tensile strain, due to a change in the amount of orbital hybridization by elongated bond length between
atoms[87]. Figure 2.4d shows that wavelengths of MoS2 based photodetector are tuned by applying differ-
ent tensile strain on the membrane[88]. By utilizing thermal expansion of the PC substrate, dynamically
modulated strain on 2D material membrane tunes the cut-off wavelength of optical absorption, the photore-
sponsivity, and the response time of the device. Furthermore, introducing uniaxial in-plane strain breaks
the tri-fold symmetry of the monolayer MoS2 lattice, which brings the valley magnetoelectric effects[89].
In addition to band structure engineering, applying tensile strain on MoTe2 and WTe2 monolayers induces
structural phase transition from semi-conductor to semi-metal[90, 91]. Tuning the in-plane strain of the
MoTe2 in nanoscale precision enables to observe the phase transition, which is from semiconductor phase
(2H-stacking) to semi-metal(1T’-stacking). The metal-to-semiconductor phase transition of the monolayer
MoTe2 shows the potential to become a promising ultralow power non-volatile switch based on a high on-off
ratio.
The mechanical robustness of 2D materials on in-plane strain enables the fabrication of fully functional
flexible transistors comprised of all 2D materials. Figure 2.4e shows a bendable, fully functioning transistor
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comprised of all 2D materials, fabricated on a flexible substrate[92]. Bending of flexible substrates introduces
a tensile strain on the transistor, but each 2D layers yield on the mechanical strain without breaking the
device. Therefore, as shown in Figure 2.4e, the mobility of the transistor maintains constant under the
tensile strain by up to 1.5%.
To achieve 2D material-based electronic devices with a deformable substrate, the main challenges are
on the quality of interface formed between 2D materials and substrates. First, the deformable polymer
substrate is not flat enough compared to atomically flat 2D materials. Therefore, deposition of 2D materials
on polymer substrate induces wrinkles or tears due to the roughness of the polymer surface. Furthermore, the
interface formed between 2D materials and the polymer substrate is not electronically clean. For example,
the interaction between dangling bonds on the polymer substrate surface and the 2D materials induces
doping the 2D membrane[93].
Furthermore, it is necessary to evaluate the impact of deformation on the substrate-2D material interfaces.
Due to the formation of van der Waals interfaces, deformation of the 2D material membrane-substrate
interface deviate from conventional thin film-substrate systems. For example, the slip happened at the
interface prevents should be considered to design 2D material based electronic components, which incorporate
tensile or compressive strain. Slip at the van der Waals interface relieves the strain accumulation on the 2D
materials in both tensile[94] and compressive strain[16]. Therefore, the induced accumulated strain on the
2D membrane is only limited to 1-2%.
2.3.2 Local strain engineered optoelectronic devices
Instead of applying uniform strains on the 2D membrane shown in the previous section, localized strain
induces continuous electronic band bending, which generates local electric fields in the 2D material. There-
fore, photo-excited electron-hole pairs generated in the 2D material are forced to be dissociated by the
electrostatic force from the electric field, which is applied to realize a 2D material-based solar-funneling
devices[95]. Locally modulated strains on the 2D membrane are introduced by transferring the membrane
on the corrugated substrate or inducing plastic deformation on the polymer substrate underneath the 2D
membrane by nano-indentation. Induced local band gap modulation are not only used as solar-funneling
devices, but also as arrays of single photon emitters.
Figure 2.5a shows a SEM image of MoS2 monolayer on the corrugated substrate. Transferring 2D
materials on Nanocone-patterned substrates induce localize tensile strain because the van der Waals adhesion
between the membrane-substrate interface pulls the membrane down to conform the nano-cone topology.
Thus similar to the nano-indentation, tensile strain maximizes at the apex of the nano-cone. Figure 2.5b
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Figure 2.5: Method of inducing tensile strains and strain engineered optoelectronic devices. (a) False-colored
SEM image of the MoS2 on top of nanocones. Scale bar is 500 nm. (b) Schematic of MoS2 on the SiO2
nanocones, and corresponding band gap of MoS2. Presence of nanocones induces tensile strains on MoS2,
which modulates the band gap spatially (c) Dark field optical microscopy image (real colour) of 1L-WSe2
on nanopillar substrate. (d) PL spectra of 1L-WS2 at 10 K, on top of no pillar (top panel), 170 nm (middle
panel), and 190 nm (bottom panel) height. Insets are high-resolution PL spectra of the red-highlighted
spectral regions, where the single photon is emitted. (e) Schematic of introducing strain on 2D material
membranes by AFM tip indentation to plastically deform the polymer. (f) Fluorescence image of WSe2
monolayer after a grid of AFM indents were introduced.
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shows the spatially modulated band gap of the MoS2 layer[96]. The local strain gradient formed on the 2D
membrane induces a potential gradient which is effectively an artificial atom at the apex of the nanoc-cone.
Similar to a point defect, this artificial atom serves as a funneling point for the photo-excited excitons.Figure
2.5c shows the array of single photon emitter by transferring the 2D materials on the array of nanopillars[97,
98]. At the apex of the nanopillar, the tensile strain is maximized while the effective area is localized
similar dimension to the atomic defect. Figure 2.5d shows the creation of the single photon emitter at the
certain locations of nanopillars at low temperatures ( 10K). The wavelength of single photon emitters can
be modulated by the height of the pillar, which varies the amount of tensile strain on the WSe2 layer.
In addition, Figure 2.5e shows the schematic of the "quantum calligraphy technique"[99], which utilizes
atomic force microscopy tips to indent the 2D materials on the polymer (PMMA) substrate. By introducing
AFM tip indentation, polymer substrate underneath 2D material is under plastic deformation to fix the
strain gradients formed on the 2D material layer. Figure 2.5f shows the enhancement on the fluorescence
intensity where the indentation introduced. Due to the strain gradient on the WSe2 layer, photo-generated
excitons generated in the adjacent area funnel into the indented points to enhance the fluorescence intensity.
To fully utilize strain engineering to the 2D material-based optoelectronics, mechanical robustness of
2d material layers should be secured under mechanical deformation. In CVD-grown TMD monolayer 2D
materials, presence of atomic defects and disorders limits the mechanical robustness because those serve as
cores of crack propagation. Thus, experimentally applied tensile strain on the TMD layers is limited only
up to 1.5 %, despite up to 10% theoretical break strains[100].
Furthermore, scaliability of the fabrication technique with high-precision control on the tensile strain is
necessary for realizing 2D material-based optoelectronic devices. Current state-of-the-art technique on induc-
ing strains are achieved by nano-indentation or incorporated with corrugated substrates. Nano-indentation
shows great controllability on inducing tensile strain, but the technique is not highly scalable. On the other
side, using corrugated nanopillar substrate shows great scalabilities, yet the strain applied on the 2D mem-
brane is not precisely controlled, which shows 40nm wavelength differences in single photon emitters in the
reference [97].
2.3.3 Crumpling
Compression of thin membrane on a flexible and stretchable substrate induces buckling instabilities. The
mismatch compressive strain between thin film and soft, compliant substrate induces various forms of buck-
ling instabilities such as wrinkling, rippling, folding, and crumpling[101, 102, 103]. In 2D materials, due to
their atomically thin structures and the formation of van der Waals interface between the membrane and the
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substrate, 2D material membrane exhibit different type of bucking instabilities than conventional continuum
scale thin membranes. For example, mild compression (1 15%) on the monolayer 2D material (graphene,
MoS2) mainly introduces quasi-periodic fold structures rather than wrinkling or rippling patterns[16]. In
high compression(50 80%), crumpling is the most dominant surface topology of 2D membrane, which do
not break or degrade the membrane due to the low limit of the bending stiffness and atomic thickness[104].
Therefore, crumpling 2D materials takes leverage of both the mechanical stabilities and electronic capabili-
ties of 2D materials. Thus crumpling has been utilized to induce extreme stretchabilities in a devices[105].
Moreover, wrinkled or crumpled 3D structures in 2D materials creates excellent properties that are not
present in their flat state, which allows the practical applications such as hydrophobic surfaces[104], cell
alignment and bio interfacing[106], chemical and mechanical sensors[107, 108], opto-electronic devices[105].
Under large deformations during crumpling deformations, 2D materials partially delaminate from the
substrate resulting in sharper features [106, 104, 109, 16]. The key aspect of this kind of structures is
the self-assembly of the crumpled features under the application of external compressive strain. Figure 2.6
shows the generation technique, morphology and surface properties of crumpled graphene structures[104].
Figure 2.6a illustrates the macroscopic deformation of a graphene sheet on a biaxially pre-stretched substrate.
Figure 2.6b-c shows the SEM images of patterns developed on the graphene sheet under uniaxial compression
and biaxial compression, respectively. The crumpling patterns of few-layer graphene membrane depend on
the amount of applied compressive strain and direction. Introducing uniaxial compression generates quasi-
periodic, uniaxial crumpling patterns, while biaxial compression introduces highly crumpled structures under
10 nm scale radius of curvatures.
One of the great advantages of crumpled structures is that the high stretchability of the crumpled
2D materials enables the dynamic tunability of the surface, mechanical, electrical and thermal properties.
By controlling the orientation and sizescale of the crumpled features, it is possible to tune the surface
properties such as surface hydrophobicity/philicity, directional adhesion and biointerfacing. Figure 2.6d
compares the water contact angle at different biaxial compressive strain in graphene, both theoretical model
and experimental observations[104]. The controlled crumpling of graphene leads to self-organized surface
structures that is used to modulate surface wetablility by varying the level of strain in substrate/graphene.
Figure 2.6e shows the fluorescence image of fibroblast culture on wrinkled graphene material. Cultured cells
are aligned to uniaxially crumpled topologies of graphene, which shows the potential to confine the growth
and culture of cells to certain directions[106].
Figure 2.7 shows examples of devices using crumpled graphene to dynamically tune the electrical, chem-
ical, mechanical and optical properties. Figure 2.7a shows the CV curves of a crumpled graphene superca-
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Figure 2.6: Controlled crumpling of graphene sheet generates novel surface properties. (a) schematic of the
mechanism to generate crumpled 3D geometry from 2D material membranes, (b-c) SEM images of patterns
developed on a graphene sheet: delaminated buckles under uniaxial compression (b) and crumples under
biaxial compression (c). (d) Water contact angle as a function of biaxial compressive strain in graphene. (e)
Fibroblast culture on wrinkled graphene showing highly aligned cells. Fluorescence image of Actinphalloidin
(red) and nuclei (blue) for NIH-3T3 and NHF cells cultured on 200 nm wrinkled s-GO substrate ( 25 µm
period) for 96 hours.
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Figure 2.7: Devices utilizing novel chemical, mechanical and optoelectronic properties of crumpled graphene.
(a) The CV curves of a crumpled graphene supercapacitor collected at a scan rate of 10 mVs-1 under
uniaxial strains of 0%, 50%, 100%, and 150%. The thickness of the graphene paper is 0.8 mm measured at
dehydrated state. (b) Normalized electrical resistance profile with respect to exposure time of a rGO-PDMS
chemoresistor for different organic liquids. (c) Resistance change of a rippled graphene strain sensor with
different applied strain level. (d) Normalized photocurrent from a crumpled graphene photosensing device
at different strain levels over two cycles, and photocurrent from a flat graphene photodetector.
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pacitor under different uniaxial tensile strain levels[104]. The CV curves remain almost unchanged under
different amount of stretch, from 0% to 150%. Since the graphene membrane does not break or degredes, the
device have almost no influence on its electrochemical performance under the amount of re-stretch the crum-
pled device. This indicate the potential of crumpled graphene devices with extreme mechanical deformability
while retaining the device performance under varying strains. Figure 2.7b shows the normalized electrical
resistance vs exposure time curve of a rGO-PDMS chemoresistor for seven different organic liquids. The re-
sistance increases at different rates for different solvents because the amount of substrate expand depends on
the swelling solvents, which leads to elongated electron transport pathways. Based on the resistance change
the device can identify the presence of the organic analyses. Figure 2.7c shows the electrical resistance vs
applied tensile strain curve of a flexible strain sensor utilizing rippled graphene structures. The device resis-
tance decreases linearly from 5.9 to 3.6 kΩ as the tensile strain is changed from 0% to 20%. At 20% strain,
the graphene gets totally flattened and the corresponding resistance refers to flat graphene. The increased
resistance is attributed to the buckled geometries, because the nonflatness of rippled graphene act as a source
of scattering for charge carriers[110]. Introducing crumpling in the 2D materials also enables stretchabili-
tiy in the 2D material based optoelectronic devices. Figure 2.7d shows the normalized photocurrent under
different applied tensile strains for a biaxially-crumpled graphene photosensing device over two cycles, and
the same for a flat graphene device. The graph shows texturing-induced photocurrent enhancement and the
strain-tunability of the photodetector. The fully crumpled device measured a photocurrent that was 370%
larger than that of the flat device. The photocurrent measured at εtensile, x = 0% was two times larger
than that at εtensile,x = 200% due to the increased effective area under incoming light from the textured
graphene. Since the deformation induced by crumpling does not destroy the membrane, re-stretching device
only flatten the 2D material membrane. Thus it enables stretchability of the device and dynamic tunability
of the photocurrent.
Crumpled structures also enable the dynamic mechanical actuation without fracture. One emerging
application is to integrate the stretchable 2D material membranes and devices onto soft robotics that can
serve as a multifunctional system that can mimic the abilities of both human skin and muscle. The integration
of lower dimensional structures such as nanoparticles and nanowires into the crumpled structures also possess
great possibilities for new device architecture and functionalities such as nano-plasmonic sensors [111].
However, some of the main challenges still present in the field are control and predictability of the
highly ordered features when the material is uniaxially or biaxially compressed, device level integration,
large are material fabrication etc. Stretchable electronics is a great platform for the application of crumpled
2D materials. However, for commercial applications and device level integration, crumpled 2D materials
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Figure 2.8: Kirigami and origami devices based on the 2D materials. (a) Schematic of paper kirigami devices
under stretch. (b) Actual monolayer graphene kirigami device before (b) and after stretch (c). Scale bar
is 10 um. (d) Coiled graphene-glass bimorph into a helix with a curvature, induced by laser heating. (e)
Folding of MoS2-Cu panel complex into 3D cube structures by capillary force.
need to be integrated with other functional components which are normally rigid in nature. Large area
fabrication of the 2D materials with uniform quality and properties is another challenge for the commercial
implementation of crumpled devices.
2.3.4 Origami
Due to extreme anisotropy between lateral and thickness dimension, 2D materials has been thought as
an analogy of paper. By applying the principle of paper origami and kirigami, 2D materials are used
to build micro- or nanoscale 3D structure which enables to fully utilize their mechanical robustness and
electronic capabilities. Combining with wafer-scale 2D material growth methods on both graphene and
other 2D TMD materials[112, 113], inducing kirigami or origami type deformations shows a great potential
to 2D material membranes as constituent materials for building reconfigurable devices incorporated with 3D
deformations. Recently, the rigid supporting layers are bonded to 2D materials for both introducing bending
deformation on the bimorphs and offering mechanical stability. Furthermore, by utilizing temperature or
capillary forces, 3D microstructures can be folded and un-folded back-and-forth, which shows potentials
on functional, reconfigurable 3D device. Furthermore, the 3D self-assembly technique combined with 2D
materials offers new functionalities as an optoelectronic device.
Figure 2.8a-c shows monolayer graphene kirigami devices[114]. Kirigami patterns are introduced by
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optical lithography, which allows to stretch the graphene membrane by up to 100%. Furthermore, stretched
graphene membranes sustain their electric properties under high tensile strain. Here, patterned graphene
membranes are suspended on aqueous solutions which allows to deform without interfacial shear between
the membrane and the substrate. To manipulate the membrane, gold electrodes connected to the graphene
membranes are manipulated by micromanipulator probes.
Figure 2.8d shows the thermally actuated graphene-glass bimorph[115]. In this device, 2 nm thick
SiO2 glass is bonded to monolayer graphene layers. The glass layer and graphene layer possess different
thermal expansion coefficients, which induces a bending deformation of the bonded bimorph membrane
while increasing environmental temperature. Additional thick rigid panels are attached to the bimorph
membrane for restricting the bending deformation, which allows the bending deformations on only specific
regions where the rigid panel is not attached. Thus the specific 3D structures such as cubes or tetrahedrons
are build from the flat 2D bimorph membrane by folding like origami.
Figure 2.8e shows the folding 2D materials induced by surface tension and capillary forces to achieve the
self-assembly of origami type deformations. From the flat MoS2 with patterned copper panels, micro-scale
droplet pulls the bimorph membrane by capillary forces, and it assembles desirable structures during the
droplet evaporates[116].
Furthermore, 2D materials combined with thick polymer supporting layers are chemically actuated to
build 3D structures. The SU-8 polymer layer which is differentially cross-linked are attached to 2D materials
such as polycrystalline graphene or MoS2[117, 118]. The partially cross-linked polymer layer is porous to the
specific solvents such as aceton, which enables swelling and de-swelling to reversibly actuate the bimorph
membranes.
Since 2D materials served as electronic membranes, combining 3D self-assembly technique with 2D mate-
rials offers the new electronic functionalities. The 3D assembly structures combined with MoS2 layers enable
3D photodetector encompasses the light direction detection[119]. Furthermore, depositing electric circuit
on the rigid panel in origami machine induces 3D plasmon hybridization by non-trivial spatial distribution
of electric field. Thus the structure confines the electric fields inside of hallow self-assembled devices which
served as highly sensitive sensors for detecting target molecules[120].
To achieve fully functional 3D micro- or nanomachines with 2D materials, it is necessary to control the
membrane deformations in high precision with self-actuation. Using micromanipulators only control one or
few devices, which inhibits the scalable control of micromachines simultaneously. For the self-folded micro-
machines, the degree of deformation on the bimorph membrane cannot be controlled in high precision, and
also the response time of actuation depends on the diffusion or thermal conductivity of the bimorph mem-
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brane. Furthermore, since the 2D material and adhered panel or substrate form a van der Waals interface,
delamination of the membrane during operation is another concern. To achieve reliable 3D soft robotics,
bonding between the 2D material layer and the substrate should be fixed to prevent slip or delamination at
bimorph interfaces, which happens frequently in van der Waals heterostructures.
2.4 Electromechanically tuning interlayer alignment through
interfacial slip
In the examples above, most work has focused on single materials, or has treated the layers as electrically
independent. Yet, in most cases, the layers cannot not treated as electronically independent with the
electronic and optical properties being highly sensitive to many details like the number of layers in a material
or the dielectric environment. These interactions may be manipulated in multilayers and heterostructures
by tailoring the interlayer symmetry, stacking and alignment to lead to completely new quantum states.
This concept has lead to a new class of quantum materials based on misaligned 2D heterostructures known
as Moire crystals[121, 122]. An emerging concept is to use strain or interlayer slip to dynamically tune
these properties, and engineer mechanically reconfigurable quantum materials and states. Below, in section
2.4.1, we first understand some of the myriad ways in which interlayer misalignment is directly coupled to
electronic and optical properties, then in section 2.4.2, we will explore methods for dynamically tuning slip
or twist at van der Waals interfaces.
2.4.1 Twistronics
By tailoring the stacking of different 2d monolayers and the alignment of layers, it is possible to engineer
multilayer structures which do not exist in nature and which introduce powerful new electronic properties.
Before discussing how to use mechanics to tailor these properties, we will first briefly overview the sensitive
relationship of structure and the resulting properties in 2D heterostructures.
Moiré superlattices are quasi-periodic atomic periodicity introduced by twist, heterostrain, or lattice
mismatch between the layers[123, 124]. The size of Moiré superlattices ranges from a few angstroms to tens
of nanometers[125, 126, 122], depending on the magnitude of twist or lattice mismatch between the different
layers.
The interlayer interactions generate quasi-periodic electronic potential landscapes following the shape of
the Moiré superlattice[123]. Tailoring the size of Moiré superlattices leads the modulations in the electronic
band structure and may be used to introduce unconventional quantum mechanical phenomena. Therefore,
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Figure 2.9: Optical and electronic properties modulated by introducing twist angle. (a) Diagram of a unit
cell for a 7.2°twisted bilayer MoS2. (b) High resolution ADF-STEM image of a bilayer MoS2 with a twist
angle of 8.5°and a Moiré quasi-periodicity of 2.5 nm. A unit cell is highlighted in white. (c) Measured
peak energies (black) versus θ for the indirect (circles), A (squares), and B (triangles) transitions. The
magenta points indicate simulated transition energies for the t-BL structures. (d) Schematic of optical
selection rules depending on the different atomic configuration with in the Moiré superlattice. (e) Two
superconducting domes are observed next to the half-filling state, which is labelled ‘Mott’ and centred
around −ns/2 = −1.58× 1012cm−2. The remaining regions in the diagram are labelled as ‘metal’ owing to
the metallic temperature dependence.
multilayer 2D materials with fine-tuned Moiré superlattice are used as a great platform to explore the
solid-state physics of quantum particles.
Furthermore, stacking 2D material layers results 2D material heterostructures for designing atomically
thin electronic membrane, and modulating interlayer conductance for the electronic devices. By tayloring
the electronic band structure between different 2D materials, atomically thin p-n junction and photovoltaic
membranes[12, 127] have been demonstrated, which the photo-excited excitons are dissociated ultra-fast due
to the band alignment from different 2D materials[128]. In addition, the interlayer conductance are tuned by
alignment between layers because the phonon interaction that assists the charge carrier transport depends
on the atomic alignment[129, 130].
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One way to induce the superlattice is through twist, which changes the optical and electronic properties.
Figure 2.9a shows a schematic of twisted bilayer MoS2 and 2.9b shows the TEM image of Moiré superlattice
in the twisted bilayer MoS2[131]. As shown in Figure 2.9c, introducing a twist angle between two MoS2
layers enables strong tuning on the indirect optical transition energies and second-harmonic generation.
Recently, engineering interlayer alignments not only introduce new optical states which do not exist in a
single layer or commensurate multilayers, but also modulates electronic transport properties. Furthermore,
the interlayer friction is also controlled with changing twist angle between the layers, which will be discussed
in later section2.4.2.
Figure 2.9d shows that the resonance of electronic band structures in MoSe2/WSe2 heterostructures
changes the electronic potential landscape and introduces new optical states[25]. Those excitonic minibands
followed by Moiré superlattices are distinct from the excitons generated in the monolayers, and they depend
on the twist angle between two layers. In the small misorientation angle, ground and excited state excitons
are confined within the potential generated by Moiré superlattices. These optical tuning phenomena are also
observed in MoSe2/WS2 [132], WS2/WSe2[133] heteostructures.
Figure 2.9e shows that twisting bilayer graphene into the magic angle (1.1°) generates unconventional
superconductivity[14]. Twisting between single-crystalline bilayer graphene forms a Moire Pattern, which the
interaction between layers induces electronic flat band structures. The artificial flat band structure of magic
angle bilayer graphene enables the tunable superconductivity from correlated insulating states. Similarly,
twisted bilayer WSe2 shows wider tolerance on the regime of superconductivity by taking advantage of
parabolic band edge shape[134]. Furthermore, in trilayer graphene, changing the stacking from ABA to
ABC also induces a superconductivity regime[135].
To observe quantum phenomena in 2D twistronics, there are three major considerations: (1) producing
low defect density on individual layers, (2) securing atomically clean van der Waals interfaces, and (3)
securing electronic contact between the 2D layer and metal electrodes. First, atomic defects in 2D materials
act as recombination centers or charge traps for charged carriers. The concentration of defects also changes
the doping levels to block the observation of quantum phenomena. Similarly, trapping defects or molecules
between the layers disturbs the formation of periodic Moiré superlattices, which also interferes optical and
electronic properties modulation.
Besides, due to the formation of van der Waals interface between the metal electrode and 2D materials,
a lack of orbital hybridization between metal and 2D layer increases the contact resistance in electronic
transport. Increased contact resistances overshadow sensitive quantum transport behaviors such as super-
conductivity, or spin-related transport. The contact resistance at 2D material-metal electrode interfaces can
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Figure 2.10: Design and manipulation of dynamically slippable devices, and measurement of interlayer
properties. (a) Schematic of graphite-SiO2 islands from highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). (b)
the slip between graphite layers induced by AFM tip. (c) Different motions (slide, rotation) of graphite
mesa induced by AFM tip manipulation. (d) Friction and the displacement at the van der Waals interface
is measured while the slip of grahite mesa in (c). (d) Schematic cartoon of the device structure and the
experimental technique. h-BN, hexagonal boron nitride, and Moiré superlattice arising between graphene
(red) and BN (blue) at different twist angle. (e) Measuring the band structure modification while twisting
the angle between graphene and h-BN. Band gap appears in the 60°of rotational symmetry.
be dramatically reduced by the formation of one-dimensional edge contacts[136], fluorination of graphene
surface where contacting metal electrodes[137].
2.4.2 Dynamically slippable electronics
Manipulation of nanoscale electromechanical systems is governed by the surface properties due to its large
surface to volume ratio. Especially, surface adhesion and frictional properties dominate in dynamic nanome-
chanical systems[138]. In 2D materials, applying shear force induces slip or shear deformation, as shown in
Figure 2.1b, while the strong adhesion at the van der Waals interfaces maintains their interlayer binding.
For example, applying shear forces on the multilayer graphene induce change of stacking from ABA to ABC
[139]. Furthermore, interlayer slip forms solitons[140] and the domain walls[94], which exhibits behaves
a valley-polarized one-dimensional conducting channel[141]. Therefore, interlayer lattice misalignment be-
tween the layers are controlled to modulate the interfacial friction between the layers by utilizing both slip
and adhesion. Furthermore, the quantum states within the 2D layer can be tuned by dynamically changing
the interlayer twist.
Figure 2.10a-d shows a graphite mesa manipulated by AFM tips[142, 143]. The interlayer friction at
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the twisted interfaces shows orders of magnitude smaller friction than aligned, commensurate van der Waals
interfaces[144, 145]. Thus the friction between graphene layers are modulated by the amount of interlayer
twist, which enables the self-retracting motion of graphite mesa[142]. Due to small interlayer friction at the
twisted interface, top part of graphite mesa is fully retracted when the mesa is slipped. As shown in Figure
2.10d, adhesion energy between graphene layers is measured by comparing exposed new surface area and
the self-retracting motion[143]. Furthermore, the sliding force between graphene depends on the the size of
Moiré superlattices formed between the graphene layers[146].
In addition, formation of van der Waals heterostructures also shows a potential solid-state superlubric
interface. The interlayer superlubricity has been measured between graphene-hBN[147, 148], and graphene-
MoS2 heterostructure[149]. When two different layers are stacked, the lattice constants of individual layers
are maintained due to a lack of atomic bonds between the layers. Thus there is no stable equilibrium in the
potential landscape at the interface, which allows for nearly frictionless sliding between different 2D material
layers. Therefore, designing the interface between 2D layers is crucial to suppress energy dissipation by
friction in dynamic nanomechanical systems such as nanoscale rotors and switches.
Figure 2.10d shows the dynamically rotatable h-BN mesa on monolayer graphene supported by h-BN.
Figure 2.10e shows that the interlayer friction as a function of twist angle between top h-BN mesa and
monoalyer graphene. Rotating the mesa shows that the friction at the heterostructure interface depends
on the twist angle between h-BN and the graphene[150], which shows potentials on the dynamic tunability
of the interfacial friction. Friction at the hetero-interface is maximized when the lattice between graphene
and h-BN is aligned in every 60°twist. Furthermore, Figure 2.10f shows modulation on the band structure
of monolayer graphene while rotating h-BN mesa. The electrostatic interaction between the h-BN and
monolayer graphene are maximized under small deviations (< 1°) from perfect alignment, which reconstructs
graphene band structures with multiple secondary Dirac peaks[151]. Furthermore, the interlayer electronic
transport also depends on the twist angle at the heterostructure interface between graphene-MoS2[149], and
graphene-hBN[152].
To achieve fully functional nanomechanical devices, it is necessary to secure the atomically clean inter-
faces. A low defect density on individual layers is essential for the clean interfaces of multilayer 2D materials
because the defect can serve as a pinning point on dynamic motions. Furthermore, stacking 2D materials
without any bubble or residual trap is also necessary, similar to twistronics. Furthermore, it is still challenge
on how to manipulate multilayer 2D materials for dynamic motions. The the state-of-the-art method to
applying rotational and shear forces is using atomic force microscopy (AFM) tips, which is not suitable for
the scalable nanomechanical devices. Therefore, it is necessary to establish tribological studies on how to
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apply uniform shear stress on large-scale 2D materials[153].
2.5 Future aspects
One of the most promising aspects of 2D materials as an electronic membrane is a capability on the formation
of van der Waals heterostructures. Electronic properties of van der Waals heterostructures can be designed
just by stacking without concerning lattice mismatches between different 2D material layers. To expand
capabilities of the 2D materials to scalable optoelectronic devices, there are two grand challenges that
the 2D material research faces on : 1) clean and conformal transfer for large-scale 2D materials, and 2)
understanding the interlayer mechanics of 2D materials under out-of-plane deformations.
Both mechanical and electronic properties of 2D heterostructures are highly sensitive on the quality of
interfaces. Currently stacking 2D materials is incorporated with polymer sacrificial layers (e.g. PMMA,
PC, and PPC). Depositing a polymer layer not only mechanically supports the atomically thin 2D layers,
but also enables to pick-up certain flakes by controlling adhesion by increasing temperature at the interface
(called hot-pick up technique[154]). However, after all the transfer process is done, the polymer layer cannot
be completely removed. Remaining nanoscale residues induce unnecessary electric doping, and degrade
mechanical stabilities of the 2D material heterostructures. Therefore, securing clean and conformal interfaces
during transfer different 2D material layers is essential for achieving scalable 2D-material heterostructure
devices.
Furthermore, it is necessary to understand the mechanics of van der Waals interfaces under out-of-
plane deformations, which is inevitable to utilize 2D heterostructures as a deformable electronic membrane.
Especially in out-of-plane deformation of 2D material heterostructures, scaling law of mechanical properties
with respect to the thickness does not follow the conventional scaling law of continuum scale mechanics. For
example, bending of a multilayer 2D material induces anomalous twin boundaries where the deformation
occur, which is associated with different types of nanoscale deformation such as bending, straining, and
delatmination[155]. Furthermore, the scaling law of bending stiffness on commensurate few-layer graphene
depends on how much the graphene is bent[15], which is an unique behavior of 2D multilayers originated
from the slip at van der Waals interfaces.
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Chapter 3
Theory and modeling of the deformation
of 2D materials
3.1 Atomic scale modeling of 2D materials
Density functional theory (DFT) is an atomistic simulation tool that can be used to examine atomic scale
deformations experienced by 2D materials such as stretching, compressing, corrugation, and bending[156,
157, 158]. In this thesis, we use DFT for analyzing 2D materials and their heterostructures under bending
deformations as discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.
DFT is an ab-initio method based on two theorems developed by Hohenberg and Kohn[159]. The first
theorem shows that the ground state energy of a given system in the many-body Schrödinger equation
(equation 3.1) is a unique functional of the ground state electron density. The second theorem shows that
the electron density which minimizes the total energy of a given system is the true ground state electron
density. Therefore ground state electron density can be found variationally by finding the wave function
that minimizes the energy in equation 3.1.
For DFT, we convert the many-body Schrödinger equation to the approximate functional form. The
time-independent many-body Schrödinger equation is given as
Hψo(













U(ri, rj)]ψo(−→r1 , ....,−→rN ) = EGrψo(−→r1 , , ....,−→rN ). (3.1)
where H is Hamiltonian operator, ψo(−→r1 , ....,−→rN ) is the ground state many-body electron wave function of
total N electrons, and EGr is ground state energy of the given Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian is comprised
of three terms, from left of equation, the kinetic energy of each electron, Coulomb interaction between atomic
nuclei and electrons, and Coulomb interaction among all electrons.
Despite its simple form, solving Equation 3.1 is very difficult for many systems, due to the large di-
mensionality of 3N . Moreover, the electron-electron interaction term in the Hamiltonian shows that the
electrons are correlated, which is complexifying the solution. Thus, finding solution, ψo, requires one to
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consider the interactions among all electrons simultaneously, which is known as the many-body problem.
Therefore, directly solving many-body Schrödinger equation is only possible in the small systems such as
hydrogen atom, or by stochastic approach like quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) method[160, 161].
Instead of solving the Schrödinger equation directly, the Kohn-Sham equation replaces the many-body
electron wave function ψo(−→r1 , ....,−→rN ) of equation 3.1 to a set of single electron wave functions ψi(−→r ) [162],









∇2 + Vext(−→r ) + VH(−→r ) + VXC(−→r )]ψi(−→r ) = Eψi(−→r ). (3.2)
On the left part of the equation 3.2, the first term describes the effective kinetic energy, and the other three
terms describe potentials describing different interactions of the system. The second term (Vext) describes
the Coulomb interaction between the electron and the collection of atomic nuclei, and the third term (VH),
called Hartree potential, describes Coulomb repulsion between single electron ψi(r) and total electron density.
The last term VXC is called the exchange-correlation potential, which incorporates correlation and exchange
interactions of electrons.
Equation 3.2 shows a similar form to equation 3.1, but there is no summation over all electrons. Thus,
converting from equation 3.1 to equation 3.2 changes the many-body problem to the one-body problem. In
the equation 3.2, the energy and corresponding ground state electron density can be evaluated based on
the variational principle, but to solve, it is necessary to know the exact analytic form of the three potential
terms for the given system. Two of the terms (VH , Vext) in the equation are known from the Hamiltonian,
but the exact form of VXC is not.
DFT introduces an approximation to describe VXC , such as the local density approximation (LDA), or
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). Using an approximation, the solution of the Kohn-Sham
equations can be evaluated self-consistently. The self-consistent loop starts from the trial electron density,
and solving equation 3.2 gives new set of single electron wave functions with the energy of the system.






i . Using the updated trial electron density, equation 3.2 is solve again, and the energy of updated trial
electron density is compared. This process is repeated until the energy of given electron density converges,
which is the ground state energy and electron density for the system with the approximation.
The approximation in VXC fundamentally limits the accuracy of DFT. For example, using the LDA or
GGA functional underestimates the band gap of semiconducting materials, and also introduces an error in
the lattice constant of the solid[163].
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In this thesis, mechanical deformations on 2D materials are simulated by DFT. The energy associated
with mechanical deformations is evaluated from the energy difference before and after introducing deforma-
tions on 2D material layers. Therefore, despite the approximation on the VXC possibly introducing errors on
the energy, the contribution of error in the deformation energies will be cancelled out. Thus, I use the gener-
alized gradient approximation (GGA) for VXC in Chapters 4 and 5, which is a computationally inexpensive
approximation.
DFT simulation conducted in this thesis is implemented by VASP[164] with the Projector Augmented
Wave pseudo-potentials[165]. A vdW-DF functional[166] is used for incorporating van der Waals interaction
between individual 2D material membranes.
3.2 Continuum scale modeling
3.2.1 Deformation of atomic scale membrane
A membrane is defined as a sheet with negligible thickness compared to the planar length scale[167]. For
example, a lipid bilayer is a biological membrane, which has several nanometer thickness, but tens of microm-
eter in the planar dimension. Despite its negligible thickness, lipid bilayer efficiently wraps cell components
to seals them and protect organelle from the outside environment. Furthermore, thin film semiconductors or
polymer membranes are used in nano-electromechanical devices[26], serving as dynamically vibrating mem-
brane, which is essential components for the nanoscale resonator. Here, the mechanics of the membrane is
important because mechanical deformation of the membrane decides functionalities of the membrane, and
performances for nanoscale electromechanical applications[168, 169, 170].
The conventional continuum mechanics are used to describe deformations of the membrane, which has
comparable thickness to the planar dimension. The generalized Hooke’s law gives the energy required to







Here the εij , εkl is a finite strain tensor, and Cijkl is the elasticity (stiffness) tensor that describes the
material properties of the membrane in three-dimensional space.
Figure 3.1 shows the schematic of a isotropic membrane under the bending deformation. During bending
of the isotropic membrane , in-plane strain gradient is generated along the thickness axis to accommodate
the arc length difference, introduced by the curvature of bending. For example in Figure 3.1, outer than the
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Figure 3.1: Bending deformation of a membrane. Due to the radial length offset, in-plane strain gradient
is generated along the thickness axis.
neutral axis of bending deformation is under tensile strain, while the inner part is under compression. The
amount of in-plane strain depends on the distance from the neutral axis of the membrane, which infers that
the bending of membrane involves tension and compression during bending deformation.






Here E3D is in-plane Young’s modulus, v is the Poisson’s ratio of the membrane. Note that the bending
stiffness of the isotropic membrane has a cubic dependence to thickness in the equation 3.4 due to in-plane
strain gradient along the thickness axis.
The continuum bending theory works well in conventional membrane or thin films such as macroscopic
semiconductor films and even micrometer thick polymer membranes, which have thickness of >100 nm[170,
172]. However, if the membrane thickness goes down to sub-micron or atomic scale, measurement error are
always involved on the thickness. These characterization errors are especially significant in the evaluation of
the bending stiffness. For example, according to the equation 3.4, 30% error on the thickness measurement
will be amplified to 200% error of the bending stiffness.
Besides, in the monolayer 2D materials, definition of a membrane thickness depends on how we define
"thickness". For example, thickness of monolayer graphene can be defined either a size of nuclei of carbon
atoms, or the size of the π orbital of the graphene, which is still not clear what the cutoff threshold in %
of occupation will be considered as a thickness since the π orbital is electron density. The thickness of a
monolayer graphene sometimes defined as an interlayer spacing between layers of graphite (0.334 nm)[9].
However, with continuum scaling law of equation 3.4 in the ripple of suspended few-layer graphene[173],
the appropriate thickness of monolayer graphene was suggested to 0.065 nm, which is 1/5 of the interlayer
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spacing.
Therefore, the thickness dimension is necessary to be incorporated into the material properties of atom-
ically thin membranes for the mechanical analysis. In this case, the deformation energy of membrane
(Edeform) is integrated with respect to the area, instead of volume shown in equation 3.3. The Young’s
modulus(E3D) is converted to the 2D modulus(E2D); which represent the membrane elastic properties in
the 2D plane. The units of E2D becomes eV/nm2, while the units of the 3D Young’s modulus (E3D) are
eV/nm3.
Incorporating the thickness in material properties separates the energy contribution of the in-plane
and out-of-plane deformation. Since the thickness term is no longer incorporated, the bending stiffness
of the membrane becomes a material property independent from the in-plane modulus. Based on that,


















Here the first term describes the energy associated with in-plane deformations, which incorporate the
in-plane elastic constants(cijkl) and the in-plane strains (∆ij&∆kl), shown as tensor notation. The next two
terms describe the energy associated with curvatures in two principal directions(κ1&κ2) formed by bending
deformation based on Helfrich form[168]. The first term describes bending energy associated with the
Gaussian curvature(κ1κ2) and its associated Gaussian curvature constant (Bg). The last term describes the
bending energy associated with the mean curvatures along the two principal axes with mean curvature(κ1 +
κ2). Note that the integration is over the area, which represents the material properties (cijkl, Bg, and Bs)
are independent to the thickness or the number of layers in 2D materials.
From equation 3.5, the total deformation energy of the membrane will be decided by the geometry of
deformed membranes (∆ij ,∆kl, κ1, κ2) and mechanical properties(cijkl, Bg, Bs). Therefore, in both simula-
tion and the experiment, the membrane’s mechanical properties can be extracted by relating the deformed
geometry with the energy associated with introduced deformations.
3.2.2 Shear-lag model of 2D monolayer membrane on the stretchable
substrate
In Chapter 6, we develop a continuum model which describes the onset and the evolution of 2D monolayer
fold morphologies on the pre-stretched polymer substrate. The model is based on a continuum shear-lag
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theory, which was originally proposed by Cox et al.(1952)[174]. The continuum shear-lag theory described
the strain strengthening mechanism in the composite materials, where fibers are embedded in a matrix. In
this model, interfacial shear stress explains how strains on the matrix are transferred to the fibers, which
successfully addresses the strengthening mechanism.
The shear-lag model is also applied to nanomaterial composites such as carbon nanotube reinforced
polymer composite[175] or SiC nanowire embedded Aluminium substrate[176]. Furthermore, 2D materials
on stretchable polymer substrates are also described by the shear-lag model. In the Chapter 6, our study
is also based on the shear-lag model, but we introduce two different threshold conditions for onsets of 2D
monolayer buckling instabilities. Here, we review three previous studies, which also used shear-lag model
for explaining the strain transfer mechanism between 2D materials and substrates. These three studies are
summarized below.
Jiang et al. Advanced functional material, (2013)[177]
In Jiang et al., strain transfer from the polymer substrate to monolayer graphene is described by a non-
linear shear-lag model. In this study, monolayer graphene is deposited on polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
substrate. In-plane tensile strain is introduced to the monolayer graphene by stretching PET substrate. In
this study, Raman spectroscopy measurements show that the tensile strain on the monolayer graphene is
not uniform. The strain distribution shows that the middle of graphene is the highest tensile strain region
while the edge of the graphene is strain-free.
Non-linear shear-lag model successfully replicates the tensile strain distribution of the graphene on PET
substrate. An interfacial shear stress describes how tensile strains of PET substrates are transferred to the
monolayer graphene. While the PET substrate is stretched, tensile strains on the graphene also increase until
the graphene initiates slip on the substrate - when the interfacial shear stress exceeds the shear strength.
Therefore, strain of the substrate is not completely transferred to the monolayer graphene. In this study,
the interfacial shear strength is estimated (0.46 to 0.69 MPa) from the model, which shows that the slip of
the graphene starts around 0.3% strain. Furthermore, the maximum tensile strain on the monolayer 2D
membrane is 1.2 % to 1.6 %, which depends on the size of the graphene flake and also the interfacial shear
strength.
This study also examines compression of monolayer graphene on the PET substrate. While in the
compression, AFM measurement on the surface topology shows that the 2D monolayer membrane nucleates
buckling instabilities. However, this non-linear shear-lag model is not applied in the compression cases,
which is the main goal of the study in Chapter 6.
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Bronsgeest et al. Nano letter, (2015)[178]
Bronsgeest et al. studies a strain distribution generated on monolayer graphene prepared by chemical vapor
deposition process on a cobalt substrate. Since the graphene growth requires 1000°C substrate temperature,
cooling down after the growth induces a compressive strain on the monoalyer graphene due to thermal
expansion mismatch between the graphene and the cobalt substrate. This study shows that the compression
on the monolayer graphene induces localized wrinkles to relieve the accumulated compressive strain. The
strain distribution, measured by local Raman spectroscopy between the wrinkles, shows that the compressive
strain is zero near the wrinkles and maximum in the middle of two wrinkles.
The nonlinear shear-lag model is used to connect non-uniform strain distribution of the monolayer
graphene with the strain relaxation mechanism under compression. The model shows that sliding of graphene
membrane on the substrate relieves accumulated compressive strain between localized wrinkles. By intro-
ducing interaction parameter, which is comprised of substrate shear modulus, substrate thickness, and the
graphene’s in-plane modulus, the predicted strain variation shows good agreement with the Raman spectra
measured strain distribution of the graphene.
This study applies the shear-lag model on the compression of monolayer 2D materials, and shows that
the interfacial interaction between the membrane and the substrate governs the strain relaxation mechanism.
However, the compression is introduced by thermal expansion mismatching after the growth of the graphene,
which cannot control the amount of compression, nor high compression (>5%) that usually deformable
membranes experienced. Furthermore, measurements on wrinkles and the strain distribution are all a-
posteriori. Therefore, there are fundamental limitations on modeling how the wrinkles are formed and how
accumulated strains are relaxed, which are critical on engineering surface topologies of 2D membranes for
deformable electronics.
Gao et al. International Journal of Solids and structures, (2016) [179]
Gao et al. theoretically studies the change of the monolayer graphene morphologies during the compression of
the PDMS substrate. This study shows nucleation processes of delaminated buckles during the compression
of monolayer graphene membrane. There are two distinct causes to form a delaminated buckles; the randomly
distributed interfacial debonding, and compression induced by interfacial shear stress. Adhesion energy at
the interface is the key parameter of this study to control the morphology of compressed monolayer graphene.
Gao et al uses a linear shear-lag model to simplify the compression mechanism of monolayer graphene.
The study shows how delaminated buckles are nucleated based on Euler buckling theory and how the
adhesion energy at the interface contributes to the spacing between delaminated buckles under compression.
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Therefore, this study suggests strategy for controlling the surface morphology of 2D membranes on pre-
stretched substrates by interfacial adhesions.
The main assumption of this study is that the delamination of 2D membranes form delaminated buckle
structures, which commonly occurs in the continuum membrane. Therefore, the delaminated buckle shape
contains compressive strains. However, as mentioned in the section 3.2.1, 2D material membranes need to be
considered differently from the continuum scale membrane due to their atomic scale thickness. Furthermore,
predominant buckling instabilities of monolayer 2D materials are hair-pin like fold structures, because of
their negligible bending stiffness[180, 181]. Thus in the study of section 6.2, I establish linear shear-lag
model that incorporates the fold geometry of 2D membranes instead of delaminated buckles. Furthermore,
combining with experimental observation in section 6.1, two different morphology evolutions are modelled,
not only the nucleation of folds by delamination, but also the enlargement of fold geometries by slip, which




commensurate multilayer 2D materials
This study has been done with great collaborator Edmund Han in professor Pishane Huang group, and Emil
Annevelink in professor Elif Ertekin group. With great collaboration, this study had been published : E.Han*,
J. Yu* et al., "Ultra-soft slip mediated bending in few layer graphene", Nature Materials, (2019).
Continuum scaling laws often break down when materials approach atomic length scales, reflecting
changes in their underlying physics and opportunities to access unconventional properties. These continuum
limits are evident in (2D) materials, where there is no consensus on their bending stiffnesses or how they
scale with thickness. Through combined computational and electron microscopy experiments, we measure
the bending stiffness of graphene, obtaining 1.2-1.7 eV for a monolayer. Moreover, we find that the bending
stiffness of few-layer graphene decreases sharply as a function of bending angle–tuning almost 400% for
trilayer graphene. This softening results from shear, slip, and the onset of superlubricity between atomic
layers and corresponds with a gradual change in scaling power from cubic to linear. Our results provide a
unified model for bending in 2D materials and show their multilayers can be orders of magnitude softer than
previously thought, among the most flexible electronic materials currently known.
4.1 Introduction
2D materials exhibit a host of unusual properties that arise from their anisotropic atomic structure and
bonding. For example, the Young’s modulus of few layer graphene is 1 TPa[9], three orders of magnitude
larger than its 4.6 GPa shear modulus[182]. Bending, a process that couples in-plane and out-of-plane
motions, provides an opportunity to test the consequences of anisotropy on the mechanical properties of 2D
materials. In particular, interlayer slip has been shown to be a dominant mechanism for relieving stress at
van der Waals interfaces[183, 140] and in carbon nanotubes multiwalls[184] and bundles[185]; slip should have
similarly important impacts on the bending properties of 2D materials. Bending stiffness takes on practical
significance in a new generation of devices where 2D materials are highly curved and shaped into complex
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three-dimensional (3D) architectures[104, 105, 114, 119, 115]. Highly curved 2D materials have promise
across soft robotics and deformable electronics because they combine the high charge carrier mobilities of
hard materials with the pliability of soft materials. In these systems, the bending stiffness governs the 3D
nanoscale deformations of 2D materials, the structure and onset of folding[186], rippling[173], buckling[173],
and crumpling[104], as well as the interfacial mechanics[187, 177] of deformed structures on surfaces.
Yet after more than a decade, there is still no single model that describes the widely divergent measure-
ments of bending stiffness in few-layer graphene (FLG)[18, 188, 189, 182, 186]. Compared with graphene’s
well-known in-plane properties such as the Young’s modulus and breaking stress[9, 28, 190], the small
bending stiffness of FLG has proven difficult to characterize. FLG exhibits markedly different mechan-
ical properties from bulk graphite [9, 191, 192, 193, 155] because structural imperfections in bulk sys-
tems overshadow the intrinsic properties of the individual atomic layers. In the few-layer limit, techniques
such as nanoindentation, electrostatic actuation, atomistic simulations, and measurements of nanoscale
fold morphologies[194, 195, 189, 188, 196, 197, 186] have produced a broad range of bending stiffness for
FLG which appear to be in conflict. The reported bending stiffness of bilayer graphene, for example,
ranges across two orders of magnitude, from 3.4-160 eV; values for trilayer graphene range from 7-690
eV[186, 198, 189, 188, 196]. There is also little agreement on the mechanisms and scaling laws that govern
the bending of FLG: linear, quadratic, and cubic scaling of bending stiffness with thickness have all been
reported[18, 188, 189, 182, 186]. Some inconsistencies arise from the difficulty of measuring the intrinsic
bending stiffness of FLG without contributions from extrinsic stiffening from out-of-plane corrugations or
in-plane strain. Another possibility is that these discrepancies reflect real differences in bending stiffness at
different physical regimes. When highly curved, 2D materials may be governed by fundamentally different
mechanics than in nearly flat geometries, and they may undergo dynamic transitions in bending properties
as they are bent and flattened during operation. Yet, the mechanical behavior of 2D materials spanning
from low to high curvatures is not well understood.
In this work, we aim to produce a unified understanding of bending in few-layer 2D materials across cur-
vature regimes. To tackle this challenge, we fabricate heterostructures of FLG draped over atomically-sharp
steps of hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), illustrated in Figure 4.1a. These structures allow us to system-
atically vary the thickness and degree of curvature of the graphene, then analyze their bending through
cross-sectional imaging with aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). As
shown in Figure 4.1b, the graphene is placed perpendicularly across h-BN steps using established, dry
aligned transfer techniques (see Methods). We confirm the cleanliness and uniformity of the heterostructure
with atomic force microscopy and Raman spectroscopy (Supplementary Information 4.5.2 and Supplemen-
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Figure 4.1: Fabrication and STEM imaging of curved few-layer graphene on h-BN steps. a) Schematic
of heterostructure. A graphene bilayer (black) is shown on top of a h-BN step (red). b) Optical image
of few-layer graphene (FLG) transferred over an exfoliated h-BN flake. Color gradient of h-BN indicates
varying thickness and presence of steps in the flake. Scale bar is 10 µm. c) Low-magnification ADF-STEM
image of stair-step structure in cross-section. From bottom to top, the layers in cross-section are as follows:
Si/SiO2/h-BN/FLG/a-C/Pt (not all layers are distinguishable). Most prominent are two large h-BN steps.
Scale bar is 100 nm. d-i) ADF-STEM images of N -layer graphene over H-layer thick h-BN steps. We observe
varying graphene bending profiles for different N and H. We parameterize the bending profile according
to radius of curvature R, bending angle θ, and step height H, as indicated in (g). Throughout the text,
we define the bending angle as the angle subtending the two lines perpendicular to the straight sections on
either side of the bend. Scale bars in (d-i) are 2 nm.
tary Figures 4.5-4.6), then prepare cross-sectional TEM samples using standard focused ion beam lift-out
procedures (see Section 4.5.1). An example of the resulting samples is shown in the low-magnification STEM
image in Figure 4.1c; each sample contains multiple h-BN steps with varying heights.
4.2 Sample preparation and measurement
Figures 4.1d-i show annular dark-field (ADF) STEM images of FLG on h-BN steps with varying FLG
thickness and h-BN step height. Electron microscopy provides a powerful platform for measuring the
mechanical properties of nanomaterials by enabling studies of their conformation and strain at atomic
resolution[197, 199, 200, 201, 202]. We imaged 20 individual steps, with FLG thicknesses of 2-12 layers
and h-BN step heights of 1-19 layers; the raw images for each step are available in Supplementary Figures
4.7-4.9. In these images, the bending profile of FLG and their corresponding mechanics are described by two
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Figure 4.2: Measurement of bending stiffness from STEM images. a) Plot of bending angle vs step height
H for 2- and 7-layer graphene. For a given number of graphene layers N , the bending angle increases
with h-BN step height. b) Plot of radius of curvature versus thickness for all step heights and graphene
thicknesses. Each point is color-coded by h-BN step height. The radius of curvature generally increases
with thickness. c) Experimental measurements of bending stiffness vs. thickness for few-layer graphene.
Experimental values (black) are extracted using geometric parameters from the STEM images. Bending
models representing cubic (blue) and linear (red) scaling are shown for comparison. Error bars for geometric
parameters and bending stiffness values represent 95% confidence bounds as determined by four independent
geometric measurements and their error propagation.
critical parameters, the radius of curvature R and bending angle θ, illustrated in Figure 4.1e. We observe a
wide range of bending angles (8.5-44°) and radii of curvature as small as 1.4 nm, comparable to the radii of
few-wall carbon nanotubes.
We study how the conformation of FLG (described by R and θ) varies with the controlled parameters
of FLG thickness(t) and h-BN step height (H). Figure 4.2a shows the bending angle as a function of h-
BN step height for bilayer graphene; Figure 4.2b shows the radius of curvature versus number of graphene
layers. These plots demonstrate clear relationships between geometric parameters: higher bending angles
are associated with taller steps, and thicker FLG have larger radii of curvature. To relate the bending
profile of FLG to its mechanics, we apply a simple model in which the conformation is governed by a
competition between the graphene/h-BN interfacial adhesion energy and the FLG bending energy. Solving
for the minimum energy, we obtain an equation that relates the bending stiffness of FLG to its equilibrium
conformation (see Supplementary Information 4.5.3 and Supplementary Figure 4.10). We use this equation
to calculate the bending stiffness from geometric parameters measured in the STEM images:
B = RΓ(
H − 2R(1− cos θ)
sin2 θ
) (4.1)
where B is the bending stiffness, Γ = 0.126 J/m2 is the graphene/h-BN interfacial adhesion energy[32], H is
the h-BN step height, R is the radius of curvature, and θ is the bending angle. This equation assumes that the
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in-plane stress energy is negligible because incommensurate h-BN/graphene interfaces are superlubric[183]
which, in the absence of interfacial contamination, prevents the buildup of in-plane stress in the laminated
top layer graphene[126]. See Supplementary Information S4.5.4 for additional discussion of error sources.
Figure 4.2c plots the extracted bending stiffness as a function of thickness (black). Our measurements
yield low values for B, near or below the lowest FLG bending stiffnesses reported in the literature. For
example, we report bending stiffness values between 2.6-5.8 eV for bilayer graphene, while previously reported
values range from 3.4-160 eV[186, 198, 189, 188, 196]. We compare these values to upper and lower bounds
of FLG bending stiffness from continuum mechanics plate theory, where 2D materials may be described as
a single or series of stacked plates, depending on the interlayer coupling strength. The bending stiffness of a
single plate scales with the cube of its thickness, or B ∝ E · t3 where t is the thickness and E is the Young’s
modulus. The blue line in Figure 4.2c represents the single-plate continuum model, modified for the discrete




3 − N) + Bml · N , where t0 is the interlayer separation
distance, Bml = 1.4 eV is the intrinsic monolayer graphene bending stiffness[203], and N is the number of
layers. In contrast, for a stack of frictionless plates, the bending stiffness scales linearly with layer number,
B = Bml · N (red line in Figure 4.2c); this lowered scaling power reflects the ability of the layers to move
independently. Our experimental data are close to the lower limit given by the linear model, indicating weak
interlayer interactions in the regimes measured. Intriguingly, we also observe a spread of B for each FLG
thickness. As we show below, these variations indicate an angle dependence of the bending stiffness and its
scaling laws.
4.3 Result & Discussion
In Figure 4.3, we model the bending of FLG using density functional theory (DFT)[159, 162]. Figure 4.3a
plots the bending stiffness of 1-5 layer graphene as a function of bending angle. In these simulations, graphene
is bent along the zigzag 〈2 1 1 0〉 direction (see Supplementary Information S4.5.5 and Supplementary Figures
S4.11-4.12 for simulation details and results for the armchair 〈1 1 0 0〉 direction). In Figure 4.3a, the bending
stiffness for each FLG thickness decreases sharply with increasing angle and gradually levels off above a
threshold angle around 40°. These variations are significant; for example, the bending stiffness of five-layer
graphene decreases from 51 eV at 4°to 8.5 eV at 80°. Figure 4.3b directly compares experimental (filled) and
DFT measurements (empty) of bending stiffness for 1-4 layer graphene, color-coded by bending angle. We
obtain remarkable agreement between theory and experiment; both show a clear decrease in bending stiffness
with increasing bending angle. An important implication of these results is that the bending stiffness of few
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Figure 4.3: DFT calculations of bending stiffness in few-layer graphene and comparison with experiment. a)
Plot of DFT-calculated bending stiffness vs. bending angle for monolayer to five-layer graphene, bent along
the zigzag direction. The bending stiffness decreases with bending angle for all N > 1 and plateaus at approx-
imately 41°. b) Comparison plot of the DFT and experimental bending stiffness vs. thickness for monolayer
to four-layer graphene. Empty and solid labels represent bending stiffness from DFT and experiment, re-
spectively. Data are color-coded by the bending angle θ. Error bars for experimental bending stiffness values
represent 95% confidence bounds as determined by error propagation of geometric measurements. The DFT
and experiment values exhibit a strong quantitative match, and both indicate a strong angle-dependence to
the bending stiffness. Power law fits to the DFT simulations B ∝ Nγ yield γ = 2.2± 0.23 for θ = 4.4°(blue
line) and γ = 1.1 ± 0.022 for θ = 81°(red line). These fits show that thickness scaling of bending stiffness
changes with the curvature angle.
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Figure 4.4: Atomic-scale bending mechanisms in few-layer graphene. a) Schematic for bending that is
accommodated by in-plane strain in the graphene layers. b) Schematic for bending that is accommodated
through interlayer shear and slip. c) Bright-field STEM image of twelve-layer graphene bent to 12°. The
number of atomic columns in the arc is higher for outer graphene layers than for inner layers, indicating
bending consistent with the shear-slip model. d) Plot of interfacial contribution to bending stiffness vs.
bending angle, derived from a simplified, two-chain Frenkel-Kontorova model. The interfacial contribution
to bending stiffness decreases with bending angle and plateaus at around 40°, similarly to the DFT results
in Figure 3a. The inset shows cartoons of the interlayer registry of atoms in a 1D model for curved bilayer
graphene, where the curvature is accommodated entirely by slip between layers. The atomic positions are
plotted in cylindrical coordinates to show how atoms are aligned radially along the curve. The registry
between layers decreases as the bending angle increases.
layer graphene is not a single value, but instead depends on the geometry in which it is measured, a result
that may partially explain the wide range of reported bending stiffness in the literature.
We also find that the bending stiffness follows different scaling laws depending on the curvature angle.
We applied power law fits B = c ·Nγ to the DFT simulations (see Supplementary Figure S4.13) as well as
simulations using classical potentials, which allowed us to access larger systems up to N = 10 and lower
angles down to 1°(see Methods and Supplementary Figure S4.14). At the limits of low and high angles, we
observe scaling laws that approach predictions from continuum mechanics. For a low angle of θ = 4.4°, we
obtain γ = 2.2 ± 0.23 (blue line in Figure 4.3b) from the DFT fits; using classical potentials, we find the
scaling law continues to increase toward cubic at the lowest angles we simulated, yielding γ = 3.1 ± 0.67
for θ = 1°. Conversely for high bending angles, we obtain a nearly linear scaling through both simulation
methods; for example, we obtain γ = 1.1± 0.022 from the DFT at θ = 81°(red line in Figure 4.3b). Between
these limits, the scaling power gradually decreases as the bending angle increases (Supplementary Figure
S4.13). Strikingly, our results show that above a threshold angle around 40°, FLG exhibits a nearly linear
scaling law characteristic of a stack of frictionless plates, where each layer has the 1.5 eV bending stiffness of
monolayer graphene. These results indicate the onset of superlubricity between the atomic layers of graphene
at high curvatures.
Figures 4.4a-b show schematics of the two primary atomic deformations that can accommodate the
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differential stress induced by bending in 2D materials: in-plane strain within the layers (Figure 4.4a) or
shear and slip between layers (Figure 4.4b). These models can be readily distinguished by comparing the
number of atoms in each layer along the bend, which remains constant in the in-plane strain case but
increases radially in the slip case. In Figure 4.4c, we compare these models to a bright-field STEM image
of curved twelve-layer graphene. The number of atomic columns in each layer in the STEM image increases
radially, confirming that the bending mechanism in FLG is dominated by interlayer shear and slip.
Next, we model the impact of interlayer slip on the atomic structure of few-layer graphene. The inset of
Figure 4.4d shows a profile for curved bilayer graphene where the curvature is accommodated entirely by slip.
This cartoon is drawn flat (i.e. in cylindrical coordinates) to highlight the interlayer registry. Here, bending
produces an effective lattice mismatch between adjacent layers that increases with bending angle. This
behavior is equivalent to the formation of extended dislocations or solitons[140] between layers. Adapting
the concept of geometrically necessary dislocations[204], the number of dislocations per layer is given by
N = t0θ/
∣∣∣~b∣∣∣, where t0 is the interplanar spacing and ~b is the Burgers vector. This equation predicts the
angle at which the outer layer contains exactly one more atomic column than the layer below, or equivalently
the angle at which a full dislocation is present between adjacent layers. This value is dependent on the
crystallographic orientation of the bend: 41.7°for bending along the zigzag direction and 24-36°for bending
in the armchair direction. These angles correspond directly with the angular thresholds observed in the DFT
simulations in Figure 4.3a and Supplementary Figure S4.12, demonstrating that a simple dislocation model
can be used to predict the bending angles above which superlubricity dominates.
In the shear-slip bending mechanism, the bending stiffness of 2D materials can be separated into two
components: 1) the intrinsic bending stiffness of individual graphene layers, and 2) the contribution from
interfacial interactions between layers. Figure 4.4d plots the interfacial contribution to bending stiffness
as a function of bending angle, given by a simplified Frenkel-Kontorova model (details in Supplementary
Information 4.5.6). The Frenkel-Kontorova (F-K) model is commonly used to describe interfacial interactions
in thin films, including the dynamics of friction[205] and the formation of solitons in bilayer graphene[140].
In Figure 4.4d, we apply a simplified F-K model to describe curved bilayer graphene: each layer comprises
a linear 1D chain of atoms connected by springs, and the atoms experience a sinusoidal atomic potential
from the adjacent layer. By assuming an infinite spring constant, we force the system to follow the shear-
slip bending mechanism to isolate and directly probe its effect on the bending stiffness. Here, the bending
energy represents the change in interfacial energy resulting from changes in atomic registry between the
layers. Notably, Figure 4.4d qualitatively reproduces the drop-off in bending stiffness and the threshold
angles seen in our experiment and DFT simulations. These results directly show that our experimental
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observation of FLG’s curvature-dependent bending stiffness can be explained entirely by shear and slip.
4.4 Conclusion
Put together, the analyses above unite continuum and atomic-scale models to predict, calculate, and ex-
perimentally verify the phenomenon of slip-induced softening of FLG. Our results show that FLG relieves
bending stress primarily through shear and slip between layers rather than in-plane strain. As FLG is
gradually bent, its interlayer interactions transition between two limits: the strong coupling characteristic of
Bernal-stacked graphite[140] and the weak, superlubric characteristic of multi-walled carbon nanotubes[184].
This change in atomic registry and interlayer coupling directly results in a dramatic reduction of bending
stiffness to B ∝ Nγ , or equivalently B ∝ tγ , where 1 < γ < 3 rather than the B ∝ t3 behavior of conven-
tional thin films. Finally, we show that a simple dislocation model can predict the angular threshold for
bending-induced superlubricity when a full dislocation is present between each layer. These behaviors occur
in 2D materials because of their high anisotropy and low energy barrier for slip between atomic layers. For
Bernal-stacked graphene, this energetic barrier is less than 2.1 meV/atom[140], an order of magnitude lower
than the 70-90 meV/atom barrier for slip in FCC nickel[206].
These results have significant implications for the mechanical properties of 2D materials and devices. Our
findings indicate a new lower limit for the fabrication of ultra-soft, high-mobility electronic nanodevices. For
ten-layer graphene, we show that the bending stiffness can be as low as 18 eV, three orders of magnitude lower
than the bending stiffness predicted by conventional thin-film mechanics[189]. Although we have focused
on the properties of graphene, our conclusions should generalize to other van der Waals-bonded materials.
Finally, these results will be important for the design of new classes of highly curved nanosystems such as
nanoelectromechanical systems, stretchable electronics, and origami structures made from 2D materials.
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4.5 Method and supplementary information
4.5.1 Fabrication of Graphene/h-BN heterostructures
To transfer few-layer graphene over h-BN steps, we use established aligned transfer techniques[137, 154].
First, we exfoliate graphite and h-BN flakes separately onto a SiO2 (285 nm)/Si substrate with the scotch tape
method. Then, a few-layer graphene flake is transferred onto a PDMS block by attaching the graphene/SiO2/Si
substrate onto PDMS and detaching the SiO2/Si substrate using a KOH solution. The PDMS block is fixed
to a micromanipulator, and finally the few-layer graphene is transferred onto an exfoliated h-BN flake that
contains terraces or steps. After the final transfer, we anneal the sample under high vacuum at 350 °C for
14 hours.
4.5.2 Characterization of 2D heterostructure samples
Supplementary Figure S4.5 shows optical and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) images of few-layer graphene
on the h-BN substrate. We use these data to select samples with the desired graphene thickness and h-BN
step heights, and to characterize the cleanliness of the graphene/h-BN interface. We do observe occasional
bubbles and folds in the laminated 2D layer, which is a common occurrence in 2D heterostructures due to
trapped gas or liquid at the interface1. It has been observed that bubbles and folds in graphene on h-BN have
local stress induced by the competition between the outward pressure of trapped gasses or liquids and the
adhesion. However, as is clear in the AFM image, most of the step regions are clear of these contaminants.
Moreover, we explicitly avoid the remaining bubbles when making the STEM cross sections on the steps and
discard any data points in which the interfaces contain contaminants.
Supplementary Figures S4.6a-b shows an optical image and corresponding Raman spectra for a line
scan of trilayer graphene laminated over multiple h-BN steps and silicon oxide. We use the Raman data
to characterize strain in the few-layer graphene. Raman peak positions are sensitive to changes in layer
number, substrate doping, and strain2–4, while the peak intensity is primarily dependent on changes in the
interferometric conditions5. Supplementary Figure S4.6c shows the extracted G peak position across the
line scan. Because of the complex structure of the 2D peak for trilayer graphene, the G peak is easier to
analyze and interpret. The G peak ranges from 1584.3 cm−1 on the thickest h-BN region to 1586.7 cm−1
on the silicon oxide, and there are clear shifts in the G peak position of 0.87cm−1 when moving between
different steps. By assuming that all of the peak shift between the h-BN steps originates from strain, we
put an upper limit on the tensile strain in the 3 layer graphene steps of 0.03 0.1%[207, 208].
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4.5.3 Derivation and calculation of bending stiffness from STEM images
In order to extract bending stiffness from the measured profile in the STEM images, we establish a simple
energetics model incorporating bending energy (Ebending), in-plane strain energy (Estrain), and adhesion
energy (Eadhesion), and we solve for the lowest energy conformation. In these calculations, we applied the
following assumptions to make the calculations tractable:
1. The radius of curvature of the graphene is constant along the bends and infinite elsewhere.
2. The radii at the top and bottom of the step are equivalent.
3. The energy per unit width is a constant along the width of the step.
4. The structure is being laminated down onto the surface, so the energy of adhesion is the relevant
quantity rather than the energy of separation.
5. The graphene h-BN interface is incommensurate, and thus superlubric[183, 147, 209] with negligible
interfacial friction and only very small residual stress[126].
6. The end clamping points of the delaminated step are not fixed, so the membrane pulls in to relieve
local stresses. As a result, while the bending and adhesion remain localized to the step, the stress is
de-localized over a large area.
7. Combining the two points above, the graphene is modeled to be under a constant stress and strain
rather than under a constant initial length, with the stress in equilibrium with the surrounding mem-
brane.
8. The moduli per layer add linearly, so NY2D is the total 2D Young’s modulus of N layer graphene, where
Y2D = 340N/m is the 2D Young’s modulus of single layer graphene[210]. The equivalent expression
using a 3D Young’s modulus is Nt0Y3D, where t0 = 0.334nm is the interlayer separation and Y3D=1.01
TPa.
Applying these assumptions to the laminated step structure, the total energy of the system is:






















where Γ = 0.126J/m22 is the interfacial adhesion energy between graphene and h-BN[32, 211, 212]. θ
is the incline angle, w is the width of the graphene-h-BN interface, R is the radius of curvature, εo is the
pre-strain on the FLG membrane, and B is the bending stiffness. Lowercase l is the suspended graphene
length, while uppercase L is the separation between the two clamp points along the substrate corresponding
with the flat delaminated length area. Both l and L are redundant parameters because they are geometrically
related to R, θ, and the fixed height H of the h-BN step. All geometric parameters are indicated in Figure
4.10.
l = 2Rθ +
H − 2R+ 2Rcosθ
sinθ
(4.4)
L = 2Rsinθ +
H − 2R+ 2Rcosθ
sinθ
cosθ (4.5)

















Solving for B, we obtain:
B = R








In the Equation 4.7, the strain energy NY2Dε2o/2 and adhesion energy are additive and linearly pro-
portional to the extracted bending stiffness. To estimate the importance of the strain energy, we use the
measured strains extracted from the Raman spectra in Supplementary Figure 4.6. The measured tensile
strains in the FLG is between 0.03 - 0.1%, corresponding to a strain energy between 1.53× 10−5J/m2 and
6.8×10−4J/m2. These values are less than 0.5% of the adhesion energy and are similar to the range of pub-
lished values[126]; these values are much smaller than the uncertainty in the adhesion1 and the uncertainty
in the measured geometric parameters, discussed below. As a result, rather than solve for the unknown but
small strains in each measurement, we assume zero strain in all measurements, simplifying Equation 4.7 to:
B = R




4.5.4 Error sources in bending stiffness calculations
Sources of error in our bending stiffness calculations include uncertainty in adhesion, residual stress, and
geometric measurement errors. Uncertainty in adhesion comes from the graphene/h-BN interfacial energy
parameter Γ = 0.126 ± 0.020J/m2 , as reported in literature[32]. The bending stiffness Γ is linearly pro-
portional to graphene/h-BN interfacial energy parameter Γ, as shown in Equation S4.8. The uncertainty
in Γ from literature translates to 16% error in B. Residual stress is quantified through measurements
from Raman spectroscopy. As mentioned above, the residual stress is found to be < 0.5% of the adhesion
energy. B is also linearly proportional to the strain energy, and thus the residual stress translates to 0.5%
error in B. Lastly, geometric measurement errors are quantified through standard error calculations of four
independent measurements for each geometric parameter. The propagated standard error in B for the 95%
confidence bound is found to be up to 28%. As the dominant source of error, we use the propagated error
from geometric measurements as the error bars in Figure 4.2c.
4.5.5 Extraction of bending stiffness from DFT simulations
To calculate the bending stiffness from DFT simulations, we systematically introduce out-of-plane deforma-
tion in 2D material membranes. Here, this is the proceduce that I conduct DFT simulations on the few layer
graphene as an example :
1. The size of the supercell is reduced below the flat length of the 2D lattice along one direction to induce
uniaxial compression.
2. The system is perturbed out-of-plane to induce buckling.
3. The structure is relaxed to its equilibrium conformation, producing rippled structures such as those in
Figure 4.11.
4. The bending energy is extracted by comparing the ground state energies of the flat and buckled
geometries.
5. The local curvature κ is extracted by fitting the geometry of the rippled graphene by a set of cosine
functions, f(x) =
∑m
n=1 ancos(bnx), where an and bn are the fitting parameters, and m is between 20






(1 + f ′(x)2)1.5
(4.9)
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6. Similar to the analysis in Equation 4.2, the bending stiffness of FLG is evaluated by comparing the
calculated deformation energy to the relaxed geometry by integrating over the buckled structure.






where B is the bending stiffness, and κ(x) is the local bending curvature. The curvature term can be
evaluated for each simulated systems, as shown Figure 4.12c. By relating with the energy required to
bending graphene, bending stiffness B can be evaluated for each simulation system, as shown in Figure
4.12d.
Supplementary Figures 4.7-4.9 show all of the STEM images that were used to evaluate FLG bending
stiffness. We measure the interplanar distance at the graphene/h-BN interface to be 3.38 ± 0.18 Å, com-
parable to the 3.32-3.44Å range reported in literature[213, 214] and the interlayer spacings of bulk graphite
and h-BN. This indicates that, away from the steps or microscale bubbles, the graphene/h-BN interface is
atomically clean and sharp without trapped carbon residue or nanoscale bubbles.
4.5.6 Simplified, two-chain Frenkel-Kontorova model
In Figure 4.4, we apply a simplified Frenkel-Kontorova (F-K) model of bilayer graphene to describe how the
bending-induced lattice mismatch impacts the bending stiffness in FLG. In this model, bilayer graphene is
simulated as two, one-dimensional chains: each layer is comprised of a chain of atoms connected by springs,
and the atoms experience a sinusoidal atomic potential from the adjacent layer. Each layer is 51 atoms long;
in accordance to bilayer graphene in the zigzag direction, the intralayer and interlayer atomic spacings are
2.4 Åand 3.3 Å, respectively. The bilayer is bent in the shape of the letter “S”, such that both arcs have
the same radius of curvature R that is constant along the arc. The bending angle θ corresponds to one arc,
and is varied from 0 to 180 degrees, or 0 to π radians. Because the bilayer length L is fixed, R and θ are
inversely proportional, following the geometric relation: L = 2Rθ. We set boundary conditions such that
both ends of the bilayer are Bernal-stacked; between the ends, the atomic registry will change as a function
of position and total bending angle.
The atomic potential is treated as a sinusoidal function. The amplitude of the potential is arbitrarily
chosen as we eventually normalize our bending energy and bending stiffness results. The bending energy









where Ei is the atomic potential energy of the ith atom in the current bending configuration, and E0 is
the atomic potential energy of an atom in Bernal stacking (energy minimum configuration). The bending
energy is related to the bending stiffness B through the bending deformation energy Ebending in Equation
4.2. As discussed in Figure 4.4, this model qualitatively reproduces the curvature dependence of the bending
stiffness seen in DFT simulations. The exact value of the bending stiffness as function of bending angle and
the threshold angle for superlubric interfaces are sensitive to the boundary conditions used.
4.5.7 Supplementary figures
Figure 4.5: Transferred few-layer graphene on h-BN step and AFM height profile. a) Optical microscope
image of few layer graphene on h-BN steps. b) Corresponding AFM height profile from region marked by
the red dotted line in a).
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Figure 4.6: Transferred few-layer graphene on h-BN steps and corresponding line scan from Raman spec-
troscopy. a) Optical microscope image of few layer graphene on h- BN steps. b) Corresponding Raman
spectrum from each position, along red line in Figure 2a. c) Corresponding Raman G peak position of each
location in the line scan.
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Figure 4.7: STEM images of FLG on h-BN steps. a-b) ADF-STEM images of monolayer graphene (N= 1)
on H layer tall h-BN steps. c-h) ADF-STEM images of bilayer graphene (N= 2) on Hlayer tall h-BN steps.
Scale bars are 2 nm.
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Figure 4.8: STEM images of FLG on h-BN steps. a-g) ADF- and BF-STEM images of trilayer graphene
(N= 3) on H layer tall h-BN steps. 4d is BF and the rest are ADF. h) ADF-STEM image of five-layer
graphene on Hlayer tall h-BN steps. Scale bars are 2 nm.
Figure 4.9: STEM images of FLG on h-BN steps. a-c) BF-STEM images of seven-layer graphene on H
layer tall h-BN steps. d) BF-STEM image of ten-layer graphene on Hlayer tall h-BN step. e-f) ADF-STEM
images of twelve-layer graphene on H layer tall h-BN steps. Scale bars are 2 nm.
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Figure 4.10: Schematic of FLG over h-BN step. Geometric parameters are indicated in the cartoon—radius
of curvature R, bending angle θ, step height H, detached FLG length l, and detached h-BN length L—to
demonstrate their extraction from the STEM images and to indicate the terms in Equations 4.2-4.8.
Figure 4.11: Bending of monolayer graphene for different system sizes and compression from DFT simula-
tions. a-d) Profiles of monolayer graphene used in DFT simulations under different compression of 3.1%
and 13.4% along the zigzag direction, and for different simulation system sizes of 40 atoms and 80 atoms.
e) Plot of the average mean curvature versus compression along the zigzag direction, for both simulation





dA), and depends on both the size of the simulation and compression. f-g) Plots of bending
stiffness versus average mean curvature and bending angle. The extracted bending stiffness of monolayer
graphene is independent of the curvature, bending angle, and system size over the ranges calculated.
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Figure 4.12: DFT simulations of FLG bending in the zigzag direction. a-c) Bending deformation and angular
measurement of trilayer graphene in the DFT simulations. Different degrees of compressions induce different
bending angles of 10°, 25°, and 46°, respectively.
Figure 4.13: Bending stiffness and slip directions for bending in two different directions along the graphene
lattice: zigzag (ZZ) and armchair (AC). a) DFT results for bending stiffness of 1-3 layer graphene with
varying bending angle under bending in the ZZ and AC directions. The gray band denotes the threshold
angle for linear bending stiffness in the ZZ direction (38-44°), and the yellow band denotes the threshold
angle for the AC direction (25- 28°). b) Cartoons indicating the Burgers vector for the AC and ZZ bending
directions. The blue arrow represents the magnitude and direction of the Burgers vector for bending in
the zigzag direction. The yellow arrows represent two possible Burgers vectors for bending in the armchair
direction. In the first AC case, the Burgers vector represents the top-layer graphene slipping downward in
the armchair direction. In the second AC case, the Burgers vector represents slip in the zigzag direction
that is projected in the armchair direction.
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Figure 4.14: Bending stiffness as a function of geometry from experimental measurements for bilayer and
trilayer graphene. a) Plot of bending stiffness versus bending angle. Error bars represent 95% confidence
intervals. Qualitatively, we observe the increase of bending stiffness with bending angle below an angular
threshold, as predicted by the DFT theory. Here, we emphasize that the values and threshold angle of the
different samples are not expected to quantitatively match the DFT predictions or one another, because
each sample has a unique and unknown orientation and corresponding Burgers vector. b) Plot of bending
stiffness versus curvature. There is no clear trend of bending stiffness with curvature. These observations are
consistent with the model of geometrically necessary dislocations, which defines the bending angle, rather




incommensurate multilayer 2D materials
This study has been done with Edmund Han in professor Pishane Huang group, and Mohammad A. Houssain
in professor Arend van der Zande group. This study will be submitted as: J. Yu*, E. Han* et al. "Tuning
the bending stiffness of 2D multilayers and heterostructures".
Two-dimensional (2D) materials combine low bending stiffness (1-10 eV) with high electrical mobilities,
proving useful for flexible electronics. Most electronic devices require vertical heterostructures consisting
of multiple layers, so realizing deformable devices requires understanding how the different interfaces affect
the bending mechanics. Using electron microscopy and atomistic modeling, we show the bending stiffness
of 2D heterostructures is dramatically tuned by changing the interfacial alignment. We build a model
describing the nanoscale bending stiffness of a 2D heterostructure as the sum of bending stiffness of the
constituent monolayers and an alignment and bending angle dependent contribution from each interlayer
interface. By intentionally introducing misalignment between layers through twist or heterogeneous stacking,
we achieve the theoretical lower limit of bending stiffness in which 2D multilayers and heterostructures bend
like independent, frictionless layers. Thus, we establish design rules to predict and control the bending
stiffness of 2D heterostructures through interfacial engineering.
5.1 Introduction
Across materials systems, interfaces represent opportunities to manipulate or realize new properties. 2D
materials represent the ultimate limit for interfacial engineering, where it is possible to independently control
and design each interface by stacking individual atomic layers of one or more materials[11]. The resulting
structures can include aligned or twisted stacks of the same material or vertical heterostructures of different
materials[215], where one can readily alter the relative lattice constant and in-plane rotation between layers.
Control over the interlayer interactions has produced remarkable electronic properties in 2D multilayers
such as emergent quantum states[14, 150, 216] and the ability to modify their bandstructure and interlayer
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conductivity [125, 217, 218, 132, 133, 25, 129, 130]. Interfacial interactions are just as important to the
mechanics of 2D multilayers. Here, we harness the unusual, interface-dominated bending mechanisms of 2D
materials to demonstrate control over the bending stiffness of 2D multilayers. In particular, we show that, by
incorporating interlayer twist and heterointerfaces to minimize the interfacial friction, it is possible to realize
the theoretical lower limit in the bending stiffness of 2D multilayers. Such control will be instrumental in
an emerging class of devices that take advantage of the low intrinsic bending stiffnesses of atomically thin
films to create highly deformable devices, including nanoscale origami or kirigami machines[115, 116, 118]
and flexible 2D electronics[92, 1, 104, 219, 105, 16].
In this work, we produce a unified understanding of how different kinds of interfaces impact the bending
properties of 2D multilayers and heterostructures. In the process, we demonstrate the capability to engineer
the stiffness of membranes constructed from 2D heterostructures by engineering the interfacial interactions.
By constructing multilayer structures from misaligned interfaces, we demonstrate that the bending stiffness
of the heterostructure scales linearly with the number of layers, resulting in membranes that are orders
of magnitude softer than conventional thin films, approaching the stiffnesses of biological membranes like
lipid bilayers. By mixing commensurate and incommensurate interfaces, we demonstrate tunability of the
bending stiffness over orders of magnitude. We then extract the interfacial shear energy at commensurate
interfaces, and use the values to demonstrate a simple model adapted from Timoshenko beam theory which
enables us to predict the stiffness of arbitrary heterostructures.
5.2 Experiments & Simulations
In Figure 5.1, we demonstrate that interfacial engineering offers profound control over the bending stiffness
of 2D multilayers and heterostructures. We study four-layer 2D heterostructures, consisting of two graphene
and two MoS2 layers in different stacking orders: 1) graphene / MoS2 / graphene / MoS2 (GMGM), 2) MoS2
/ Bernal-stacked bilayer graphene / MoS2 (MGGM), 3) graphene / 2H-stacked bilayer MoS2 / graphene
(GMMG), and 4) 2H-stacked bilayer MoS2 / Bernal-stacked bilayer graphene (MMGG). Because each het-
erostructure is composed of the same constituent layers, any differences in bending properties must result
from the differences in their interfacial interactions. To fabricate these structures, we use dry pickup and
transfer methods[137, 154] to sequentially pick up individual sheets of monolayer or bilayer graphene and
MoS2 (see Figure 5.1 and Supplementary Figure 5.6). All of the bilayer components in these structures
are obtained via mechanical exfoliation from bulk crystals and are Bernal-stacked for bilayer graphene and
2H-stacked for MoS2[220, 221]. Next, we transfer these heterostructures to corrugated substrates of atomi-
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Figure 5.1: Bending of four-layer 2D heterostructures comprised of two graphene (G) and two
MoS2 (M) layers. a) Schematic of heterostructure draped over an atomically sharp step of h-BN. b-
e) Cross-sectional ADF-STEM images of four different 2D heterostructures (GMGM, MGGM, GMMG,
and MMGG) with identical composition but different stacking orders. We measure the bending profile of
each heterostructure through geometric parameters: the radius of curvature (R), bending angle (θ), and step
height (H), as shown in Figure 5.1e. Scale bars are 2 nm. f) Plot of bending stiffness for each heterostructure,
colorized by the bending angle. MGGM, GMMG, and MMGG show strong bending angle dependence in
bending stiffness. In contrast, GMGM shows no bending angle dependence. At low bending angles, the
measured stiffness is higher for structures with higher numbers of aligned interfaces (MM or GG). At high
bending angles, the bending stiffnesses of all four structures converge to approximately 20 - 25 eV.
cally sharp h-BN steps and anneal the samples at 350°C for 10 hours. This configuration allows us to apply
controlled out-of-plane deformations to 2D materials and measure the resulting bends using aberration-
corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). We use Raman spectroscopy and atomic force
microscopy (AFM) to confirm the cleanliness and uniformity of the heterostructures (Supplementary Meth-
ods 5.5.1 and Supplementary Figures 5.7-5.8), and then we prepare cross-sectional TEM samples using
standard focused ion beam lift-out procedures (see Methods). Figure 5.1b-e shows cross-sectional STEM
images of the resulting four-layer heterostructures on h-BN steps.
As we have previously shown, cross-sectional STEM imaging offers a powerful platform for measuring
the bending stiffness of 2D materials[15]. First, we measure the bending profiles of these heterostructures
from the STEM images, specifically the radius of curvature R, bending angle θ, and h-BN step height H
as shown in Figure 5.1e. Throughout this paper, we define the bending angle as the angle subtending the
two lines perpendicular to the straight sections on either side of the bend. By assuming the structure is in
thermodynamic equilibrium, we then apply a simple energetics model in which the conformation is governed
by a competition between adhesion and bending (see Supplementary Methods 5.5.2 for derivation). We
relate these geometric parameters from each STEM image to the bending stiffness through the following
equation[15]:
B = RΓ(
H − 2R(1− cos θ)
sin2 θ
) (5.1)
Here, B is the bending stiffness of the stack and Γ is the interfacial adhesion energy between the bottom layer
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of the stack and the h-BN substrate (126 mJ/m2 for graphene/h-BN and 136 mJ/m2 for MoS2/h-BN)[32].
For each heterostructure, we image and measure several bending profiles—35 different step structures in
total (see each STEM image in Supplementary Figures 5.9-5.12). We consider invertible structures (i.e.
GMGM vs. MGMG, or MMGG vs. GGMM) under the same classification.
Figure 5.1f shows the extracted the bending stiffness of each four-layer heterostructure (see Supplementary
Figure 5.13 for error bars). Notably, while the minimum values of bending stiffness for all four structures
cluster around 20 eV, the range of bending stiffnesses measured increases with the number of aligned interfaces
in the stack. The stiffness of MMGG, where MoS2 and graphene occur as aligned bilayers, shows the
widest spread of 20-80 eV. In contrast, the bending stiffness of GMGM, where the graphene and MoS2
layers alternate, is tightly clustered between 20-26 eV. Another difference emerges when we examine the
dependence of bending stiffness on bending angle, indicated by the color coding in Figure 5.1f. The bending
stiffnesses are inversely correlated with bending angle for the three structures that contain aligned interfaces
(MGGM, GMMG, and MMGG), while we observe no bending angle dependence for GMGM. These results
are in direct contradiction with continuum laminated beam theory, which assumes infinitely rigid interfaces,
and predicts a constant, identical bending stiffness for all four structures. These data demonstrate the key
role of interfaces in tuning the bending stiffness of 2D heterostructures.
In Figure 5.2, we use density functional theory (DFT)[159, 162] to simulate the interfacial interactions
present in 2H-stacked bilayer MoS2 (2H-MM), twisted bilayer MoS2 (t-MM), and a MoS2-graphene (MG)
heterostructure (see Supplementary Methods 5.5.3 for simulation details). These bilayers represent the differ-
ent interface types in 2D multilayers: an aligned interface between like materials (2H-MM) and misaligned
interfaces from either interlayer twist (t-MM) or lattice mismatch (MG). Figure 5.2a-d shows top-down
schematics for 2H-MM, t-MM (for twist angle φ = 33.6°) and MG (for φ = 0°and φ = 10.9°). Figure 5.2e
shows our simulated sliding energy landscapes for each bilayer, representing the energy required to displace
one layer relative to the other along each of two directions: armchair (AC) 〈1 1 0 0〉 and zigzag (ZZ) 〈2 1 1 0〉
(the sliding direction is defined in reference to the bottom layer). The sliding energy barrier height for
2H-MM is 1-2 eV/nm2, two orders of magnitude larger than those for t-MM and MG (0.01-0.02 eV/nm2), in
agreement with previous literature reporting reduced interlayer friction in 2D multilayers at heterointerfaces
and twisted interfaces [222, 223, 144, 224, 67]. These plots also show that the interlayer friction is strongly
dependent on the sliding direction and crystallographic bending axis for aligned bilayer MoS2 [223, 225], but
not for twisted interfaces and heterointerfaces. By directly comparing 2H-MM, t-MM, and MG, our studies
show that either introducing twist or heterointerfaces leads to low sliding energy barriers to slip of similar
magnitude.
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Figure 5.2: DFT calculations comparing the interlayer friction barrier of aligned, twisted, and
hetero-interfaces in 2D materials. a-d) top view of DFT simulated atomic structure of a) aligned bilayer
MoS2 (2H-MM), b) twisted bilayer MoS2 (t-MM), c) aligned (a-MG) and d) twisted (t-MG) graphene-MoS2
heterostructure. The red dotted lines in (b) and (d) indicate the twist angle between the top and bottom
layers. e) Plot of DFT simulated sliding energy barrier of bilayer MoS2 (solid line) and graphene-MoS2
heterostructure (dashed line) versus the fractional coordinate of sliding direction with two different sliding
direction (armchair and zigzag). For each structure, whether aligned or twisted, the sliding direction is
defined in reference to the bottom layer. Line colors represent different structures; 2H-MM (blue), t-MM
(green), a-HS (orange), and t-HS (grey). The barrier heights for the aligned structure 2H-MM are two to
three orders of magnitude larger than for the other three structures with misaligned interfaces (t-MM, a-HS,
t-HS).
The interfacial sliding energy landscape plays a critical role in the bending properties of 2D materials[15,
226]. The bending of any material produces an arc length difference between the inner and outer curves of
the bend. As we have previously shown, 2D multilayers bend primarily via interlayer shear and slip [15],
where each atomic layer slides to accommodate the necessary arc length differences. Because the interfacial
sliding energy barrier resists slip, it contributes to the effective bending stiffness of the 2D stack. As a result,
differences in the interfacial sliding energy landscapes of 2H-MM, t-MM, and MG are directly reflected in
their bending properties.
In Figure 5.3, we measure the bending stiffness of 2H-MM, t-MM, and MG using electron microscopy
and DFT to directly compare the bending properties of different interfaces. Figure 5.3a-d shows cross-
sectional STEM images of MoS2 (M), 2H-MM, t-MM, and MG bent over h-BN steps. Figure 5.3e plots the
measured bending stiffness for each structure (See Supplementary Figures 5.17-5.20 for all STEM images
and Supplementary Figure 5.15 for experimental error bars). In the DFT simulations, bending stiffness
is evaluated by measuring energy required to deform the bilayers into rippled structures[227, 15]. For
monolayer MoS2, we obtain a mean bending stiffness of 10.1 ± 0.3 eV from DFT and 10.5 ± 3.8 eV from
experiment, consistent with literature values[197, 228]. For the bilayer structures, we measure an angle-
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Figure 5.3: Experimental and DFT measurements of monolayer MoS2, twisted and 2H-stacked
bilayer MoS2, and a MoS2/graphene bilayer heterostructure bilayers. a-d) Cross-sectional ADF-
STEM images of a) monolayer MoS2 (M), b) 2H-stacked bilayer MoS2 (2H-MM), c) twisted bilayer MoS2
(t-MM), and d) a MoS2-graphene heterostructure (MG). Scale bars are 2 nm. e) Plot of experimental
(diamond) and DFT (circle) values of bending stiffness for each structure, colorized by bending angle. In
contrast with the other three structures, 2H-MM, the only structure with an aligned interface, shows a large
spread of bending stiffness with strong bending angle dependence.
dependent bending stiffness of 20-60 eV for 2H-MM, but no angle dependence for t-MM or MG. These data
mirror the trends observed in the four-layer structures in Figure 5.1. Notably, for the misaligned structures,
our experimental measurements yield Bt−MM = 20.3 ± 2.8 eV and BMG = 11.8 ± 1.9 eV, very close to the
sum of bending stiffness of their individual component layers.
5.3 Result & Discussion
We investigate this regime explicitly in Figure 5.4a, which examines how B scales with layer type and number
in structures containing only misaligned interfaces. Figure 5.4a plots the experimentally measured bending
stiffness of MG, t-MM, and GMGM against the sum of their monolayer bending stiffness components Bml
predicted from DFT. We also included values for monolayer graphene (G), from our previous work[15],
and monolayer MoS2 for reference. While there is a spread in the individual measurements of B (black
diamonds), we find that the mean experimental B for each structure (purple crosses) can be predicted to





where Bml,i is the bending stiffness of the ith layer. We can understand this behavior in the context of
continuum mechanics plate theory, where the bending stiffness of a stack of frictionless plates is equal
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Figure 5.4: Scaling, twist-angle dependence, and bending angle dependence of bending stiffness
of 2D structures. a) Plot of experimentally measured bending stiffness for graphene (G), MoS2 (M),
twisted bilayer MoS2 (t-MM), MoS2-graphene heterostructure (MG), and graphene-MoS2-graphene-MoS2
heterostructure (GMGM). For these structures, all of which do not have aligned interfaces, their average
bending stiffnesses (purple cross) are equivalent to the sums in bending stiffness of their monolayer com-
ponents. b) Plot of experimentally measured bending stiffness versus bending angle for t-MM, colorized
by their twist angle. Bending stiffness appears to be independent of both bending angle and twist angle.
c) Plot of experimental (diamond) and DFT (band) values of bending stiffness versus bending angle (M),
t-MM, and 2H-MM. The bands include bending along the zigzag and armchair directions. We clearly see
that the bending stiffness of 2H-MM gradually decays with bending angle. In contrast, M and t-MM clearly
exhibit constant bending stiffnesses with bending angle.
to the sum of bending stiffness of each plate. This finding implies that misaligned 2D interfaces do not
measurably contribute to the bending stiffness and are effectively frictionless, in agreement with our sliding
energy barrier results from Figure 5.2e. Moreover, this linear scaling law is different from the typical cubic
scaling law determined by Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, which incorporates in-plane strains under bending
deformations. These results demonstrate that by fabricating 2D multilayers in which adjacent atomic layers
are deliberately misaligned, either by incorporating heterointerfaces or interlayer twist, it is possible to realize
the theoretical lower limit of bending stiffness for a given stack of 2D materials.
Figure 5.4b investigates how the bending stiffness of twisted 2D stacks depends on the interlayer twist
angle. We fabricate twisted bilayer MoS2 with three different interlayer twist angles: 15°, 27°, and 36°.
We utilize the orientation of the crystal facets of single crystal chemical vapor deposition-grown MoS2 to
determine the interlayer twist angle [217] (see Supplementary Figure 5.21). By plotting the experimental
bending stiffness of t-MM as a function of bending angle for each structure, we find that the bending stiffness
of t-MM does not exhibit a measurable dependence on the interlayer twist angle in the range we measured.
These data are consistent with our results from Figure 5.2, which shows that the interlayer sliding energy
barriers are comparable across two different twist angles. We expect these results to hold for any twisted
bilayer where there is not significant lattice reconstruction into commensurate domains[140, 122, 229].
Figure 5.4c investigates the angle dependence of B at aligned interfaces via experiment and DFT. The
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Figure 5.5: Modeling bending stiffness in 2D multilayers and heterostructures. a-b) Plots of in-
terfacial shear energy S for aligned MoS2/MoS2 and graphene/graphene interfaces, respectively. Diamonds
indicate experimentally calculated values, and circles indicate DFT calculated values. DFT does not accu-
rately reflect the trends that we see in our experimental values. c) Plot of bending stiffness versus bending
angle for MMGG and GMGM. Diamonds indicate experimental values from STEM images, and circles in-
dicate predicted values from our model. We see strong agreement between our proposed model and the
experimental values of bending stiffness for both MMGG and GMGM.
bending stiffness of 2H-MM gradually decreases from 60 to 20 eV with increasing bend angle, converging
to that of t-MM above a threshold angle. The angle dependence of B for 2H-MM echoes the trend we
previously observed in aligned few-layer graphene, where it results in a reduced interlayer atomic registry
and corresponding reduction in the interlayer friction as the material is bent[15]. Comparing the stiffness of
2H-MM to t-MM, these data indicate that, across a wide range of bending angles, the interfacial contribution
to the bending stiffness is comparable to or even larger than the intrinsic bending stiffness. For example, at
a bending angle of 10°, the effective bending stiffness of bilayer MoS2 is 55 eV, reflecting a contribution of
21 eV from the intrinsic bending stiffness of the two MoS2 layers and 34 eV from the interfacial interactions.
Using these insights, we develop a model to predict and design the bending stiffness of arbitrary 2D het-
erostructure. We adapt Timoshenko beam theory[230] to break down the bending stiffness of 2D multilayers









· S(θ)j · (Rθ)2 (5.3)
whereN is the total number of layers, Bml,i is the monolayer bending stiffness of the ith layer, a is a geometric
factor that describes the boundary conditions (details in Supplementary Methods 5.5.5), and S(θ)j is the
interfacial shear energy of the jth interface. Because Rθ corresponds to the length of material along the
bend, the interfacial contribution to bending stiffness scales with the size of the bend. A key term in this
equation is the interfacial shear energy S(θ)j , which represents the contribution of an interface to the the
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total bending energy and is sensitive to the alignment of atoms at the interface.
In Figure 5.5a-b, we calculate and compare S(θ) for MoS2 for 2H-MM and Bernal-stacked GG (AB-GG) as
a function of bending angle for DFT and experiment. From these plots, we see that S is the critical parameter
in determining how the bending stiffness of a 2D stack varies as a function of bending angle. For aligned
interfaces, our DFT simulations demonstrate that S is dependent on the crystallographic bending direction;
this spread is indicated by the shaded regions, which show the difference in S for bending along the zigzag
and armchair directions. While these plots indicate qualitative agreement between DFT and experiment,
they contain quantitative discrepancies which likely arise because the van der Waals functional(vdW-DF2)
is known to overestimate the binding energy of bilayer graphene and MoS2 [231, 166]. From experiment,
we observe SMM and SGG up to 140 eV/nm2 and 95 eV/nm2, respectively; these large values indicate that
the interfacial interactions S(θ) dominate at low bending angles. For comparison, we obtained St−MM =
−0.5± 4.7 eV/nm2 and SMG = −0.2± 1.4 eV/nm2 for twisted interfaces and heterointerfaces; these values
are effectively zero to within our measurement error and indicate upper bounds for S that are two to three
orders of magnitude smaller than the largest values we obtained for aligned 2D interfaces.
Using our model (Equation 5.3) combined with knowledge of the intrinsic Bml for each material and the
interfacial shear contributions S(θ), it is possible to predict the bending stiffness of arbitrarily complex 2D
heterostructures, including those which are too large to predict directly using first-principles calculations. We
demonstrate this concept in Figure 5c, where we use experimentally extracted S from a subset of structures
to predict the bending stiffnesses of new structures, in this case GMGM and MMGG. Here, we use Bml from
DFT, while S, R, and θ are derived from experiment. Because we used experimental S, where the bending
axis is unknown, as inputs into our model, we expect a spread in the measured B around our predicted
values. Overall, we obtain strong agreement between experiment (diamonds) and our model (crosses) for
each of the two structures. For GMGM (red), the model predicts a constant bending stiffness of 23.0 eV
across all bending angles, as compared to 22.8 ± 2.1 eV from experiment. For MMGG (green), the model
predicts a bending stiffness with contributions from 2H-MM and AB-GG interfaces and is a good match for
both the qualitative angle dependence and quantitative values measured in experiment.
5.4 Conclusion
Together, our results demonstrate that across a broad range of bending angles, interfaces are a dominant
factor in the bending of 2D multilayers. This property leads directly into the opportunity to manipulate
the bending stiffness of 2D materials through interfacial engineering, which we show can produce changes
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in the bending stiffness of several hundred percent. While we have focused here on graphene and MoS2,
the similarities we observe in their bending properties are a good indication that our results will generalize
broadly to 2D materials and their heterostructures. In 2D materials, the impact of interfacial interactions
is so significant that it can produce counterintuitive behavior: for example, for bending angles up to ≈ 20°,
the bending stiffness of aligned bilayer MoS2 can be reduced by adding a layer of graphene to disrupt the
interlayer registry, even though it makes the material thicker, a result at odds with conventional continuum
theory for laminated multilayer beams.
Our results lead to immediate implications in the design of devices based on 2D multilayers. First, they
imply that many existing classes of 2D electronics, such as out-of-plane p-n junctions[12] and transistors[232,
233], are intrinsically well-suited to deformable electronics because they contain several heterointerfaces that
facilitate bending. Even in nominally flat 2D electronics, fabrication methods for high-electrical mobility
devices often include feature such as local gates or graphene side contacts which produce bent 2D layers
[136, 234]. In this context, our work can also inform the design of a broad class of 2D nanostructures, where
our methods might be used to engineer conformal 2D contacts. In addition, because the bending stiffness of
aligned multilayers increases rapidly with thickness, our work indicates the stiffness of 2D stacks could be
significantly reduced in a single material by introducing twisted interfaces at regular intervals. Because the
thickest layer of 2D vertical heterostructures is often an h-BN dielectric, such modifications could be made
to tune the stiffness of 2D devices with minimal impact on their electronic properties. Finally our design
principles can guide the realization of highly deformable electronics which take advantage of the low intrinsic
bending stiffness of 2D materials. For example, our model indicates that a graphene/MoS2/WSe2/graphene
p-n junction [12], has a bending stiffness of only 25 eV, a value comparable to the lipid bilayers of the
biological membrane.
5.5 Method & Supplementary informations
5.5.1 Characterization of 2D materials and heterostructures: AFM and
Raman spectroscopy
Supplementary Figure 5.7 shows the photoluminescence (PL) and Raman spectra measured in mono- and
bilayer graphene and MoS2. We use PL and Raman characterization data to distinguish the number of layers
in both MoS2 and graphene samples. PL intensity and peak positions depend on the number of layers due to
interlayer interactions [235]. In monolayer MoS2, the PL peak located around at 1.85 eV, but the 2H-bilayer
MoS2 PL peak is located at 1.83 eV, and the secondary peak (indirect peak) located around 1.4 eV. In
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graphene samples, peak intensity ratio between 2D/G peak in Raman spectra enables to distinguish the
number of layers[236]. The monolayer graphene shows 2D/G ratio around 2:1, while bilayer graphene shows
1:1. Supplementary Figure 5.8 shows the optical and atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of monolayer
exfoliated graphene on the CVD monolayer MoS2. We fabricate the graphene- MoS2 bilayer heterostructure
by hot-pickup technique[237, 154] with aligned transfer station in the nitrogen glovebox. To evaluate the
cleanliness of graphene- MoS2 heterostructure interfaces, we use AFM to measure the formation of bubbles
or blisters, which commonly form in 2D heterostructures when gas or liquid is trapped between 2D material
layers. We observe only a few bubbles or blisters at the heterostructure interfaces. Furthermore, the height
profile at the edge of graphene shows 0.35 nm step height, which shows the graphene- MoS2 interfaces are
clean.
5.5.2 Derivation and calculation of bending stiffness from cross-sectional
STEM images
Using the methods first demonstrated in our previous work[15], we extract a bending stiffness from each
measured profile in the STEM images. To do so, we develop a simple energetics model incorporating bending
energy (Ebending), in-plane strain energy (Estrain), and adhesion energy (Eadhesion), and we solve for the
lowest energy conformation. In these calculations, we applied similar assumptions that can be found in our
previous work[15]. Below are a few key assumptions:
1. The radius of curvature of the 2D material or heterostructure is constant along the bends and infinite
elsewhere.
2. The structure is being laminated down onto the surface, so the energy of adhesion is the relevant
quantity rather than the energy of separation.
3. The graphene/h-BN interface is incommensurate, and thus superlubric[183, 147, 209] with negligible
interfacial friction and only very small residual stress[126]. Because the MoS2/h-BN interface is also
incommensurate, we assume similar superlubric behavior.
4. The end clamping points of the delaminated step are not fixed, so the membrane pulls in to relieve
local stresses. As a result, while the bending and adhesion remain localized to the step, the tensile
stress is de-localized over a large area.
Applying these assumptions to the laminated step structure, the total energy of the system is:






















where γ = 0.126 J/m2 for the graphene/h-BN interfacial adhesion energy and γ = 0.136 J/m2 for
the MoS2/h-BN interfacial adhesion energy[32]. θ is the incline angle, w is the width of the graphene-h-BN
interface, R is the radius of curvature, ε0 is the pre-strain on the 2D material membrane, and B is the bending
stiffness. Lowercase l is the suspended graphene length, while uppercase L is the separation between the
two clamp points along the substrate corresponding with the flat delaminated length area. Both l and L are
redundant parameters because they are geometrically related to R, θ, and the fixed height H of the h-BN
step. All geometric parameters are indicated in Supplementary Figure 5.11.
l = 2Rθ +
H − 2R+ 2Rcosθ
sinθ
(5.6)
L = 2Rsinθ +
H − 2R+ 2Rcosθ
sinθ
cosθ (5.7)

















Solving for B, we obtain:
B = R








In the Equation S6, the strain energy NY2Dε20/2 and adhesion energy are additive and linearly pro-
portional to the extracted bending stiffness. From our previous work[15], we find that the strain energy is
negligible compared to the adhesion energy and is much smaller than the uncertainty in the adhesion[32] and
the uncertainty in the measured geometric parameters, discussed below. As a result, rather than solve for
the unknown but small strains in each measurement, we assume zero strain in all measurements, simplifying
Equation S6 to:
B = R
H − 2R(1− cosθ)
sin2θ
Γ (5.10)
Sources of error in our bending stiffness calculations include uncertainty in adhesion, residual stress, and
geometric measurement errors. Uncertainty in adhesion comes from the graphene/h BN interfacial adhesion
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energy γ=0.126 ± 0.020 J/m2 or the MoS2/h-BN interfacial adhesion energy γ=0.136 ± 0.011 J/m2, as
reported in literature[32]. The bending stiffness B is linearly proportional to the interfacial adhesion energy
γ, as shown in Equation S7. The uncertainty in γ from literature translates to 8-16% error in B. There
is also some error associated with simplifying out the strain energy, though negligible as discussed above.
Lastly, geometric measurement errors are quantified through standard error calculations of four independent
measurements for each geometric parameter. The propagated standard error in B for the 95% confidence
bound is found to be on average 25%. As the dominant source of error, we use the propagated error from
geometric measurements as the error bars in Figures 4c and 5c, as well as Supplementary Figures 5.13 and
5.15.
5.5.3 Extraction of slip energy barrier from DFT simulations
To calculate the slip energy barrier from DFT simulation, we introduce shear deformations in bilayer MoS2
and graphene-MoS2 heterostructure samples. As shown in the Supplementary Figure 5.22b-d, we utilize
3 different magic angles (13.2°, 21.9°, 32.2°) which allow us to construct supercells to calculate the slip
energy landscape for twisted bilayer MoS2. To construct the MoS2-graphene heterostructure as shown in
Supplementary Figure 5.22e-f, we used supercells which accommodate the unit cells of both graphene and
MoS2. After constructing the supercell, we relax the atomic positions of the bilayer supercell to find the
ground state. After we find the ground state position, the top layer is shifted every 0.1Åwith respect to the
bottom layer’s crystalline directions (zigzag 〈2 1 1 0〉 and armchair 〈1 1 0 0〉 direction).
5.5.4 Extraction of bending stiffness from DFT simulations
To calculate the bending stiffness from DFT simulations, we systematically introduce out-of-plane deforma-
tion in 2D materials and heterostructures as described below. These methods are very similar to those we
used in our previous work [15].
1. Supplementary Figure 5.16 shows the bending stiffness simulated on aligned bilayer MoS2 (2H-MM)
for two different bending direction (the zigzag 〈2 1 1 0〉 and armchair 〈1 1 0 0〉). To examine bending of
twisted bilayer MoS2, we establish the supercell based on one of the magic angles (32.2 °) of twisted
bilayer MoS2. Furthermore, for the periodic supercell in graphene MoS2 heterostructures, it is necessary
to find the dimension which coincides the dimension both graphene and MoS2.
2. The system is perturbed out-of-plane, which induces a periodic rippled structure, such as those in
Supplementary Figure 5.23, to relieve compression on 2D materials.
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3. The bending energy is extracted by subtracting the ground state energies of flat system from periodi-
cally rippled geometry.
4. To evaluate the local curvature κ of rippled structures, geometry of each layers are fitted by a set
of cosine functions, f(x) =
∑m
n=1 ancos(bnx), where an and bn are the fitting parameters, and m is






(1 + f ′(x)2)1.5
(5.11)
5. The bending stiffness of the 2D multilayers is evaluated by comparing the calculated bending energy
from (3) to the local curvature κ (from (4))by integrating over the buckled structure.






where B is the bending stiffness, and κ(x) is the local bending curvature. The curvature term can be
evaluated for each simulated system. By relating this with the bending energy, the bending stiffness B can
be evaluated for each simulation system.
5.5.5 Analytical Derivation for Bending Stiffness of 2D Multilayers and
Heterostructures
Following the shear-slip bending mechanism, we establish a simple energetics model that equates the bending
energy (Etotal) of mutilayer 2D materials to the sum of bending energy of individual N layers(Eml) and the
shear strain energy (Eshear). Using continuum plate theory, we derive an analytical form for the bending
stiffness (B) of 2D multilayers.





























































Figure 5.6: Diagrams and optical images of sample fabrication process. Scale bars are 10 µm. Using PC-
coated PDMS, we sequentially pick up the 2D materials of interest. Next, we transfer the stack onto terraced
hexagon boron nitride (h-BN). After annealing to remove polymer residue and relax the structure, the sample
is ready for TEM sample preparation.
N is the number of 2D layers, R is the radius of curvature, A is the top-down area of the plate, S is
interfacial shear energy, εshear is the shear strain, V is the volume of the plate, θ is the bending angle, w is
the width of the plate, t is the thickness of the plate, and Bml is the monolayer bending stiffness.
5.5.6 Supplementary figures
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Figure 5.7: Characterization of monolayer and bilayer MoS2 and graphene. a) Normalized photoluminescence
spectra of monolayer MoS2 (ML MoS2, blue) and 2H-stacked bilayer MoS2 (2H-MM, yellow). ML MoS2
peak is located at 1.85eV with FWHM of 62 meV. 2H-MM peak is located at 1.82eV with FWHM of 80
meV. b) Normalized Raman spectra of monolayer graphene (ML Gr, green) and AB stacked bilayer graphene
(BS-GG, red). ML graphene G peak and 2D peak are located at 1605 cm−1 and 2688 cm−1 respectively.
The ratio between 2D/G peak intensity is 2.07. In BS-Gr, G peak and 2D peak are located at 1603 cm−1
and 2716 cm−1 respectively. The ratio between 2D/G peak intensity is 0.95.
Figure 5.8: AFM height profile of transferred monolayer graphene on CVD grown MoS2. Red dotted line
represents where the monolayer graphene is deposited. AFM image shows there are no bubbles or blister
formed at graphene- MoS2 heterostructure interfaces during transfer. Inset 1(top left): Optical image of
corresponding graphene-MoS2 heterostructure. Inset 2 (middle): the line profile of monolayer graphene edge.
The thickness of monolayer graphene is measured as 0.36 nm. Scale bars are 2 µm.
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Figure 5.9: Cross-sectional STEM images of bending conformation of 2D heterostructures. a-h) ADF-STEM
images of graphene-MoS2-graphene-MoS2 (GMGM) heterostructures draped over h-BN steps of varying
heights. Scale bars are 2 nm.
Figure 5.10: Cross-sectional STEM images of bending conformation of 2D heterostructures. a-h) ADF-
STEM images of MoS2-aligned bilayer graphene-MoS2 (MGGM) heterostructures draped over h-BN steps
of varying heights. Scale bars are 2 nm.
Figure 5.11: Cross-sectional STEM images of bending conformation of 2D heterostructures. a-h) ADF-
STEM images of graphene-aligned bilayer MoS2-graphene (GMMG) heterostructures draped over h-BN
steps of varying heights. Scale bars are 2 nm.
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Figure 5.12: Cross-sectional STEM images of bending conformation of 2D heterostructures. a-h) ADF-STEM
images of aligned bilayer MoS2-aligned bilayer graphene (MMGG) heterostructures draped over h-BN steps
of varying heights. Scale bars are 2 nm.
Figure 5.13: Bending stiffness plots for four-layer heterostructures from STEM images. a-d) Bending stiffness
versus bending angle for GMGM, MGGM, GMMG, and MMGG, respectively. Error bars correspond to 95%
confidence, propagated from measurement precision.
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Figure 5.14: Atomic potential schematic with sliding, for aligned and twisted. a) In the case of aligned
bilayer, such as 2H-MM or Bernal-stacked bilayer graphene, top layer atoms located where the local minimum
electronic potential generated from the bottom layer atoms. b) Applying shear forces on the top layer push
the atoms to the apex of the electronic potential, which results high sliding potential barrier. c) In the case
of twisted or heterointerface, top layer atoms cannot be located at the local minimum electronic potential,
due to the lattice mismatch or interlayer misalignment. d) Thus, applying shear force relocates the position
of top layer atoms with respect to the electronic potential landscape, but averaging heights of the potential
barriers are not significantly different between before and after.
Figure 5.15: Bending stiffness plots for 2D monolayer and bilayers from STEM images. a-d) Bending stiffness
versus bending angle for M, t-MM, 2H-MM, and MG, respectively. Error bars correspond to 95% confidence,
propagated from measurement precision.
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Figure 5.16: DFT results of bending stiffness for armchair (AC, light blue) and zigzag(ZZ, dark blue)
direction for 2H-MM, , twisted bilayer (t-MM, green), and monolayer MoS2 (1L, yellow). Angle dependence
appears only in the aligned bilayer MoS2.
Figure 5.17: Cross-sectional STEM images of bending conformation of MoS2. a-h) ADF-STEM images of
monolayer MoS2 (M) draped over h-BN steps of varying heights. Scale bars are 2 nm.
Figure 5.18: Cross-sectional STEM images of bending conformation of twisted bilayer MoS2. a-h) ADF-
STEM images of twisted bilayer MoS2 (t-MM) draped over h-BN steps of varying heights. Scale bars are 2
nm.
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Figure 5.19: Cross-sectional STEM images of bending conformation of aligned bilayer MoS2. a-h) ADF-
STEM images of 2H-stacked bilayer MoS2 (2H-MM) draped over h-BN steps of varying heights. Scale bars
are 2 nm.
Figure 5.20: Cross-sectional STEM images of bending conformation of 2D heterostructures. a-h) ADF-
STEM images of MoS2-graphene (MG) heterostructures draped over h-BN steps of varying heights. Scale
bars are 2 nm.
Figure 5.21: Optical images of twisted bilayer MoS2 to indicate twist angle measurement. Twist angle
between two layers are measured from the triangular shape of single crystalline CVD grown MoS2. Image
shows the twist angle of a) 15°and b) 36°. Scale bars are 10 µm.
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Figure 5.22: Supercell geometries used in DFT simulations of slip energy barrier in bilayer MoS2and
graphene- MoS2heterostructures. Each figure shows the top view of simulated system; a) a-MM, b) 13.2°t-
MM, c) 21.8°t-M, d) 32.°° t-MM, e) aligned MG heterostructure, and f) 10.9° twisted MG heterostructure.
Figure 5.23: Supercell geometries used in DFT simulations of bilayer MoS2 and MG heterostructure bending.
a-b) Top and side views of bending deformed 2H-stacked bilayer MoS2 (2H-MM) in zigzag (ZZ) and armchair




Interfacial mechanics between 2D
membrane and the stretchable substrate
6.1 Material Dependent Evolution of Mechanical Folding
Instabilities in Two-Dimensional Atomic Membranes
This study had been published as : J. Yu, S. Kim, E. Ertekin, A. M. van der Zande, "Material-Dependent
Evolution of Mechanical Folding Instabilities in Two-Dimensional Atomic Membranes", ACS Applied Ma-
terials & Interfaces, (2020).
Inducing and controlling three dimensional deformations in monolayer two dimensional materials is im-
portant for applications from stretchable electronics to origami nanoelectromechanical systems. For these
applications, it is critical to understand how the properties of different materials influence the morphologies
of two-dimensional atomic membranes under mechanical loading. Here we systematically investigate the evo-
lution of mechanical folding instabilities in uniaxially compressed monolayer graphene and MoS2 on a soft
polydimethylsiloxane substrate. We examine the morphology of the compressed membranes using atomic
force microscopy for compression from 0-33%. We find the membranes display roughly evenly spaced folds
and observe two distinct stress release mechanisms under increasing compression. At low compression, the
membranes delaminate to generate new folds. At higher compression, the membranes slip over the surface to
enlarge existing folds. We observe a material dependent transition between these two behaviors at a critical
fold spacing of 1000 ± 250 nm for graphene and 550 ± 20 nm for MoS2. We establish a simple shear-lag
model which attributes the transition to a competition between static friction and adhesion and gives the
maximum interfacial static friction on polydimethylsiloxane of 3.8 ± 0.8 MPa for graphene and 7.7 ± 2.5
MPa for MoS2. Furthermore, in graphene, we observe an additional transition from standing folds to fallen
folds at 8.5 ± 2.3 nm fold height. These results provide a framework to control the nanoscale fold structure
of monolayer atomic membranes, which is a critical step in deterministically designing stretchable or foldable
nanosystems based on two dimensional materials.
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6.1.1 Introduction
An important capability of soft materials and membranes is to relieve stress through the introduction of
three-dimensional (3D) features like crumples, ripples, and folds[103, 102, 101]. These phenomena appear fre-
quently in nature[238, 170] and are important to emerging nanotechnologies which couple 3D deformation to
functionality like origami nanoelectromechanical systems[239, 240], and stretchable electronics[241, 2, 242].
Monolayer two-dimensional (2D) materials like graphene and molybdenum disulfide are particularly rel-
evant for understanding 3D deformation because they represent both the ultimate limit of mechanical
atomic membranes[18, 173, 28, 48] and molecular electronics[12, 243, 244, 11]. Due to their exception-
ally small bending moduli, it is easy to accidentally or intentionally induce 3D deformations in monolayer
2D materials[173, 114], which strongly affect the mechanics of the membrane[28, 195, 245]. Furthermore, the
3D morphologies impact the properties of monolayer 2D membranes, such as band gap[95, 246] and electronic
conductivity[180, 191]. Meanwhile, crumpling and folding in 2D material membranes (2D membranes) are
currently being explored for applications as highly stretchable electronics[247, 104], three dimensional archi-
tectures for catalysis[248], and mechanically reconfigurable origami and kirigami systems[114]. In all these
applications, an important challenge is to understand, predict, and control the constituent relations between
induced stresses, material and substrate properties, and the resulting three-dimensional morphologies.
Introducing tensile or compressive strains on 2D membranes laminated onto soft, stretchable substrates
is a useful strategy for inducing deformations because the strain is reversible, and the structures are easily in-
tegrated into devices for applications[104, 105]. Crumples in compressed 2D membranes have been shown to
strongly affect many multifunctional properties of 2D materials including optical absorption[111, 249, 109],
hydrophobicity[104], and chemical reactivity[250]. While there have been a number of experimental[177,
187, 178, 251, 181, 252, 253, 254] and theoretical studies[255, 256, 179, 257] of the structure and mechan-
ics of crumpling, there is still a need to understand systematically the evolution of 3D morphology of
compressed 2D membranes. Different studies display widely varying behavior including rippling, folding,
buckling delamination, and crumpling, yet are difficult to compare because they are performed on structures
under high compression (>100%)[111, 249, 252], different materials[109, 187, 258] with fixed and different
strains[177, 178, 253, 255, 256, 179] or different thickness[259]. Comparing these studies is challenging, as
crumpling instabilities are intrinsically statistical processes, with no global solutions. Recent papers on
the crumpling of thin films[170, 260, 252] or multilayer 2D material membranes with several nanometer
thickness show buckle delamination and rippling in which the morphology is dominated by the bending
modulus[252, 253, 261, 262, 263, 264, 265]. In contrast, 2D monolayer membranes have very small bending
modulus55, so the morphology is dominated by the interface[180, 251, 15, 266]. While the compression me-
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chanics of thin film and multilayer structures are relatively well understood, models are needed that relate
the formation and evolution of mechanical instabilities in the 2D monolayer membrane limit. Understanding
and relating the behavior of different materials over a range of strains gives insight into the behavior at
all scales, and has utility in guiding the design of desired morphologies for applications such as stretchable
electronics from crumpled 2D heterostructures or spatially tailoring material properties under deformation.
Here, we quantify and compare the material dependent evolution of 3D morphologies occurring in mono-
layer graphene and MoS2 under systematically varied uniaxial compressive strain on a polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) substrate and establish a model which describes the behavior in both materials based solely on me-
chanical properties. Both 2D membranes displayed roughly evenly spaced folds under uniaxial compression.
We find that at small compressions 2D membranes relieve stress via delamination and the introduction of
roughly evenly spaced folds. At higher compression above 10%, the membranes relieve stress via interfacial
slip and increasing the size of existing folds. The transition between these two stress relief mechanisms is
material dependent, occurring when the folds reach a critical period of 1000 ± 250 nm for graphene and
550 ± 20 nm for MoS2. We established a continuum shear-lag model wherein the compression on the 2D
membrane is induced by the surface traction at the interface between the membrane and the substrate. In
this model, delamination occurs when the compressive energy in the membrane exceeds the adhesion energy
and slip occurs when the surface traction exceeds the maximum static friction. The competition between
these two phenomena explains the material dependent transition in fold spacing, and enables extraction of
the interfacial friction between the 2D membrane and substrate from the experimental results. We find
the maximum interfacial static friction on PDMS is 3.8 ± 0.8 MPa for graphene and 7.7 ± 2.5 MPa for
MoS2. Moreover, graphene displayed an additional mechanism not observed in MoS2 in which standing folds
transitioned to fallen folds around 8.5± 2.3 nm fold height, after which the fallen folds then increased in width
under increasing compression. These results demonstrate that the transitions between fold delamination and
slip, and from standing to fallen folds, depend on the local features of fold spacing and height rather than
global parameters like substrate strain.
6.1.2 Experimental section
Figure 6.1 shows the structures used to measure the 3D morphology of 2D membranes under uniaxial
compression. As shown in Figure 6.1a, the devices were fabricated by transferring monolayer graphene or
monolayer MoS2 onto a pre-strained polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate then released to form folds.
The full fabrication details are found in Supporting Information Section 6.1.5. Briefly, for the 2D materials we
used chemical vapor deposition (CVD) monolayer MoS2, and mechanically exfoliated monolayer graphene,
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Figure 6.1: Inducing compression in 2D materials. (a) Schematic of fabrication process for inducing com-
pression of 2D monolayers on a PDMS substrate. (b-c) AFM topography images of a CVD grown monolayer
MoS2 triangle on PDMS, (b) before and (c) after 8% compression along the horizontal direction. Before
compression, the monolayer follows the surface roughness of the substrate. After compression, roughly evenly
spaced folds are observed along the direction of compression. Scale bar = 2 µm.
both on a 285 nm silicon oxide on silicon substrate. The monolayer structure is confirmed with Raman and
photoluminescence spectroscopy, shown in Supporting Figure 6.7[267, 217, 268]. CVD grown graphene was
not used because the roughness of the copper growth substrate frequently leads to pre-existing folds when
transferred. We then transferred the 2D monolayers onto uniaxially pre-strained PDMS substrates using a
dry transfer process[269]. The PDMS substrates were mounted on a custom holder, shown in Supporting
Figure 6.8, which allowed us to fix and vary the uniaxial strain on the 2D membrane in a range from
0 to 50%. The pre-strain in the substrates were subsequently released by fixed increments, leading to a
controlled and increasing uniaxial compressive strain on the 2D monolayers. Shown in Supporting Figure
6.9, we ensure accurate estimate of the overall compressive strain of the 2D monolayers[254] by measuring
the change in separation of well-defined landmark features of 2D monolayers with an optical microscope
rather than computing strain from the substrate deformation.
We measured the nanoscale morphology of the membranes with atomic force microscopy (AFM). Figure
6.1b and 6.1c shows the morphology of a single crystal triangle of CVD grown monolayer MoS2 after transfer
onto a pre-strained substrate and after 8% compression. Before compression, the membranes are flat, with a
rms surface roughness of 0.9 nm, similar to the surface roughness of the underlying substrate of 1.0 nm. After
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Figure 6.2: Evolution of MoS2 folds under increasing compression. (a, b, c, d) A sequence of AFM topog-
raphy images showing the change in 3D morphology of a single region of monolayer MoS2 under increasing
compression of 5, 11, 16, and 19% respectively. Scale bar = 1 µm. (e) Corresponding height profile of the
same position at different compression indicated by the black, red, and blue lines shown respectively in (a,
b, d). Between 5% and 11% a new fold is nucleated, marked by the orange arrow in both (b) and (e). (f)
Schematic of the change in fold morphologies corresponding with the region shown in (e). Red corresponds
with new fold generation, and blue with slip and growth of existing folds.
compression, the MoS2 displays roughly evenly spaced folding along the direction of compression with fold
heights in the range of 5-15 nm and spacings that range from 0.9-1.1 µm. Between the folds the roughness
of the MoS2 surface increases slightly to 1.8 nm while the substrate remains the same at 1.0 nm.
6.1.3 Results and discussion
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 directly compare the evolution in morphology of single regions of monolayer MoS2
with monolayer graphene respectively under increasing substrate compression. From the measurements, we
observed two distinctive stress release mechanisms leading to change in the membrane morphology : (i) slip
to enlarge existing folds, and (ii) delamination to generate new folds. Figures 6.2a-d show topographic AFM
images of a single region of monolayer MoS2 under increasing uniaxial compression from 5 to 19%, while
Figure 6.2e shows the cross-section height profile of the same region at different compression, indicated by the
colored lines in each AFM image. Initially, as the compression increases, the MoS2 membrane is delaminated
from the substrate, and generates new folds approximately halfway between the existing folds, for example at
the orange arrow in Figure 6.2b. Indicated in the red line in Figure 6.2e, the height of pre-existing folds does
not change significantly, while the new folds quickly grow to the height of the preexisting folds. For higher
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Figure 6.3: Evolution of graphene folds under increasing compression. (a, b) A sequence of AFM topography
images showing the change in 3D morphology of a single region of monolayer exfoliated graphene under
increasing compression of 1 and 5% respectively. Orange arrow in (b) shows newly generated fold. (c)
Corresponding height profile of the same position at different compression indicated by the black and red,
lines shown respectively in (a, b). (d) Schematic of the change in fold morphologies corresponding with the
region shown in (c). Both enlargement of existing folds and new fold generation occur.
compressions, for example when going from 11% (red line) to 19% (blue line), rather than delamination, the
average height of the folds increased by slip. Figure 6.2f shows schematically the processes for delamination
versus slip. Supporting Figure 6.10 contains additional AFMs of MoS2 at different compression values,
which show the same qualitative behavior, and Figure 6.11 shows the fold evolution when re-stretching
the substrate . As a result of the ultra-low bending modulus in 2D monolayers, these folds have a hairpin
geometry consistent with previous simulations[266] and experiments[180, 251, 181, 270], rather than a buckle-
delamination geometry commonly observed in multilayer structures[261, 263, 271] or thin films[260, 272]. As
seen in Supporting Figures S6.10-6.12, the AFM profiles of the folds at low compression have a single narrow
peak with a measured width of <5 nm for graphene, and 10-50 nm MoS2 after deconvolving the shape of
the tip. These narrow widths support the hairpin geometry.
Figure 6.3 shows similar analysis performed on exfoliated monolayer graphene under increasing compres-
sion. Figure 6.3a and 6.3b show the same region of graphene folds for compressive strains of 1% and 5%,
while Figure 6.3c shows the corresponding cross section height profiles. At small compression, the graphene
also displays delamination, shown by the orange arrow in Figure 6.3b, in addition to some degree of slip
to existing fold growth. Figure 6.3d shows the schematic of slip while partially delaminating membranes.
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Figure 6.4: Induced average spacing between folds in compressed 2D membranes. (a) Average fold spacing in
monolayer MoS2 measured in 7 different sample locations. (b) Average fold spacing in monolayer graphene
versus compression measured in 5 different exfoliated samples. The lines indicate the rate of change of
the spacing between folds versus compression. For low compression, the spacing between folds in MoS2 and
graphene respectively change at a rate of 47 nm/% and 162 nm/%. For higher compression, the rates become
6 nm/% and 10 nm/% respectively. In both materials there is a transition in behavior at 550 ± 20 nm and
1000 ± 250 nm respectively. The transition point corresponds with a change in the stress release mechanism
from delamination-dominated to generate new folds toward slip-dominated to enlarge existing folds.
Supporting Figure 6.12 contains additional images of graphene under varying compression. Unlike the MoS2,
the transition to slip to enlarge existing folds occurs at much lower compression and higher fold spacing.
In Figures 6.2-6.3, we observe both stress release mechanisms, delamination and slip, in both materials,
and they appear at different compression levels. However, because mechanical folding instabilities from
stress release mechanisms are a stochastic process, there is significant variation in the spacing between folds
and global behavior cannot be inferred from a single region. To quantitatively determine the mechanics of
the monolayer membranes, it is necessary to perform a statistical analysis.
In Figure 6.4 we compare the average behavior of multiple regions under increasing compression. The key
parameters extracted from the fold topography are the average height, average width, and average period
of folds. However, due to AFM tip interactions[273, 274] and scan conditions (See Supporting Figure 6.13),
it is difficult to accurately measure the height and width of soft folds, making the average period the more
reliable measure for comparison. Figures 6.4a and 6.4b respectively plot the average fold period versus
compression for MoS2 and graphene. The MoS2 data was averaged over 7 different monolayers on the same
substrate, while the graphene data were averaged over 5 different exfoliated monolayers. In the MoS2, for
small compression of <16%, the average period reduces at a rate of 47 nm/%. This rate is much larger
than the rate expected purely from compression of 12 nm/%. The rate of change in the period undergoes
a sudden kink at 16% compression to the rate of 6 nm/%. Shown in Figure 6.4b, similar behavior is also
observed in the exfoliated graphene compression. For small compression the graphene period reduces at a
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Figure 6.5: Model of stress release mechanisms in compressed 2D monolayers (a) Schematic of the change
in morphology for a membrane that has reached the maximum static friction τthr to undergo slip and
enlargement of the existing folds. (b) In-plane stress versus position profile corresponding with the change in
compression from (a) assuming a constant surface traction at the membrane and substrate interface. The final
(red) stress profile has higher max stress and slope than the initial (black) profile. (c, d) Similar schematic
and stress profile where the max stress at the center has exceeded threshold σthr which corresponding with
the adhesion energy resulting in the membrane locally delaminating to generate a new fold.
rate of 162 nm/%. Around 8% compression, the rate changes to 10 nm/%. The rapid reduction of fold
spacing at small strains corresponds to delamination to generate new folds, leading to a smaller period. At
higher compression, the strain is instead accommodated via membrane slip leading to the increase in the size
of existing folds with a rate of change similar to that expected from pure compression. The transition occurs
in MoS2 and graphene at compressions of 16% and 8% respectively, which is a reflection of their different
mechanical properties. As a final observation, the spacing in the folds are more irregular in the graphene
than the MoS2 leading to the larger error bars observed in Figure 6.4b. We hypothesize that the increased
irregularity is a result of the larger period overall in the graphene folds. The precise point of fold generation
will be affected by nanoscale inhomogeneities like particles at the interface, concentration of forces at edges,
shape of the compressed 2D membrane[254], and surface roughness[179]. Thus, a larger period between folds
allows for increased deviation in where the new folds are generated.
Figure 6.5 describes a continuum shear-lag model we developed[275] to explain the observed evolution in
morphology. We adapt existing models on interfacial sliding[177] and buckling of tensioned or compressed
2D materials on a soft substrate[187, 178, 179] to describe how the existing stress distribution from a
current configuration (fold height, spacing, and strain) will evolve when an additional compressive strain is
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introduced. We assume that uniaxial substrate compression leads to the application of a uniform surface
traction τ at the 2D material surface oriented along the direction of the compression[177]. This surface
traction depends on the interaction of the 2D membrane with the substrate including surface roughness and
adhesion, residual intercalated water or process residue, as well as the bulk substrate mechanical moduli
leading to strain transfer[254, 88]. Together, these contributions lead to an effective shear stress applied to
the 2D material by the substrate wherein only the mechanics of the membrane need to be considered[276].





For uniform τ , Equation 6.1 indicates that the resulting in-plane stress σ(x) in the 2D material is linear
along the direction of compression and uniform through the interface between the 2D membrane and the
substrate[179].
When a new fold forms, the built-up compressive stress is locally relieved. Since the bending stiffness of
monolayer graphene is orders of magnitude lower than the Young’s modulus[114] and adhesion energy[187,
277, 278, 279], the predicted average compressive strain on the nanometer scale curvatures of the hairpin
folds correspond to < 0.03-0.07% for the average height of the measured folds, which is much lower than
the induced compressive strains on the laminated regions of the monolayers. As a result, we can reasonably
assume the residual in-plane stress within the delaminated folds to be effectively zero[180, 266], compared
with the laminated regions between the folds. In equilibrium, the size of the fold between slip events is
fixed because the surface traction is much larger than the self-adhesion of the 2D material in the fold,
preventing the pulling of new material into the fold. Taken together, the stress within the 2D membrane is
zero at the folds and increases in magnitude linearly with slope τ away from each fold, with a peak in stress
|σmax| halfway between neighboring folds. From the geometry, the relationship between the maximum stress





Figure 6.5a,c shows schematically a 2D membrane with periodic folds undergoing slip or delamination
stress relief mechanisms, while Figure 6.5b,d shows the corresponding stress distribution σ(x) within the
membrane versus position for each mechanism according to our model. The black and red dashed lines rep-
resent the morphology and stress distribution immediately before and after slip or delamination respectively.
According to our model, as substrate compression increases, the folds move closer to each other, the
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stress slope increases, and the maximum compressive stress magnitude increases[275]. The slope and max
stress will both increase under increasing compression until one of the two thresholds are reached. Figure
6.5a,b shows slipping to grow existing folds: if the slope of the stress profile exceeds a threshold |τ | ≤ τthr
corresponding to the maximum static friction of the 2D material on the substrate, then the membrane will
slip at the site of an existing fold, leading to an increase in size of the fold and a drop in τ . The adhered
portion of the membrane will locally slip until reaching a new equilibrium residual stress indicated by the red
dashed line in Figure 6.5b. The relative slope and shape of the residual stress after slip will be determined
by the dynamic friction of the interface compared with the static friction[275].
Delamination to form new folds is shown in Figure 6.5c,d: if the maximum stress halfway between the
folds exceeds a stress threshold |σmax| ≤ σthr corresponding with in-plane stress exceeding the delamination
energy of the substrate, then a spontaneous delamination will occur, leading to a new fold, a reduction of
|σmax, and a new stress profile shown as the red dashed line in Figure 6.5d. The delamination will occur at
the point of highest stress. At the point and instant of delamination, the membrane goes from a flat, adhered
state to a nanoscale buckle-delamination, which will locally have a stress near zero. This difference in stress
will cause the membrane to locally slip, providing new material to the delaminated region. Because of the
low bending modulus and high self-adhesion of the 2D material, the delaminated region will collapse to form
the fold[180, 178]. Shown as the red dashed line in Figure 6.5d, after new fold generation is complete, the
stress profile splits into two new profiles with half the period. The energetics and dynamics of this sequence
is complex. Importantly though, we note that membrane delamination is an instability similar to Euler
buckling[260, 272], wherein the onset is predicted from the point at which a solution becomes unstable,
rather than from energy conservation between the initial and final shape of the structure[275]. As a result,
it is unnecessary to account for the energetics of the folding process or self-adhesion of the membrane in the
fold to predict the onset of delamination.
From energy conservation, the threshold compressive stress σthr is related to the adhesion energy per
unit area Γ between the substrate and the 2D membrane[272]:
1
2E2D
σ2thr = Γ (6.3)
where E2D is the 2D Young’s modulus of the membrane.
Whether slip or delamination will occur is determined by whether the slope of the stress profile reaches
τ)thr or the max stress reaches σthr first. As indicated in Figures 6.5c, d, for longer fold periods and lower
compression, delamination will occur first, while for shorter fold periods, slip will occur first. The fold period
ltransition corresponding to the transition from new fold generation to growth of existing folds arises from
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Equation 4 and the experimental measurements of ltransition from Figure 6.4 (1000 ± 250 nm in graphene,
550 ± 20 nm in MoS2) determine the value of τthr for each 2D material. Using the 2D modulus[9, 10] and
adhesion energy[187, 277, 278, 279], the maximum interfacial static friction before slip is determined to be
τthr = 3.0 - 4.6 MPa in graphene and τthr= 5.2 - 10.2 MPa in MoS2. The corresponding the compressive
stress and strain on the adhered region before delamination will be σthr= 1.4-2.3 N/m and εthr= 0.4-0.7%
for graphene and σthr = 1.4-2.8 N/m and εthr= 0.8-1.6 % for MoS2. The numerical values are summarized
in Supporting Table 6.1. These values are similar to the onset of slip of 1.2-1.5 % in systems under tensile
strain[177, 187, 178, 254].
This model is formulated so that the only critical parameters are σthr and τthr, and the evolution of
folding morphology depends on the initial conditions and compression history. As with many crumpling
phenomena, the transition depends on the initial fold structure present and the compression history and
can occur at different values of these parameters; thus there is no global threshold value for substrate
strain, fold height, or fold spacing for the transition from new fold generation to growth of existing folds.
Moreover, surface traction is a measure of the effective force acting on the membrane, and the model does
not consider the origin of the surface traction which is substrate material dependent. We expect this model
to be generalizable to the compression of isotropic, thin, flexible membranes under uniaxial compression on
a soft substrate, which possesses low friction interfaces to allow slip the membrane on the substrate surface.
As we continue to increase the compression of the substrate, we observe an additional transition in fold
morphologies in the monolayer graphene. Figures 6.6a to 6.6c zoom in onto a single graphene fold under
increasing compression from 5-19%, while Figure 6.6d shows the corresponding cross-sectional height profiles.
At small compression, the fold has a narrow profile of a standing fold. At higher compression, the height
drops from 10 nm to < 5 nm, and a second short peak appears adjacent to the initial peak. We associate this
new profile with a fallen fold where the additional layers lay over the underlying monolayer. Both standing
and fallen folds are often observed in graphene conformally grown on rough copper foil that is subsequently
transferred onto flatter substrates[180], or by differential shrinkage during cooling in graphene grown on
silicon carbide[280]. These previous studies found that there is a critical height at which fallen folds become
more energetically favorable[180, 251, 181] than the standing fold. In those cases, the folds are induced by
extra slack in the graphene whereas here we controllably induce falling of the folds. Indeed, under varying
compression, we observe a transition of the standing fold (Figure 6.6a) to a fallen fold (Figure 6.6b), which
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Figure 6.6: Collapse of folds at higher compression (a, b, c) A sequence of topography images zoomed in
onto a single graphene fold under increasing compression of 5, 15, and 19% respectively. Scale bar = 0.5
µm. (d) Corresponding height profile of the same fold at different compression indicated by the black red,
and blue lines shown respectively in (a, b, c). (e) Schematic of the transition from a standing to fallen fold
corresponding with the region shown in (d). (f, g, h) Optical microscope images of monolayer graphene under
increasing compression of 9%, 15%, and 19% respectively. Arrow marks fallen folds appeared by different
contrast. Scale bar = 2 µm.
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subsequently keeps broadening in width upon further compression (Figure 6.6c). The whole process is shown
schematically in Figure 6.6d.
Figure 6.6f-h, shows a sequence of optical images of the evolution of several folds on a single piece of
graphene under increasing compression. Because the standing folds are very narrow, they are difficult to
see optically. However, the fallen folds are easy to see as they lead to a change in contrast from the three
layers stacked on top of each other. These images show that, rather than all folds falling simultaneously at
a particular compression, the falling transition is related to the height of the individual folds. From eleven
different folds measured through a range of strains, the average height of the folds before falling was 8.5 ±
2.3 nm. In general, in buckle-delamination features, the falling transition will depend on the aspect ratio of
height to width[180, 181]. However, in the case of the hairpin geometry fold, the height of the fold is the
only critical parameter, because the width of the fold is a constant.
We note, as discussed earlier and shown in Supporting Figure 6.13, the measurement of the fold height
and width of the folds with AFM is less accurate than the measurement in spacing due to the tip interactions
and scan response, with nanoscale feature width being especially difficult to measure accurately. As a result,
caution should be used in overinterpreting the accuracy of the height and we only present the critical height
as opposed to an aspect ratio. Furthermore, we note that the AFM measures the static states between
transitions induced during the straining, not the dynamics of the folding process. Following the established
dynamics of many mechanical instabilities, we hypothesize that the falling of the fold is instigated at a point
of lower stability, such as at a bump on the substrate, a point of intersecting folds, or at the edge of the
membrane, then zips along the fold until it reaches some point of higher stability.
We follow previous models to calculate the relative energy of standing versus fallen folds[180, 181] (Details
in Supporting Information Section 6.1.5). We note that the analysis of standing to fallen fold transition is
different from the mechanical instabilities such as the onset of delamination or slip presented earlier. The
relative total energies between initial and final states in the standing to fallen fold transition, rather than
the point at which a particular state becomes unstable, govern the transition. The analysis shows that the
standing fold is always dynamically stable, but is energetically unfavorable compared with fallen fold the
above the critical height. Above the critical height, small perturbations, inhomogeneous strain, or thermal
fluctuations may induce the fold to fall into the more energetically favorable morphology. From the above
calculations the threshold height in graphene is predicted to be 6 nm, which occurs 5% compression in this
study. From the same analysis, the critical height of MoS2 is 19 nm, which will only occur at compressions
above those induced in this study. We note that these models do not include the influence of important
factors like substrate roughness, folds not being perfectly perpendicular to the direction of strain, induced
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shears, or pre-existing corrugations, all of which could effectively stiffen the membrane and lead to the
significant variation we observe in the critical height.
6.1.4 Conclusion
To summarize, we observe and explain two different stress release mechanisms occurring in 2D materials
graphene and MoS2 under compression: (i) slip to enlarge existing folds, and (ii) delamination to generate
new folds. Furthermore, in graphene we observed the transition of fold morphologies from standing to
fallen folds with increasing substrate compression. We show that these transitions in behavior are material
dependent and sensitive to interfacial properties such as adhesion and maximum static friction with the
substrate. Moreover, the transitions between fold delamination and slip and from standing to fallen folds
depend on the local features of fold spacing and height rather than global parameters like substrate strain.
This understanding of the origins and evolution of 3D deformation with systematically varied levels of
compression gives the potential to control the nanoscale fold structure of 2D atomic membranes, which is
a critical step in deterministically engineering stretchable, foldable 3D systems based on 2D materials. For
example, these results show that crumpled 2D devices, which often depend on high compression >100%,
likely contain multilayer folds. Next steps include understanding the impact of rate dependence and substrate
properties on adhesion and the resulting morphology, extending the model to incorporate biaxial compression,
and studying the mechanics of 2D membranes from heterostructures which exhibit slip and superlubricity
at the interfaces between layers as well as at the substrate.
6.1.5 Methods and supplementary information
Sample preparation
For this study, we used monolayer MoS2 grown by chemical vapor deposition and mechanically exfoliated
graphene. The monolayer MoS2 was grown in a tube furnace on a 285 nm thick silicon oxide thin film on
silicon with solid precursors MoO3 (Sigma-Aldrich 203815) and S (Alfa Aesar 10785) following established
methods[267, 281]. The monolayer graphene was mechanically exfoliated from kish graphite onto a 285 nm
thick silicon oxide thin film on silicon. In the early stages of this project, we also used CVD grown graphene
on copper, but found that the folds in the graphene resulting from the roughness of the copper caused a
lot of disorder in the folding process used in our experiments. In contrast, exfoliated graphene was much
flatter and cleaner, making it easier to observe the intrinsic behavior of the film in the absence of initial fold
features. Shown in Figure 6.7a and 6.7b respectively we establish that the materials are monolayers using
Raman spectroscopy on graphene (633 nm laser) and photoluminescence spectroscopy on the MoS2 (532 nm
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Figure 6.7: (a) Raman spectroscopy of monolayer graphene on SiO2. The G peak is located at 1587 cm−1,
and the 2D peak located at 2644 cm−1. The 2D-to-G peak ratio is 1.91, typical of monolayer graphene on
SiO2[87]. (b) Photoluminescence of monolayer MoS2 on SiO2. Photoluminescence emission energy is located
at 1.86 eV, with a peak width of 50 meV, typical of CVD grown monolayer MoS2[267]. Both measurements
taken before subsequent transfer of the monolayer to pre-strained PDMS substrates.
laser). The stretchable substrates used in this study were polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) provided by Gelpak
(part No. PF-60-X4). In order to set and vary the percent of strain in the PDMS substrates, we built the
custom setup shown in Supporting Figure 6.8. Before transferring the monolayer 2D materials, substrates
were pre-strained to 30 % in the custom setup. The monolayer materials were then transferred onto the pre-
strained substrate. After transfer, the substrate was released by set percentages, which allowed control over
the percent of compression being applied to the 2D monolayers. In order to transfer the monolayers off of
the initial growth/exfoliation substrates and onto the pre-stretched PDMS, while avoiding contamination or
residue at the polymer-2D interface, we used a direct transfer method. The pre-stretched PDMS was directly
placed on top of the monolayers on the oxide. The entire structure was submerged in 1 Mol concentration
KOH for 15 minutes causing the SiO2 substrate to delaminate, leaving the 2D monolayers on the PDMS.
The PDMS was then rinsed in 8 sequential DI water baths to remove any KOH residue before gently
drying the surface with a nitrogen blow gun. After fabricating the 2D materials on the pre-stretched PDMS
substrate, we induce the compression by sequential release of the pre-stretched substrate by 2-3% on each
step, while measuring the morphology under the AFM at each step. The amount of compression is confirmed
by the substrate length and change in the 2D material shape and area as viewed under an optical microscope,
shown in Figure 6.9.
Measuring fold morphology in graphene and MoS22
Topography measurements are performed with an Asylum research MFP-3D Atomic Force Microscope, with
tapping mode tips (Budget Sensor Tap300Al-G). We trace 5-7 separate locations for each material at each
compression level to check for variation in the observed morphology. Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.12 shows all
the AFM images taken for a single monolayer of MoS2 and graphene respectively for every compression,
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Figure 6.8: Graphical representation of the custom holder for controlling 2D material compression while
being able to be put in chemical baths and have a low profile for use in the AFM. First PDMS is placed on
the holder. The initial 50% pre-strain is then set with a spacer. Then 2D materials are transferred onto the
pre-strained substrate. Finally, smaller spacers are used to regulate compressive strain on the 2D material
by reducing the substrate pre-strain.
Figure 6.9: Optical microscopic image of MoS2 under (a) 0%, (b) 4%, (c) 7%, (d) 11%, and (e) 14 %
compression. The percent compression represents the compressive strain of the MoS2 membrane, which
is calculated by measuring the change in separation of well-defined landmark features on the monolayers,
rather than an estimate of global strain in the substrate. Scale bar 10 µm
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Graphene 340[282] 3.4-7.8[277, 283] 0.4-0.7 1.5-2.3 3.0-4.6
MoS2 171[10] 6-23[187, 284] 0.8-1.6 1.4-2.8 5.2-10.2
Table 6.1: Calculated σthr and τthr based on material properties
corresponding with the smaller regions shown in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 6.11 shows re-flatten and disappear
of some folds at small re-stretching. At larger re-stretching back to near the uncompressed initial state, more
folds disappear, but new tears also appear and propagate in the flat portions of the membrane. Monolayer
graphene is capable of withstanding strains of up to 25% for pristine material4, and 10% for CVD graphene5
or MoS26, all of which are smaller than the restrained material shown here. The 2D materials are likely
tearing from local pinning exceeding the threshold strain, or from propagation of tears at the edges. Finally,
transverse folds also start to emerge under re-stretch due to the Poisson ratio of the substrate, where the
re-stretch along the x axis leads to a smaller compression along the y-axis. Figure 6.13 shows the height
profile of the same MoS2 fold under 4% compression, with a different scan speed of AFM. In fast scan speed
(30 µm/s, blue solid line), the height of MoS2 fold measured as 11 nm, however, slower scan speed (5 µm/s,
red dotted line) measures 14 nm. Furthermore, the full width half max (FWHM) of fold profile in fast scan
measured as 130 nm, however, the measured in slow scan shows 49 nm.
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Figure 6.11: Sequence of AFM topographic images of monolayer MoS2 (a, b, c) under increasing compression
of 5%, and 14%, and 27%. (e, f) After reaching to the maximum compression, the substrate is re-stretched
to reduce compression to 14% and 5%, respectively. Scale bar = 1 µm.
Figure 6.12: Topographic AFM images of a monolayer graphene flake under increasing compression. (b)
Optical microscope image of monolayer graphene under increasing compression. Blue arrow marks collapsed
folds. Scale bar = 2 µm.
Figure 6.13: Topographic AFM images of monolayer MoS2 under 4% compression. Scale bar = µm. (b)
Height profile of fold marked with an orange line in (a) while measured at 30 µm/s (blue line), and 5 µm/s
(red dashed line).
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Predicting threshold height for fold collapse from standing
To calculate the threshold height for the graphene and MoS2 folds, we apply the energy balance approach
previously used to study folds induced in CVD grown graphene on hard substrates. The formation energy of
the hair pin geometry in a fold involves the adhesion energy, and bending energy induced by curvature. This
model assumes that the head of the fold has a simplified circle geometry. We find that if we assume different
fold shapes proposed in the literature (e.g. teardrop)[285, 181], the predicted critical height only varies
by 5%, far smaller than the experimental uncertainty of 20%. Supporting Figure 6.14 shows a simplified
hairpin geometry for both the standing and fallen fold structures with critical parameters identified. We
relate this geometry to the relative energy of a standing and fallen fold by assuming an adhesion energy (Γ)
of 15 meV/2 for both graphene and MoS2[181] and a bending stiffness (κ) of 1.6 eV for graphene and 9.6 eV
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The geometry of folds will be determined by minimizing the total energy. Thus, equations can be
established based on the partial derivatives with respect to each variable (R1, R2, θ1, θ2), with geometric
constraints in the Figure 6.14. The transition from standing to fallen folds will happen when the total
energy of deformation in each case is equal (Estanding = Efallen). The approximate threshold height can
then be evaluated by total length of standing folds divided by 2. Table 6.2 compares the predicted threshold
height from standing to fallen folds from the measured values in the paper to the values predicted from this
model. From the geometries, the equivalent average compressive strain on the fold can be calculated by
comparing bending energy and the 2D modulus of the folded membrane. From equation S9, bending energy






)) was evaluated, and it can be converted to the strain energy density
to find effective compressive strain energy at the membrane.
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Figure 6.14: Geometry and parameters of (a) standing fold, and (b) fallen fold.



















Graphene 8 1000 ± 250 8.5 ± 2.3 6.4 10
MoS2 16 550 ± 20 > 19.1 ± 6.0* 20.2 25
Table 6.2: Observed and predicted transition spacing and fold heights of 2D membranes. *The stated average
fold height is the measured height of MoS2 fold at the maximum measured compressive strain (26%), since
we did not observe any fallen MoS2 folds in our measurement. Thus, the threshold height will be greater
than these measured values.
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6.2 Mechanics of the evolution of two-dimensional material fold
morphologies under compression via stretchable substrates
This study will be submitted as : J. Yu, A. M. van der Zande, E. Ertekin, "Mechanics of the evolution of
two-dimensional material fold morphologies under compression via stretchable substrates".
Buckling instabilities of thin membranes are important in nanotechnology because of their potential to
modulate surface functionalities such as surface reactivity. In two dimensional materials, folds are prominent
buckling instabilities observed during compression of pre-stretched polymer substrates. To engineer two-
dimensional membrane functionality, it is necessary to understand the mechanics of fold morphologies and
predict how they evolve under compression. In this study, we establish a continuum model to explain
two-dimensional material fold morphologies evolve under increasing degrees of compression. A shear-lag
description of two different stress release mechanisms, slip and delamination, is developed. The onset of
either slip or delamination depends on the area subject to compression as well as the interfacial mechanical
properties, both the threshold static friction and adhesion energy. By formulating theoretical threshold
conditions for each mechanism, we construct a phase diagram that predicts the dominant stress release
mechanism for given characteristic fold spacing and interfacial properties. The results provide a framework
to design and control surface morphologies of two-dimensional atomic membranes on stretchable substrates.
6.2.1 Introduction
Wrinkling, buckling, and crumpling is commonly observed surface instabilities in elastic materials. Such
instability patterns can be intentionally introduced in thin membranes to form 3D features, via the presence of
a mismatch strain between the membrane and the an underlying substrate[170]. The nature of deformations
of thin membranes on stretchable substrates have been systematically analyzed in continuum mechanics,
resulting in description of the predominant instabilities that form to relieve stresses under compression.
Previous theoretical studies[272, 286, 287] have shown that the mechanical properties of the thin film,
substrate, and interface all affect the morphology of the observed surface instabilities. Correspondingly,
modifying system parameters such as interfacial adhesion, amount of mismatch strain, and the dimension
of thin film and substrate may allow control over the surface morphology from the centimeter[172] to the
nanometer scale[288]. Therefore, surface instability patterns are applied to offer the mechanical stability of
thin membrane froum high tensile strain up to 300 %[172, 104, 105] and to modify surface reactivities[289].
Due to their atomic scale thickness, two-dimensional(2D) materials as the extreme case of a thin elastic
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membrane are particularly interesting since their deformation directly translates to the deformation of atomic
bonds. Since deformed atomic bonds affec the electronic structure of 2D materials, properties such as band
gap[290, 291], and charge carrier mobilities can be modulated by stretching and crumpling 2D materials[105].
At the multilayer scale, the instabilities and deformations can successfully be described using continuum
treatments[187, 292], however, there are distinct behaviors observed when the thickness is reduced to a
single monolayer. For example, due to the low bending stiffness of monolayer graphene, localized surface
instabilities such as folded, hairpin-like structures form to relieve compressive stress[251, 180]. Furthermore,
the van der Waals interface that forms between MoS2 and a stretchable substrate easily allows slip to occur,
which limits the tensile strain of 2D materials to under 5%[293].
In our recent work, the onset and evolution of folded structures of MoS2 and graphene on polymer
(PDMS) substrates under increasing compression was systematically characterized[16]. As shown in Figure
6.15a, increasing compressive strains on the 2D monolayers were induced by releasing the pre-stretched
polymer substrate incrementally. As the compressive strain accumulated, it was observed that the stress
was released by delamination of the membrane from the substrate to form a new fold structure as shown in
Figure 6.15b. However, once the characteristic spacing between folds became reduced enough to a critical
threshold value, the stress relief mechanism changed to slipping membrane on the substrate, resulting in
enlarging of existing folds (Figure 6.15d).
Here, we present a detailed continuum elasticity analysis of the onset and evolution of monolayer 2D
material surface instabilities under increasing compression to explain our prior experimental observations.
Starting from an initial folded configuration with characteristic spacing between folds, we formulate the re-
sponse of the 2D monolayer membrane to increasing compression upon successively shrinking the substrate.
We use a simplified shear-lag model to describe who the stress profile of the 2D membrane changed upon
application of further compression. We consider two possible responses to increasd compression, delamina-
tion and slip, and propose different threshold conditions for each. If the surface traction, τ , exceeds the
coefficient of static friction for the membrane/substrate interface, slip will initiated and the existing folds
will grow. On the other hand, if the maximum compressive stress σmaxexceeds the threshold compressive
stress, new fold are generated instead. Below we use the same formalism to describe these stress release
mechanisms. Our continuum model can successfully describe the relief of compressive stress by both mech-
anisms. Furthermore, we find that the current spacing between folds largely governs the preferred stress
relieving mechanism because the spacing during compressions decides which stress release mechanism meets
the threshold condition. The transition of preferred stress release mechanism happens at the critical fold
spacing, where the onset of two stress release mechanisms meets simultaneously. From our model, the crit-
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Figure 6.15: Inducing 2D monolayer surface instabilities via stretchable substrate. (a) Schematic illustration
using pre-stretched polymer substrates to induce compression of atop 2D monolayers. (b, c) Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) measurement on MoS2 monolayer with compression of 5% and 12%, respectively[16]. (d,
e) Schematic of the change in fold morphology that takes place upon d) growth of existing folds (blue arrows
in (c)), and e) new fold generation (red arrows in (c)).
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Figure 6.16: (a) Initial fold morphology showing distribution of hairpin fold height and spacing and (b)
corresponding compressive stress profile. The magnitude of the slope of the stress profile corresponds to the
surface traction τ at the interface. Change of (c) morphology and (d) compressive stress profile from initial
(black) to final state (red) immediately following increase of substrate compression.
ical spacing depends on the 2D membrane’s in-plane modulus, interfacial friction, and interfacial adhesion
between the 2D membrane and the substrate, which agrees with the observation in our previous study[16].
Our study shows potentials on engineering surface topologies and accumulated compressive strain on the
2D membrane for modulating surface electronic and chemical properties (i.e. electronic properties, surface
reactivities) of the 2D membrane-substrate system.
6.2.2 Assumptions of Model
Consistent with our prior experiments of graphene and MoS2 on PDMS, we consider 2D materials supported
by a stretchable substrate, yet sufficiently stiff that the substrate surface remains planar during deformation.
Any out-of-plane deformations of the 2D material occur via delamination from the substrate.
Figure 6.16(a,b) shows a schematic of a folded 2D material on a pre-stretched substrate, and correspond-
ing stress profile. We assume that the 2D material accommodates compression via formation of ‘hairpin’
folds, consistent with prior experiments[251, 180, 181] and atomic force microscopy measurements of our
systems. The hairpin shape, with a round bulb-like top and pinched-narrow bottom, originates from an
energetic competition between bending deformation and van der Waals adhesion[266]. In general, uniaxially
compressed thin elastic membranes supported by an underlying substrate may initially exhibit a distributed
sinusoidal network of wrinkles, but upon further compression the wrinkles evolve to localized folds such as
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hairpins. This evolution results from a wrinkling instability arising from nonlinear van der Waals interactions
between the membrane and the substrate[294, 256]. As shown in the Figure 6.16a, our model assumes that
the initial configurations are already in this folded regime, with folds further assumed to be evenly spaced.
To mimic our experiments, we assume a pre-existing initial distribution of folds with characteristic fold
spacing lp and fold height h. The natural length of the compressed material between the folds (were it not
constrained by the substrate) is given by lo. To describe the evolution of the fold network when an additional
compressive strain increment is applied to the substrate, a shear-lag model describing stress transfer from
compressed substrate to the membrane on the substrate[293, 276] is used. The adhesive van der Waals
force between the 2D material and the substrate is assumed to be constant, and the compression of the
substrate causes it to exert a constant tangential surface traction τ>0 on the 2D material that opposes the





(0 ≤ x ≤ lo/2) (6.7)
Since the surface traction τ is uniform due to the van der Waals interface formed between the 2D
membrane and the substrate, Equation (6.7) leads to linear variation of the stress σ(x) ∝ τx in the 2D
membrane with position x and slope τ . In addition, the folds provide boundary conditions for the integration
constant for Equation (6.7). At each fold, the membrane is released from the substrate and the compressive
stress is zero. Thus, as shown in Figure 6.16(a,b), the magnitude of compressive stress is equal to zero at
each fold, and increases linearly with distance from the fold with slope τ . This maximum compressive stress
σmax is located at the middle of two folds.
Starting from the current state, we consider two stages in the membrane response when the compression
is increased. First, in the compression step, the membrane becomes further compressed and a change in
the stress distribution between existing folds occurs without any additional slip or formation of new folds
(described in section III). Second, in a stress-release step, the fold morphology may change to accommodate
the additional compression in two possible ways; slip and delamination. We define two threshold parameters
τthr and σthr. If the surface traction τ ≥ τthr, the friction between the membrane and substrate is insufficient
and the membrane slips so that the existing folds grow (Section IV). Alternatively, if the maximum stress
σmax at the midpoint between two existing folds exceeds the adhesion energy per unit area, then a new fold
may be created via a buckle-delamination (Section V). We show here that the latter occurs at large fold
spacing, but the former dominates at small fold spacing, and derive a criterion for estimating the transition
spacing between the two mechanisms.
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6.2.3 Stress profile of a membrane under compression with periodic folds
We start by deriving the relationship between the current characteristic fold period lp, the natural length lo
of the material between the folds, the stress profile σ(x) described by parameter τ , and the strain distribution
ε(x) in the adhered regions of the membrane. Initially, the 2D membrane contains a periodic array of folds
with characteristic period lp and height h.
Since the bending stiffness of 2D material are approximately three-orders of magnitude lower than the
in-plane modulus[114, 295, 156, 15], the bending energy required to form the fold is neglected here. Also,
we consider only the residual compression that is present in the adhered regions of the membrane. That is,
some of the total substrate compression is already accomodated by the delaminated folds, which are released
from the substrate and effectively stress and strain free. The portion of the compression imparted by the
substrate on the membrane that has been released through the folds is not considered in lo, only the residual
compression in the portion of the membrane that remains adhered is included.
Considering an adhered region between two folds, the stress and strain distribution in the region 0 ≤
x ≤ lo/2 with boundary condition (σ(x = lo/2) = 0) are given by










where Y2D represents the two-dimensional Young’s modulus of the 2D membrane. Working in the refer-






Imposing boundary condition u(x = lo2 ) =
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is the average strain between the folds. From Equations (6.8, 6.11), the maximum






Figure 6.16c,d shows a schematic of a 2D membrane before and after the compression is increased by
∆l > 0 so that the spacing between the folds becomes lp − ∆l, following the first stage of the membrane
response. The interfacial surface traction, strain profile, and stress profile change to accommodate the
additional compression without other changes to the fold structure. For a decrease in fold period ∆l, the


























Under increasing compression, ∆l is positive, so both the slope of compressive stress profile and the
magnitude of the compressive stress at the peak will increase, as shown by red-dotted lines in Figure 6.16d.
The second stage (stress release) proceeds from here and occur as either slip (Section IV) or delamination
(Section V) of the 2D membrane.
6.2.4 Slip to enlarge existing folds
As illustrated in Figure 6.17a, if τ > τthr the membrane slips over the substrate, relieving the built-up stress
and enlarging the size of existing folds. The threshold surface traction τthr is the maximum static friction
between the membrane and the substrate.
The change in the height of the folds due to slip depends on the exact shape of the fold and how that
shape changes with increasing substrate compression. For the hairpin shape, the base of the fold elongates
without change to the curvature at the top, so an increase in height by ∆h has the effect of modifying the
natural length of the flat adhered region from lo to lo − 2∆h. Following Equations (6.8) and (6.10), the
change in the average strain and the surface traction within the compressed region with spacing lp will be:
∆εslip = εfinal − εinitial =
lp − (l0 − 2∆h)
lo − 2∆h
− lp − lo
lo
(6.14a)
∆τslip = τfinal − τinitial = 4Y2D(|
lp − (lo − 2∆h)
(lo − 2∆h)2




Figure 6.17: Slip to enlarge existing folds. Change of (a) fold morphology and (b) stress profile during
slip. (c) Work done by friction as graphene slips on the PDMS membrane, and (d) energy difference
∆E = Estr −Wf between released strain energy Estr and work of friction Wf , as a function of fold spacing
lp and ratio τdyn/τthr of dynamic to threshold friction. Slip is assumed to occur when ∆E > 0. (e) The
boundary ∆E = 0 for varying τthr.
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Figure 6.17b shows the change in the stress profile during slipping. As the 2D membrane slips, the slope
of stress profile (red dotted line in Figure 6.17b), average strain, and maximum stress become reduced.
We note that in real systems, such stick-slip events are stochastic as commonly observed in tribological
systems[296, 297] rather than continuous. The extent of slip depends on the difference in the magnitude of
the static and dynamic friction of the 2D membrane on the surface and can be affected by local pinning
from residue or defects.
For slip to occur, we assume that the strain energy released should exceed the work done by friction
during slip. For infinitesimal slip du over area dA the work done by friction is given by dWf = τdudA.







We introduce the arbitrary height p(0 ≤ p ≤ ∆h), which allows to describe both surface traction τ
and displacement du. Similar to dynamic friction of a moving object, we assume that the surface traction
between the 2D membrane and the substrate is constant during slip, represented as dynamic surface friction
τdyn. However, the membrane under the traction is reduced because elongated portion of the membrane
becomes part of the enlarged folds, which is free from the compressive stress. Therefore, based on the
reference coordinate, the compressive stress of the membrane during slipping is described as:

σ(x, p) = τdyn(x− lo2−p ) 0 ≤ x ≤
lo
2 − p




The amount of membrane displacement is also related to the amount of released strain by sliding. First the
total displacement of the membrane u at the arbitrary position x in figure 6.17b is evaluated by integrating

















From Equation (6.16) and (6.17), the work done by friction is evaluated by integrating displacement of
infinitesimal membrane du while sliding on top of the substrate with the constant surface traction τdyn =



















Here the ∆h, the amount of enlarged fold height in Equation (6.18), is related to the friction ratio
between (τdyn/τthr); the membrane starts to be enlarged when the slip occurred at the surface traction of
τthr, and stops when the total enlarged length is reached to ∆h, where the surface traction is equal or less
than τdyn. Figure 6.17c represents the work done by slip normalized to 2D Young’s modulus Y2D of the
elastic membrane, plotted as a function of fold spacing lp and the ratio (τdyn/τthr)). As shown in the Figure
6.17c, the work done by friction increases quadratically with lp, and also depends on the ratio (τdyn/τthr)
based on the calculation from Equation (6.18).
The compressive strain energy released by slip should exceed the work done by friction to initiate slipping

















Figure 6.17d shows the energy difference (∆Ediff = Estrain −Wf ) in terms of lp and ratio (τdyn/τthr).
As described positive ∆Ediff depicted in Figure 6.17d, slip is allowed where low lp, and small (τdyn/τthr),
represented large difference in static and dynamic friction. Figure 6.17e shows the boundaries, called thresh-
old spacing, where the energy difference ∆Ediff is zero as a function of (τdyn/τthr), with varying τthr. As
shown in Figure 6.17e, the ratio (τdyn/τthr) is changing the condition of threshold spacing. If there are
large difference between (τdyn/τthr), the slip of the membrane becomes favorable in the larger spacing be-
cause of the larger released compressive energy. Furthermore, if τthr is increased, slip only occurred in the
smaller spacing between folds, because the area subjected to the friction increases in large lp. If the spacing
is larger than the threshold spacing, compressive strain is accumulated within the membrane unless other
stress release mechanism occur.
6.2.5 Delamination to generate new folds
In this section, we will examine the change in stress profile and local dynamics for a membrane undergoing
infinitesimal buckle-delamination to form a new fold. Shown graphically in Figure 6.18, if the magnitude of
maximum compressive stress in the membrane exceeds the adhesion energy between the membrane and the
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Figure 6.18: Delamination to create new folds. (a) Morphology and (b) corresponding stress profile upon
initial infinitesimal delamination. (c) Change of morphology and (d) corresponding compressive stress profile
as the new fold is formed. (e) Spacing lpdel to induce delamination versus maximum static traction τthr
between the membrane and the substrate. Color bar indicates parameter
√
(Y2DΓ). Red (black) line
indicates corresponding instability condition for MoS2 (graphene) on PDMS.
substrate, the membrane will locally delaminate, then slip will relieve the local strain while growing the new
fold. Buckle-delamination is a common phenomenon observed in compressed macroscopic membranes[272,
172], thin films on polymer substrates[260]. Generally, compression of membranes or thin films on a surface
induces a crack at the interfaces between two materials which propagates to form a buckle-delamination. The
width and shape of the buckle is determined by the thickness of the membranes, the shear/bending modulus
of the membrane and the level of compression. In the 2D limit, with effectively zero thickness, no out of
plane shear, and exceptionally low bending modulus, the effective crack length initiating the delamination
and the residual strain in the resulting fold is essentially zero.
Figure 6.18a shows the initial and final stress profiles during the instant an infinitesimal delamination
occurs. After delamination, the stress in the delaminated buckle is near zero, while the surrounding com-
pressed membrane is still under a high stress σ. The slope of the stress profile and corresponding τ near
the infinitesimal delamination point is much higher than the maximum static fiction τthr, making this new
state unstable. Shown in Figure 6.18c, the membrane will lower the local surface traction by locally slipping
inward to increase the height of the newly generated fold. This will lead to a dynamically changing stress
profile shown in Figures 6.18b,d. The membrane will slip until the surface traction τ falls below the dynamic
friction τdyn of the membrane, just as in the previous case. Once slipping stops, the final state will be a new
fold with two new stress profiles and half the period between folds. The height of the fold will be directly
related to the width of the stress relaxed region around the fold. Shown in Figure 6.18d, the stress will
peak at a new position larb, which will shift during the relaxation process. At any given time however, the
height hint of the fold will be directly related to the change in stress profile before and after delamination.
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(τo(lp + 2larb)− τfold(lp − 2larb))
(6.20)
Since the stress profile in Figure 6.18d is continuous and follows a simple geometry, the maximum stress
position larb is related to the threshold slopes and original profile.








(l0 − lp)(l2p − l0lp − 2l0hint
l20lp
| (6.22)
As expected, Equation (6.22) shows the surface traction between 2D membrane and the substrate diverges
at the onset of the new fold generation (h ≈ 0), showing this instability cannot be described by a static
equilibrium model[272].
Since the initiation of delamination will catastrophically propagate to form a new fold, the onset of
delamination should be considered to determine whether the stress release mechanism occurs. To initiate
infinitesimal delamination, the maximum strain energy density is equal or larger than adhesion energy(Γ)
between the membrane and the substrate. From energy balance at the maximum compressive stress at the









Figure 6.18e shows the threshold spacing (lthr) where the delamination happens as a function of τ , and
the material parameter (
√
2Y2DΓ) from Equation 6.23. Similar to Euler buckling condition, the compressive
stress energy is converted to delaminate membrane to induce instability condition in larger spacing than
the threshold spacing (l > lthr) calculated from Equation 6.23. As a consequence, a new fold is formed at
the middle of existing folds. From given material parameter in previous studies, the threshold spacing of
graphene (black) and MoS2 (red) is described in the Figure 6.18e.
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Figure 6.19: (a) Threshold spacing of graphene for delamination (red) and slip (blue). Delamination (slip)
happens when the spacing is above (below) the threshold with the green line showing where two surfaces
intersect. (b, c) Phase diagram of favorable stress release mechanism for different adhesive energy Γ as a
function of maximum static friction τthr. (b) For Γ = 6J/m2, there is a overlapped region (green colored
area) where both slip and delamination are favorable. Blue (red) line indicates the threshold spacing where
slip (delamination) happens. (c) For Γ = 20J/m2, there is a region where both slip and delamination are
not favorable, where compression of the membrane can take place with no subsequent change to the fold
morphology.
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6.2.6 Discussion on the transition in Strain Accommodation Mechanism
Figure 6.19 shows the surface plot of two threshold spacings for each stress release mechanism as a function of
maximum static friction τthr and adhesion energy Γ. From sections IV and V, delamination of the membrane
is favorable when the spacing between folds is larger than the threshold spacing, while slip is favorable when
the spacing between folds is smaller. Figure 6.19b,c show the two different phase diagrams from Figure 6.19a
with different Γ. As shown in Figure 6.19b, threshold spacing for the delamination is always lower than slip
for Γ = 6J/m2. In this case, there is an overlapped region where both slip and delamination are favorable.
In this region, the membrane releases compressive strain energy by either generating a new fold or enlarging
the existing fold heights, depending on the local roughness or surface irregularity of the polymer substrate.
Otherwise, if compression occurs when the spacing is greater than the threshold spacing for slip, new folds
are generated. Or, if the spacing is below the threshold spacing for delamination, only slip occurs.
However, in high adhesion (Γ = 20J/m2) as shown in Figure 6.19c, the threshold spacing for delamination
exceeds the spacing for slip in all static friction range. In the region between two threshold spacings, neither
the delamination nor the slip is favorable. Since the membrane cannot release the accumulated compressive
strain energy, the substrate contraction only induces compression of the 2D membrane between folds. Thus,
starting from the large spacing between folds, delamination is the dominant stress release mechanism. Once
the spacing between folds is reduced to the delamination threshold, there is only compression of the 2D
membrane. When the compression reduces enough the spacing between folds to the slip threshold, 2D
membrane starts to slip and release the accumulated compressive strain energy, which results enlarging the
existing fold height.
6.2.7 Conclusions
To summarize, we establish a model describing the change of 2D membrane’s fold morphologies during
contraction of pre-stretched substrate. Based on the simplified shear-lag model, we formulate the change
of stress profile between folds in three different scenarios: (i) the compression of 2D membrane during
substrate contraction, (ii) slip of the 2D membrane on the substrate, and (iii) delamination of the 2D
membrane from the substrate. Our model successfully describes two different stress release mechanisms, slip
and delamination, which effectively changes the surface morphologies of 2D membrane under compression.
The threshold conditions for each stress release mechanism depend on the interfacial mechanical properties:
maximum static friction, and adhesion energy. By establishing the phase diagram, the favorable stress release
mechanism for given spacing is predicted from the interfacial mechanical properties. Our model sheds light
on designing fold morphologies and accumulated compressive strain on the 2D membrane by manipulating
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In summary, we studied mechanics of three different van der Waals interfaces formed between 2D material
layers and deformable substrates shown in Figure 1.2.
In commensurate interfaces (Chapter4), we found van der Waals interfaces between layers allow the
slip during the bending deformation shown in the AB-stacked few layer graphene. As a result, the slip
disturb the lattice structures between the layers, which lowers the interlayer interactions while increasing
bending angle. We established simple 1D Frenkel-Kontorova model that shows the softening of the bending
stiffness of few layer graphene while increasing bending angle due to decreasing interlayer contribution.
This study shows that the bending of few-layer graphene can be lowered to the theoretical lower limit of
the mechanical membrane. Thus these results shed light on designing a new class of highly deformable,
nanoscale electromechanical systems with 2D materials.
In Chapter 5, we investigated bending deformations of incommensurate interfaces (twisted bilayer MoS2
and MoS2-graphene heterostructures). Interlayer superlubricity at the incommensurate interfaces diminishes
to lower the bending stiffness of incommnesurate multilayer 2D materials as a linear sum of individual layers.
We showed the capability of designing bending stiffness of arbitrary 2D heterostructures by engineering
the commensurate or incommensurate interfaces between layers. This study proposed a simple model for
describing 3D bending deformations of arbitrary 2D multilayers and heterostructures, which are inevitable
components for many classes of deformable 2D devices. Therefore, we show the 2D materials will be the
essential components for the highly curved, deformable electromechanical systems.
In Chapter 6, we characterized interfaces between 2D material membranes and deformable substrates from
observing fold morphology of compressed 2D monolayer membranes on pre-stretched substrates. This study
described two different stress-release mechanisms, slip and delamination, governs 2D membrane topology
under compression(Chapter 6.1). Furthermore, we established simplified linear shear-lag model to describe
the onset and evolution of fold morphology under compression (Chapter 6.2). This understanding of the
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origins and evolution of 3D deformation shows the modulation of the nanoscale surface topology of 2D
membranes-substrate system, which is a critical step in engineering deformable 3D nano electromechanical
systems with 2D materials.
For Chapters 4 and 5, we developed experimental platforms to control the bending deformations of
mutilayer 2D materials in the nanometer scale by utilizing terraced h-BN steps with the hot-pickup technique.
In Chapter 6, to systematically analyze the evolution of 2D material fold morphologies, we established the
framework to induce compression to control out-of-plane buckling instabilities of 2D material membranes
on the stretchable PDMS substrate. In addition to experimental techniques, we combined atomic scale
simulation to analyze atomic scale deformations of multilayer 2D materials. DFT simulations captured
the interlayer contribution to the bending stiffness in few-layer graphene and bilayer MoS2. By combining
experiments and simulations, this thesis successfully described the mechanics of 2D multilayers under out-of-
plane deformations, which shed light on 2D materials as a promising candidate material class for deformable
electronic membranes.
7.2 Outlook
We studied the mechanical deformations of 2D materials because it is ultimate limit of mechanical mem-
brane. Simultaneously, 2D materials are atomically thin building blocks for molecular electronics. Thus, it
is necessary to explore the impact of 2D materials’ out-of-plane deformations on the electronic properties.
As shown in Chapter 2, deformations on the 2D materials are coupled to the modification of electronic prop-
erties such as optical band gap and electron mobilities (Section 2.2). Furthermore, interlayer misalignments
between layers induce interesting quantum phenomena in flat, 2D heterostructures such as unconventional
superconductivity or Moiré exciton (Section 2.4).
One of the contributions of this thesis is establishing state-of-the-art platform to control out-of-plane
bending deformations in nanoscale resolutions on 2D multilayers. Theoretically, bending deformations in
2D materials changes the electronic band gap[298] and lattice misalignments 4. With our platform, it is
possible to investigate the local modulation of electronic properties such as electronic band gap and charge
carrier transport. Observing the change of electronic properties with localized out-of-plane deformations will
enable to investigate key factors of unconventional quantum phenomena, because the lattice alignments of
2D multilayers can be locally controlled in atomic scale by inducing nanoscale bending deformations with
our platform.
Furthermore, static deformation was the main focus of this thesis. It is necessary to investigate the
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method of inducing dynamic actuation on the 2D material membrane. As we have discussed in section
2.3.4, there are studies on dynamically deforming the 2D material-substrate composites. In addition to
that, manipulation of atomically thin membranes in the nanoscale resolution will allows to build a nanoscale
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